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UTILIZING WASTE HEAT FROM. STEAM ENGINES AND to the inch: At this time the second or bisulphide engine was 

BOILERS. started, geared to a derrick, and commenced raising a weight 
of 500 pounds in the same manner that the steam engine was 

Mr. J. H. Ellis. of Springfield, Vt., has recently made some doing. The two engines were kept running simultaneously 
interesting experiments in utilizing the heat that escapes in two hours, and during thi.s time the ste",m engine made 
the exhaust steam from engines, and in the smoke from steam 38,000 revolutions, and raised 5l!O'l>oundl!' _ feet, wIlilethe 
boiler furnaces. The apparatus used, .and the results pro- bisulphide engine made 44,000 revolutions, and raised 500 
duced, are illustrated by the annexed engravings, of which pounds 528 feet. The pressure in the steam boiler ranged 
Fig. 1 is a perspective view, and Fig. 2 a vertical section of from 30 to 70 pounds to the inch, averaging about 45 pounds, 
the arch boilers and chimney flues. He used for the purpose and the p�essure in the bisulphide boiler ranged from 30 to 
the horizontal tubular steam boiler, A, Fig. 2, twelve inches 60 pounds, averaging about the same as that of the steam 
in diameter and three feet long, with thirteen copper flues, B,. boiler. The temperature of the smoke on leaving the flues 
one inch in diameter; the fire box, C, being under the boiler,' of the fl-team boiler did not exceed 360 deglees during the 
and the smoke returning through the flues. He connected trial. 

J $3 per Annum. 1 [IN ADVANCE.) 

But as the bisulphide engine labored under precisely the 
same disadvantages that the steam engine did, the power 
gained by the use of the former was not affected thereby. 

Thel3e engines can be seen running, or further particulars 
in regiM to them obtained by applying to Joel A. H. Elli�, 
Springfield, Vt. 

This invention has been secured ·through the Scientific 
American Patent Agency by four distinct letters patent. It 
has also been patented in foreign countries through the samt> 
medium. 

_ .•.. 
Lumber Trade. 

Some idea of the magnitude and importance of the lumber 
trade in the upper Miseissippi and its tributaries may bp 

ELLIS' METHOD OF UTILIZING WASTE HEAT FROM STEAM ENGINES AND BOILERS. 

with this boiler an engine, with cylinder 1!" X 2t", running 
350 revolutions a minute. This engine was geared to a der
rick, so that it raised a weight of five hundred pounds five feet 
in one minute. 

For the purpose of using the escaping heat from this engine 
;tl!Jil,� boiler, he placed another upright tubular boiler, D, in the 
flue "f the chirruwy, the base of the flue being- enlarged suffi
.ciently for the purpose. This boiler was four feet long and 
nine inchfts in diameter, and had seven copper flues, E, 1" in 
iliameter. A ,spiral coil of copper pipe, F, was placed inside 
this boiler, of sufficient length to extend from one end to the 
other; one end of the coil passing out at the top, and the 
other end at the bottom of the boiler. The diameter of this 
.coil was 8", and the diameter of the pipe of which it was 
made was f'. The upper end of this coil was connected with 
tlJ,e exhaust pipe of the engine, so that the exhaust steam 
was compelled to pass through the coil to escape into the 
�tmosphere. 

The boiler, D, was filled with the bisulphide of 'carbon 
(which boils at about 110° Fah.) and it was connected with 
another enginE;, of the same size and style as the one used 
with the steam boiler, and geared to a derrick in the same 
manner. 

Having raised the pressure in the steam boiler to 45 pounds, 
the steam engine was started, raising with the derrick a 
weight of 500 pounds, the exhaust steam passing through the 
coil of pipe in the bisulphide boiler in the manner described. 

In five minutes after the steam engine commenced running, 
the pressure in the bisulphida boiler went from 0 to 30 pound� 

The exhaust steam was perfectly condensed in the coil, 
and all its latent heat imparted to the fluid that surrounded 
it; and the temperature of the water discharged from the coil 
did not exceed 108 degrees, being reduced to that point by 
the cold bi-sulphide constantly pumped in at the bottom of 
the boiler around tho lower end of the coil. The heat of the 
exhanst steam being applied at the top of the boiler, Ii press
ure of 60 pounds to the inch was obtained, before the tem
perature at the bottom of the boiler was raised a single 
degree. The vapor of the bisu1phide of carbon was con
densed ill a short coil of eopper pipe, immersed in a tank of 
water, and pumped back into the boiler continuously during 
the trial, with no perceptible loss of the material. 

The amount of fuel consumed in g-etting- up steam from 
cold water and running the engine during the trial, was 5 
pounds of wood and shavings, 6 pounds of charcoal, and 12 
pounds of anthracite coal; and 60 pounds of water were con
densed from the exhaust of the steam engine, in the coil of 
the bisulphide boiler. 

It will be seen by the above statement of facts, made from 
data furnished us by Mr. Ellis, that the increase of power 
obtained from a given amount of fuel by the use of the bi
sulphide boiler was 115 per cent. 

Mr. Ellis states that owing to the fact that the engines 
used had no cut-off val ves, and had ports too much contracted 
to exhaust freely, and also because the amount of friction in 
the derrick gearing, which was new, was very g-reat, the 
amount of power developed and useful work performed, was 
not as much as it would have been with more perfect engines. 

formed from the following figures: The logs cut last winter 
measured in round numbers 100,000,000 feet, or 20 per eent 
less than the yield of the previous year. The �tock on hand 
at the commencement of the season was 30,000,000 feet, about 
the usual quantity. The St. Anthony manufacture accounted 
for 110,000,000 feet, 15,000,000 were sent to market by river,and 
the balance not stacked was sold in Minnesota and Iowa. On 
the St. Croix and its tributaries, 73,700,000 feet were cut, and 
this large figure is 40 per cent below the production of 1868-69. 
With stock on hand 75,000,000 feet old logs, the total at the com
mencement of the manufacturing season was nearly 150,000,-
000 feet. Of this amount 40,000,000 was unattainable in the 
pineries; 75,000,000 was manufactmed on the St. Croix, and 
at Hastings, Redwing, and Lake City,. and the balance, 
33,000,000, left for exportation. At Black River the logs 
scaled exceed those of the Upper Mississippi and its tribu
taries by more than 30,000,000 feet. The Black river is thus 
at the head of all the districts on the Mississippi river. 

--... -
HAILSTONES.-:-A writer in N atu1'e says: "Hailstones are 

frozen raindrops, and a raindrop falling through a vacuum 
would of necessity be spherical; but in falling through the 
air it nm�t tend to assume the form of least resistance, what 
ever that may be. I was told many years ago of hailstones 
which had been picked up and found to be of the form of 
Minie bullets. I do not vouch for the truth of this, but I 
think it likely; the Minie bullet W.l�, I believe, the nearest 
approach to the form of least resistance that the inventor 
was able to arrive at." 
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THE WATER WE DRINK. 

.. 
LECTURE BY PROF.CHANDLER,.BEFo.�tB TJlB AMERICAN INSTITUTE. 

Water is the sole product of the combustion of hydrogen. 
The Hindoos and the Egyptians considered,water the element 
from which all bodies are formed. Ameng too Greeks, six 
hundred yeal's before Christ, the opinion was defended that 
water was the first and fontal element of all matter. Aris
totle regarded it as one of l,he four primal elements, and this 
idea prevailed for more than a thousand years, and the four 
elements-fire, ail', earth, and water-were supposed to be 
materials from which all matter was formed. It was sup
posed, however, that these four elements were, to a certain 
extent, mutually convertible, and there were certain facts 
which made this appear very possible, at that date. Heat 
converted water into steam, which to the ancients was equiv
alent to air; and the frequent evaporation of water from glass 
vessels seemed to convert the water into earth; so the four 
elements WPre mutually convertible. 

'rhiR idpa of the conversion of water into earth prevailed 
until about 1770, just one hundred years ago, when Lavoisier, 
the Frlmch chemist, applied the balance to the solution of the 
problem. It had, however, been known that when water was 
placed in a retort, and evaporated, there remained behind a 
small quantity of earthy matter. If the water were poured 
back and distilled a second time, the quantity of earthy mat
ter increased; so the third time, and thiR continued until the 
distillation was complete. Lavoisier provided himself with 
an alembic which was hermetically sealed, and into this he 
introduced three pounds of water. He repeated the distilla
tion for a long time, and found that at the end of the opera
tion he had hvpnty drams of mineral water; but he found 
that the alpmbic and the WItter had the same weiglJt as be
fore. On opening the apparatus he discovered that he had 
not lost any of the water, but the alembic had lost the twen
ty drams. Scheele, a Swedish chemist, analyzed the earthy 
matter left, and prov'Ild it to be of the same material as the 
glass. On repeating the experiment of evaporating water 
from a silver vessel no earthy matter was produced: so it 
was clearly proyed that the earthy matter came from the 
vessel and not from the water. 

The application of the balance to the chemical investiga
tion, in the hands of Lavoisier, laid the foundation of the 
present system, not simply of chemistry, but of the sciences 
based on it. Cavendish pr.oved water to be composed of 
uxygen and hydrogen. 

Water is the most important and remarkable of all com
pounds. It covers three fourths of the earth's surface, in the 
form of oceans, lakes, rivers, snow and ice. As vapor, it is 
!lyer present in the atmosphere. It occurs in animals, the 
blood containing seventy-nine per cent, and the muscles sev
enty-five ller cent. In fact, a human body is three fourths 
'water. Plants contain from twenty to eighty or ninety per 
cent. None of the solid rocks are free from it, and some of 
them-as gypsum-contain twenty pel' cent. At 2120 Fah., 
water boils, passing off in the form of vapor, but it evap
erates at all temperatures. 'Yater has a great capacity for 
heat. A cubic mile of water, in cooling one degree, warms 
3,076 cubic miles of atmospheric air to an equal extent, and 
a cubic yard of ice, in melting, cools 1,000 cubic yards of air 
from fifty to fifty-two degrees Fahrenheit. We have water 
playing the part of an acid, in combination with a strong 
baRe. It iR in the condition of acid that it attacks the quick 
lime and slakes it. We have the water again occurring in 
the form of watery crystallization, in solid substances, which 
assume a crystalline form when separating from water, liS 
,,-lum, gypsnm, and many other materials. We have it again 
as a solvent, in which case it exerts a weak affinity for the 
l'ubstances involved. The water dissolves not only waters, 
but gasps; in fact, it is a universal solvent. Natural waters 
lire never pure, owing to solvent properties. Atmospheric 
wllters, the snow, thp dew, the fog. take up certain impurities 
before they reach the earth. They absorb a certain portion 
of oxygen and nitrogen; they wash out the dust floating in 
the atmosphere, and near the seashore the waters contain 
(·.ommon salt. In l'Iome cases we find sulphuric acid, and in 
others ammonia: 

WELLS. 
Terrestrial waters are still more impure. 'Vhen the water 

l't'aches the surfllce it is absorbed by the porous strata. 
'rhe charact,er of a spring will depend upon the strata through 
which the water has percolated. Our common wells are sim
ply holes dug down through the strata. Water tllkes the 
(�hllracter of the (mrth through which it has passed. The 
"arth's crust consists of strata, different kinds of rock, sand
:'ltone, limestone, and slate. Some of these are porous, others 
are impervious to water, RO that we may have in different 
If'Oint" many different kinds of water occurring in as many 
"t�'l'ent layers. In boring an artesian well, we may come 
aLQl'Q,.� wat!'r characterized by salt. At a st.ill greater depth, 
we iUli)f 1111'et water which is quite pure. The artesian well 
is f'imPuY '!> boring marIe down through those different strata 
t.o reacll �3f"ei' of a desired quality. One of the most cele
brated of t1I«.""" wf,lls is at Grenelle, Paris, 1,600 feet, 01' one 
!third of a mile, �lIJ ,.;cpth. As the water which rises in this 
'.Wen llas its source M., remote distance, where the porous 
,strruta which bring it are: '''''J;'' elovated, the water rises eighty 
d'eet al1G"I';; the surface. 'I'll., �'wl.'J in tIlat well is ninety cubic 
Ifeet per llliullte. 'l'he tempertttu,,, i,� eighty-two degrees 
lFa.hrenheit. '1'll!! deepest well in Europe�..t Hochefort-has 
;a depth of 2,276 feet, 01' more than one half mile. At Louis
\V'il\l�, Ky., a well has beeu 110red 2,086 feet deep, and another 
:tl.t Clu;a-1<:stOI1, S. C., 1.250 feet deep-both of these wells 
bl'ing milll:l'aJ wuter. 

AtteruptB have been made to obtain fresh water by boring 
in ;;:orne Qf (lilT �VeKte)'n Stat·ps. In Columbus, Ohio, It well 

ltitutifit )tutritau. 
was bored 2,271{feet deep, but no water would come to the 
surface. At St. Louis, the deepest artesian wlill that has 
ever peen bored was 3,881 feet, or nearly two thirds of a mile. 
It was II failure, however, as the water obtained would not 
rise to the surface. In many other localities .thes.e wells 
have been exceedingly successful. In oases on the desert 
they have added greatly to the fertility. In Algiers and 
other localities, they have been bored with great success, 
sometimes producing natural and at other medicinal waters. 
At Tours, in France, the artesian well is sometimes closed by 
leaves which, when finally brought to the surface, are found 
to come from a region 150 miles distant, the water h,\\ving 
come through subterranean channels. 

Owing to the solvent power of water, spring and well 
waters always contain more or less mineral matter. Where 
the rocks are chiefly composed of silicious minerals, we have 
very little impurity. In New England, the waters generally 
contain nearly three or four grains of impurity to the gallon. 

WHAT WATER CONTAINS. 
We sometimes find in water organic matter derived from 

the decay of vegetables, and certain gases, oxygen and nitro
gen-in other words, air; but the air which is dissolved in 
water is richer in oxygen than the atm@sphere. This seems 
to be a wonderful provision of nature for the support of 
those animals that breathe by the means of gills. Fishes 
derive their oxygen from this gas, which is dissolved in 
water;' and, �lthough its volume is only one twenty-fifth the 
volume of the water, still the supply is sufficient to support 
this animai life. In wells we have also nitrates, and ammo
nia salts, produced by the decomposition of animal matter in 
the soil round our dwellings. 

We get an IIpp}'()ximate idea of the quality of spring wllter 
by the density of the precipitates contained in it. Pond, lake, 
and river water is partly supplied by springs, and partly by 
water which has simply passed over the surfllce of the earth, 
and not through the porous strata. Consequently, this water 
is purer, generally, than spring water. Some of the purest 
waters that are known are lake waters. 'l'here is a lake in 
Sweden the water of which i� found to contain only one 
twentieth of a grain of impurity in a gallon. "Vater which 
is in motion, as river water, often coutains suspended impuri
ties, or mud, which it has no opportunity of depositing; but 
when the stream becomes quiet, the mud is deposited, and 
the water becomes clear. 'l'he waterll of the Mississippi 
river contain forty grains of suspended impurities in a gltl
lon, and it is estimated that 400,000,000 tuns are carried to 
the Gulf of Mexico annually. By the Ganges, 3,668,000 cubic 
feet of earthy mlttter are cllrried annually to the ocean. 
In fact, it is by alluvial matter-mud transported in this 
way-that the entire State of Louisiana has been formed, by 
the encroachment of this earthy matter upon the waters of 
the gulf. We find also living organisms-plants and allinmls 
-occurring in greater or less quantities. There is a popular 
idea that you can find these animals in a drop of any water. 
This is untrue; but by causing the water to pass through a 
filter we can obtain them. 

The waters from our rivers and lakes, on reaching the ocean, 
evaporate, leave their saline matters behind, and come baQk 
in the form of rain or snow; and every time the water makes 
its journey to the ocean, it carries with it its little cargo of 
matter, and in this way the ocean becomes salt. It might be 
supposed on this account that the ocean would become much 
more salt in time; but the mtio between the quantity of 
watpr in the rivers and the quantity of water which is exist
ing in the ocpan, is such that the change must proceed vpry 
slowly. It is estimated that thirty-six eUhic miles of water 
How into the ocean evpry day, but it would take 30,000 ypars 
for all the water in the ocean to make the rOllnd once, to go 
back. to the land, and bring its cargo of saHne matter. Sup
posing thnt each gallon of river water whit)h comes to the 
ocean bring six grains of impurity with it, it WOllld take 
36,000 years for it to be increased in the ratio of six grains 
to the gallon. 'l'he probability is that the solution of ,ealine 
matter took place much more rapidly in formpr ages than it 
does now. It is pretty nearly washed out of its dust now, 
and carried to the ocean. Inland Reas which receive rivers of 
a considerable size, and at the same time have no outlet, be
come much more concentrated than sea water, owing to the 
evaporation. We have saline waters in which common salt 
predominates, some of the most remarkable of which occur 
in this State at Syracnse, and in the Onondaga salt reserva
tions we have brine from which enormous quantities of salt 
are manufactured. Nine million bushels have been manu
factured in a single year, the impurity consisting, in this 
case, almost entirely of salt. 

At St. Catherine'S, in Canada, we have a water which 
contains large quantities of chloride of calcium and magne
sium. There is through the valley of Saratoga a break in 
the �trata. Below the snrface of the earth, many hundred 
feet, is It porous layer of sandstone. This comes to the sur; 
face further llorth, where it receives pure atmospheric air, 
and this, passing down through the sandstone, dissolves the 
saline matter, takes up the carbonic acid, and comes up 
through the earth. 

PUnU'ICA'frON. 
'Vhere water is used for washing, as in woolen mille, in 

dyeing, etc., it is extremely important that it should be COlll
paratively pure. Yarious methods have been resorted to for 
its purification. [The speaker here exhibited a filter, which 
he ,,;aid was now coming iuto use, in which a sponge is made 
to do the work.] For domestic purposes, the water of hill
side� is alw'LYs the be�t. Wells are objectiollable, as they 
serve to collect what soaks from the soil, and in these waters 
nitric acid and decomposed animal substances are almost al
ways found. It is found tllllt the waters of artesian wells 
contain no oxygen. To make these waters useful they must 
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be brought into contact with the air. River and lake waters, 
are preferable for city supplies. As to the characteristics of 
good water, first, it I!hould be of low temperature, not over 
forty-eight or fifty degrees; it should be free from taste, ex
cept, perhaps, a slight saline taste, and a slight pungency 
from the presence of carbonic acid. Transparency is not so 
important, as water may be considerably colored, and yet bl' 
free from injurious ingredients. It is not so much in thl' 
quantity of impurity as the quality. Five or six grains of 
lime or magnesia in water renders it unfit for cooking. );,or 
tea and coffee, how'lver, it is found to be an advantage to 
have a small quantity of lime in the water. A person of 
delicate taste can detect the presence of lime salts in water 
when it exists in the proportion of only two grains to the 
gallon. Certain waters in almost every region acquire a 
special reputation as tea waters. Old inhabitants in New 
York remember the famous tea pumps, one of whieh was 
situated in Franklin street, where a boy was kept pumping 
tea water for the neighboring inhabitants. Anotlll'r was at 
the corner of Heade and Center streets. 

ORGANIC IMPURITIES. 
It is the animal organic matter in water which is objf'ction

able, not the vegetable. In many cases living vegetables al'l' 
our gl'eat safeguards. Many lives have been saved by the 
action of vegetation destroying decomposing animal sub
stances. Soakage from the neighboring dwellings adds or· 
ganic matter to the water, which has germs of diseasl'. 
Analysis hardly detects it. Sudden outbreaks of dysentery 
are produced by this cause. Before New York was supplipd 
with Croton water, it was visited by epidemics believed to 
have been caused by defilement of the wells then in use. 
Cholera, although it does not originate from this cause, is 
chiefly disseminated by impUl'e supplies of water. During 
times of its prevalence it has been noticed that where fresh 
water is abundant, no deaths of any consequence occur. 

The evil from which we are most likely to suffer is from 
impl'1lgnation of the water from lead. There is hardly any 
kind of water but has some effect upon lead. Pure distilled 
water attacks it rapidly; water containing some lime salts 
attack it less rapidly. When Croton was first introduced, 
owing to the aqueducts being freshly built, the water was 
much more impure than at present, and it was then noticed 
that it llad but little effect upon lead, but as the water be
comes purer, we are in more danger of its contamination. 
Several other mllterials have been suggested as a substitute 
for lead pipe. Galvanized iron pipes are open io some objec
tions. Glass pipe has been suggested, but the inconvenience 
of introducing it is a serious objection. The best pipe i� 
that made of tin, surrounded by lead, the water beiu!(' I'n
tirely protected from the lead. 

The lecture was illustrated by numerous experiments. 
_._.-

Why Soup I.. Whole .. ome. 

Physiologically, soup has great value for those who hnrry 
to and from their meals, as it allows an interval of compara
tive rest to the fainting stomach before the more substantial 
beef and mutton is attacked, rest before solid food being as 
important as rest after it. Let a hungry and weary merchant 
or lawyer rush in rnedias res-plunge· boldly into roast beef, 
and what is the result? The def�t is often as precipitate as 
was the attack. When the body is weary the stomach must 
be identified with it, and cannot therefore stand the shock of 
Rome ill-masticated, half-pound weight of beef. But if a 
small lllateful of light soup he gently insinuated into till' 
system, nourishment will :'loon be introduced, and strpngth 
will follow to receive more substantial material. 

..•. -
Burn.. and Scald ... 

S. B. Judkin, M. D., of Cuba, Ohio, writes to the .Journal of 
Jfatcl'ia Medica: 

" I have treated a good many cases of burns and scalds. 
and to my entire satisfaction. I diSRolve white lead in flax 
seed oil, to the consistency of milk, and apply o"Ver th!' entirl' 
burn or scald every five minutes. I have been in the habit 
of using a soft feather to apply tllll liniment. I have used 
this preparation a great many times in the fifteen years of 
my practice, and have never been disappointed; it gives rio'· 
lief sooner and is more permanent in its effpcts than an)' 
preparlltion I am acquainted with. 

I think that any one testing it will be satisfied. It should 
be applied often, and a full dose of an opiatl' will be advan· 
tageous if the burn is deep." 

-.�.-
Singular Mode of Detecting Fraud. 

A lawyer in Providence, R. I., was recently, on behalf of 
the heirs of an estate, contesting a will which he 1:elieved to 
have been forged. His clients were confident of the ju�tice 
of their claims; but the instrument was apparently all cor
rect, and the prospect of setting it aside looked very dubi
OUB. The pretended will was written under the da.te of 1851), 
and bore the stamp," A. P. Co.-Superfine." No paper hut 
that of the Agawam Company of Mittineague bears thiR 
mark. The lawyer conceived the idell of writing to the 
officials of the Agawam COlIlpany for information in regard 
to the paper, and had the satisfaction of lellI'ning that their 
first paper with that stamp waR made and sold in 1860, which 
proved that the fraudulent will mu�t hs,vo heon written o.t 
least five years after its dati,. Of course this discovery Ret
tled the lllatter. 

- .•. -
THE curious fact, that a needle or other stecl wire il) �erted 

in a living body will immediately become oxidized, while, if 
the body be dead, no oxidation will take place, was recently 
brought to light by Dr. Laborde, of Paris. This is a simple 
test as to whether death has taken place, and will he availa
ble in cases of trance or catalepsy. 
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THE YEAR AND TlIE DAY, regarded with spite as an unlucky month. Thus, July con

sisted of thirty-one days, August of thirty. Accordingly, in 
Our satellite the moon has this remarkable property, that the time of Augustus, gross adulation caused a day to be 

it turns on its own axis in precisely the same time that it taken from February, the poor, unlucky, but ill-used month, 
takes in completing a revolution round the earth. The re- and added to the one which bore the emperor's name. 
suIt of this is that men have been known to state, with an merely that his month might not be shorter than July, his 
air of scientific research, that it does not turn on its own predecessor's, The emperor may have been gratified by the 
axis at all. But fiat experimentum in cO'l'pore viti, for, as attention, but it is hard that we should suffer for it. 
Herschel remarks, if a man will only walk several times The Juliau method was nearly complete; the year thus 
round a stick, with his face always towards it, he will find established was only 11 minutes 10'35 seconds too long, 
from the unpleasant sensation of giddiness that he has been which amounts to a day in 129 years. 
rotating on his own axis also. " When the Julian Calendar was instituted, the vernal equi-

Now, the earth moves in a most confusing manner round nox was fixed at the 25th of March; and had it not been for 
the SUR. It rotaj;es on its axis about 365 times while it re- the slight error in the length of the solar year which re
volves about the sun; if it were exactly 365 times, the year sulted from the arrangement of Sosigenes, we should proba
would be difficult to manage, on account of its not being bly still have it on that day. As it was, however, the equi
readily divisible into months or other periods. But it is nox receded; and at the Council of Nice, in 325 A.D., it was 
about 365t times, and, to make the confusion worse, it is less settled that the 21st should be distinguished as the day of 
than this number by an insignificant fraction, which wilt its occurrence. And here it is remarkable that no correction 
make itself known in course of years. was made which would prevent further recession, and, abso-

If we were to go back to the earliest correct, or modeJ'aiely lutely fix the equinox on the 21st. The existing calendar 
correct, notion of the length of the solar year, we should was very cOllyeniellt, simple, and accurate, as far as tempor
probably find it among the Chinese. But in their case it is ary results; but the error induced must have been maD;ifest; 
impossible to tell what is false and what true. If, however, and it must also have been clear that in every four centuries 
we are to believe their historians at all, we shall have to the seasons would be one day out of place. 
allow that in knowledge of this sort they anticipated Euro- The necessity of reformation was felt by the Venerable 
peans by about two thousand years. The Chaldeans and tlie �e as early as the eighth century; it was subsequently 
Egyptians were very early in the pursuit of astronomy, yet .recommended to the pope by the philosopher Roger Bacon; 
quite modern in comparison with the Chinese. In Europe, but the first attempt at correction was made in the fifteenth 
the Greeks, at an early period of their history, were aware century by Pope Sixtus IV. To assist in this he invited the 
that the revolution, called the solar year, occupied about great astronomer of that time, Regiomontanus; but by the 
365t days, but for a long time could not arrive at Ii more death of the latter, the project was not carried into execution 
exact determination, and it was not till·140 B.C., that any until the accession of Gregory XIII. to the papacy. His 
accurate idea was formed. At that time lived Hipparchus, system was as follows; The Julian plan of intercalation was 
otherwise " the Father of Astronomy." He pursued the adopted, with the exception that the first year of a century 
science in Rhodes; and by. comparing his own observations should not be a leap year unless it were divisible by 400. 
of the sumther soiRtice with those taken by Aristarchus about Thus tJle length of the year was brought so nearly to exacti-
140 years before, he arrived at a fairly correct result; in tude that in a period of three thousand years the error 
fact, whatever inaccuracy there was lay chIefly with Aris- amounts to less than a day, which is certainly of no great 
tarchus. Modern investigations give as the exact time occu- importance. This reformation was made in 1582; and it is a 
pied by the earth in moving from a point in th,e ecliptic to curious coincidence that whereas the Julian Calendar was 
the same point again, 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 49'62 finally drawn and fully written out by a scribe named Fla
seconds. vius, the Gregorian was published and explained by Cla-

The Romans seem not to have had the advantage of even 
the imperfect knowledge possessed by the early Greeks; and 
as our calendar has come down to us directly from them, it 
will be our object to examine the development of their sys
tem. At first the moon was their guide. 

Romulus instituted an arbitrary year of 304 days, contain
ing ten months, and commencing with March. Numa, find
ing that this was so far from the length oithe solar year, and 
that consequently the seasons occurred at different times in 
different years, added two months, January at the beginning, 
and February at the end. Here, by the way, we may mention 
that in 452 B.C. the Decemvirs altered the order, putting 
February between January ood March. Numa's year con
tained 354 days; and the superstition of the times caused the 
addition of a day to make it an odd number, which was con
sidered more lucky. 

Thus the year became 355 days. This was known to be 
too short. Numa therefore ordered that every other year a 
month should be inserted between two days near the end of 
February, which month should consist alternately of twenty
two and twenty-three days. But notwithstanding this clumsy 
arrangement, the year was still nearly a day too long, for it 
was brought up to an average length of 366i days. Lastly, 
this inll,(J(Juracy was to be overcome by the omission of one 
intercalary month in twenty-four years. ·This was pretty 
accumttl, and might have worked well, but it was left in the 
hands of the pontifices. Some say that they abused their 
power over the length of the year to serve political or per
sonal objects. It may have been from ignorance or careless
ness; but certainly when Julius Cresar,as pontifex maximus, 
examined the state of the calendar, he found that winter 
months had crept back into autumn, and the heat of summer 
was raging in the months of spring. 

At this period he called to his aid the astronomer Sosi
genes, by whose advice the so-called Julian Calendar was 
framed. The lunar year was abolished, and with it the con
fusing arrangement of intercalary months. Cresar ordered 
that the average length of the year should be 365t days; 
and. to effect this, decreed that every fourth year should 
contain 366 days, ths others 365, so that there would at first 
seem to have been very little change from that time till 
now. But again the pontiffs interfered with the working of 
it. The Romans had a peculiarity in computing intervals of 
time which may have caused a mistake in the arrangement of 
the leap years. They always counted intervals as including 
the extreme limits; thll,t is to say, they would call the 5th 
day of a month the 3d before the 7th; we should call it the 
2d before it. At all events, the pontiffs, instead of making 
every fourth year, made every thxd consist of 366 days. 
The error thus introduced was gradually corrected by Augus
tus; it was not large, and therefore he had not to resort to 
the violent measures of his predecessor Julius, Who made 
the year of his reformation consist of 445 days, which truly 
was a" year of confusion." 

Our months are necessarily of different lengths, but they 
might be more evenly arranged. They seem to follow no 
law except that of the little rhyme, which every one is sup
posed to know. Had we received the Julian system unal
tered, this little poem about the thirty and the thirty-one 
days would never have been needed. The original distribu
tion was such that the months were alternately composed of 
thirty-one and thirty days in the leap years, and in the other 
years a day was taken from February, which was always 

vius. 
The reformed 01' Gregorian Calendar was almost immedi

ately adopted in all Roman Catholic countries, and the sea
sons were brought back to their original places in the year 
by the omission of the ten days which had accumulated since 
the Council of Nice. In Scotland it was adopted in 1600, and 
in the Protestant States of Germany in 1700. In England 
the vox populi was so strongly opposed to change that no 
alteration was made until the year 1752; and, indeed, when 
the change eventually came, it brought with it a most ridic
ulous outburst of popular ignorance. The 2d of September 
of that year was followed by the 14th; so that the eleven 
days, which was the amount of difference between the old 
style and the new, were omitted in that month; and the 
lower orders of the nation, under the impression that they 
had been unwarrantably deprived of something, clamored 
vehemently but fruitlessly for the restoration of these days. 
At the present time Russia is the only European country 
which adheres to the old style. 

All things considered, our calendar seems remarkably sim
ple, and, for all human purposes, sufficiently exact; but, in 
conclusion, we will quote a passage from Herschel's "As
tronomy" with reference to the system adopted in Persia; 

" A rule proposed by Omar, a Persian astronomer of the 
court of Gelaleddin Melek Scllah, in 1079 A.D. (or more than 
five centuries before the reformation of Gregory), deserves 
notice. It consists in interpolating a day, as in the Julian 
system, every fourth year, only postponing to the thirty
third year the intercalation, which on that system would be 
made in the thirty-second. This is equivalent to omitting 
the Julian intercalation altogether in each one hundred and 
twenty-eighth year (retaining all the others). To produce an 
accumulated error of a day on this system would require a 
lapse of five thousand years; so that the Persian astronomer's 
rule is not only far more simple but materially more exact 
than the Gregoria'ii."-Ohambers' Journal. 

. ,.., .. 
! i Spontaneous Combustion. 

t£stances of spontaneous combustion are so common now
a:days that we cannot help thinking that people are becoming 
more careless than they used to be, or else they are ignorant 
of the nature and the causes of this kind bf combustion. The 
latter, we doubt not, is more frequelltly the case, and this is 
our reason for taking up the subject here. 

Our readers are aware that ordinary burning is nothing but 
rapid oxidation, 01' the union of the combustible substance 
with the oxygen of the air. But they may not all be equally 
familiar with the philosophy of slow combustion, which is a 
more gradual oxidation of a substance. The decay of animal 
and Vegetable substances is a process of this sort. When a 
log of wood rots in the forest, it is as really burned up as 
when it blazes on the hearth of an old-fashioned fireplace. 
The' carbon and hydrogen which make up the greater part of 
its bulk are oxidized in the former case, as in the latter, and 
the products of the combustion-carbonic a9id and water
are the same. And it has been proved that the heat gen
erated in both forms of burning is precisely the same; the 
only difference being, that in ordinary burning it is all set 
free in a short time, while in decay it is· developed so slowly 
that we do not perceive it. 

The rusting of metals is another instance of this slow com
bustion, the rust being the metal afterit is burnt, or oxidized. 
Heat is generated in this process, as in that of decay; and if 

81 
the rusting can be made sufficiently rapid (as when a large 
pile of iron filings is moistened and exposed to the air), the 
rise of temperature is readily detected. A remarkable case 
of heat developed in this way occurred in England during the 
manufacture of a submarine cable, and is described in HoIfe 
and Gillett's" Natural Philosophy;" 

" The copper wire of the cable was covered with gutta
percha, tar, and hemp, and the whole inclosed in a casing of 
iron wire. The cable, as it was finished, was coiled in tanks 
filled with water; these tanks leaked, and the water was 
therefore drawn off, leaving about 163 nautical miles of cable 
coiled in a mass 30 feet in diameter (with a space in the center 
6 feet in diameter) and 8 feet high. It rusted so rapidly that 
the temperature in the center of the coil rose in four days 
from 66° to 79°, though the temperature of the ail' did not rise 
above 66° during the period, and was as low as 59° part of th£' 
time. The mass would have become even hotter, lwn it not 
been cooled by pouring on water." 

In this case the heat set free cau�ed the oxidation to go on 
faster and faster; and this i� what occurs in spontaneous com
bustion, which is simply "rapid combustion developed. 
gradually from slow combustion." There is no more common 
source of such combustion than the oily rags used by painters 
in their work, or the cotton waste used for wiping mae-hillery. 
When such substances have become saturated with oil, if. 
they happen to be thrown into a heap, the oil begius to 
oxidize slowly; but the heat produced makes the oxidation 
more and more rapid until the mass bur.sts into a flame. Oils 
that oxidize readily, like cotton-seed oil, are especially liable 
to take fire. Oil spilt on dry sawdust has been known to 
ignite in the same way. 

It sometimes happens that hay, cotton, and many forms of 
woody fiber-as tow, flax, hemp, rags, leaves, spent tan, straw 
in manure heaps, etc.-when stacked in large quantities in a 
damp state, take fire spontaneously. Here the oxidation is 
merely that of incipient decay or fermentation, which is 11l'O
moted by the dampness. The confined heat accumulates, as 
in the case of the oily rags or cotton, until it is sufficient to 
cause rapid combustion. According to M. Chevalier and 
others, pulverized charcoal, prepared for making gunpowder 
and stored in heaps, has been known to ignite, when neither 
oily nor damp; the very slow action of the oxygen of the ail' 
upon the charcoal itself being gradually accelerated by tlw 
heat produced until it set it on fire. 

Whether grain or seeds of any kind be liable to �pon
taneous combustion is doubtful; though several French 
savants came to the conclusion that a barn had caught fire from 
the spontaneous ignition of damp oats stored in it. But, how
ever, that may be, it will be evident from the facts we have 
given that many fires, involving great destruction of property, 
have been the result of spontaneous combustion; and it is 
probable that many conflagrations ascribed to incendiarism 
have really owed their origin to the same cause.-Bo.�ton 
Journal of Ohemistry. 

-----------.... �.� .. � . .. .. --------
ProC. Huxley's Plan oC Edueation. 

I conceive the proper course to be somewhat as follows; 
To begin with, let every child be instructed in those general 
views of the phenomenon of nature for which we have no 
exact English name. The nearest approximation to a name 
for what I mean, which we possess, is "physical geography." 
The Germans have a better-Erdkunde (earth-knowledge, 01' 

"geology" in its etymological sense), that is to say, a general 
knowledge of the earth, and what is on it, in it, and about it. 
I! any one who has had experience of the ways of youug 
children will call to mind their questions, he will find that, 
so far as they can be put into the category, they come under 
the head of E1'dkunde. 'lIhe child asks; \Vhat is the moon, 
and why does it shine 1 \Vhat is this water, and where dopR 
it run? What is the wind? 'Vhat makes the waves in thf' 
sea? Where does this animal live 1 and what is the US" of 
this plant 1 And if not snubbed and stunted by being told 
not to ask foolish questions, there is no limit to the intellee 
tual craving of a young child, nor allY boundA to tIlt) slow 
but solid accretion of knOWledge and development of the 
thinking quality in this way. To all such questions, answerH 
which are necessarily incomplete, but true as far as diey go .. 
may be given by any teacher whose ideas represent real 
knowledge, and !lot mere book-learning; and a panoramic 
view of nature, accompanied by a strong infusion of the sci
entific habit. of mind, may thus be placed within the reach of 
every child of nine or ten. 

After this llreliminary opening of the fOyeR to the great 
spectacle of the daily progreBs of nature, as the reasoning 
faculties of the child grow, and he becomeH familiar ,vith 
the use of the tools of knowl�dge-reading, writing, and ele
mentary mathematics-he should pass on to what is in the 
more strict sense physical science. Now there are two kinds 
of physical science; the one regards fOrnI, and the relation 
of forms to one another; the other deals with causes and ef. 
fects. In many of what we term our sciences, those lWO. 
kinds are mixed up tQgether; but systematic botany iSlIl parr-
example of the former kind, and physics of the b�ter kind 
of science. Every educational advantage which training iIll 
physical science can give is obtainable from t:4e proper study 
of these two; and I should be contented iklr the pl:'estent if: 
they, added to our $.rdkunde, furnishe� the whole ilf the s�i;.
entific curriculum 6f schools. 

- --
BLACK ink, possessing flllildity, depth of color, and perma

nency, is still a dewidematum. The pale inks of the present 
day, when pure, tum black in time, and are lasting. But the 
blackness, due io the action of tannic acid in the galls on the 
iron in the copperas, is inferior in color to the carbon inks of 
the ancients. A carbon ink of the present day always turns 
mouldy. What is the secret of making a carbon fluid, free 
from any disintegrating or perishing ingredient? 
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IMPROVED EXTERNALLY ADJUSTABLE PACKING FOR 

PISTONS. 

The great difficulty which has always attended the use of 
pistons is that of keeping them tight. Exposed to constant 
friction the wear is great, and in addition to this, if soft 
packing be employed, the result of the friction is to condense 
its texture and impair its elasticity. Hence the piston which 
fits the cylinder accurately to-day, must, unless re-adj usted, 
fit it less accurately to-morrow. 

In the use of pumps, syringes, etc., it has been necessary 
to rearrange frequently the packing, for which purpose it 
was necessary to take off the head of the cylinder, and often 
to remove the piston, 

By means of the invention, shown in the � accompanying 
engraving, this necessity is avoided, the ex-
pansion of the packing being effected without 
opening the cylinder, by shnply turning a nut 
at the outer end of the piston rod. 

The engraving represents the invention as 
applied to a common syringe, but, with slight 
modifications in the details, it is applicable to 
all classes of pistons. 

The piston, A, is provided with a cup leather 
' packing, B. This cup leather is expanded by a 
conical head, C, attached to a s�eeve, D. The 
turning of the knob, E, presses the head, D, down into the 
cup leather, or relieves it from pressure, according as the 
knob is turned to the right or left, -We neeel not dwell on 
the means necessary to adapt this principle to pumps, steam 
engines, etc., as they will readily suggest themselves to all 
mechanics. 

Under the present system when the leakage of the piston 
becomes too great to be tolerated any longer, the cylinder is 
opened and the packing r�.-aeljusted. This requires a 'consid
erable outlay of time and labor, and to avoid the necessity 
for its immediate repetition the piston is packed about as 
tightly as possible. This results in considerable loss of 
power by friction, which gradually diminishes until it is suc
ceeded by gradually increasing loss by feakage. Thus fric
tion and leakage alternately operate against economy of 
power. 

By means of this device it is easy to expand the packing 
from day to day precisely to the extent required without 
causing any unnecessary pressure upon the interior of the 
cylinder. There need therefore be no loss by leakage on the 
one hand or by unnecessary friction on the other, to say 
nothing of the time involved in removing the head of the 
cylinder. 

In syringes and pumps in which soft packing is employed 
an interval of a few days without use is almost certain to be 
followed by stich a shrinking of the packing as to require 
considerable trouble to get the piston to work. By means of 
the improved piston this annoyance is entirely overcome. A 
single turn of the nut renders the packing, however dry and 
shrunken, perfectly tight. 

Patent a Jowed through the Scientific American Patent 
Agency, and will issue next week to A. H. Smith. For par
ticulars apply to W. H. Wells, 948 Broadway, New York. 

- - -
SCRUBBING MACHINE. 

Mr. Andrew Irion, of Femme, Mo., has invented a scrub
bing machine, of which our engraving is a representation. 
A tank containing the water made alkaline by soda or soap, 
is arranged on wheels, as shown. The wheels have teeth on 
the interior of their rims, which gear with a pinion on a crank 
shaft, from which motion is communicated through a con
necting rod to a large scrubbing brush. The water is sprinkled 
upO'll the floor in advance of the brush, the flow being con
troled by a valve actuated by a hand lever. In use, the 
hands grasp a horizontal bar, attached to the tank by brackets, 
and the machine is rolled over the floor or sidewalk to be 
scrubbed, which imparts a rapid reciprocating movement to 
the brush. The substitution of the erect posture for the 

position on the hands and knees, in scrubbing by 

hand, renders the work far more easy and cleanly to the 
operator ; . and, as a consequence, the work may proceed with 
greater rapidity. In the cleansing of large open floors, this 
machine may be used to advantage . • 

_ .•. -
THE disastrous war in Europe has given great impetus to 

some of our fancy manufactures, as we are now prevented 
from obtaining French goods. The change is especially no
ticeable in the artificial flower trade. The annual consump
tion of these apparently trifling articles is estimated to reach 
$16,000,000, and the employment to women and , girls i1; 

. ..affords is a most important consideration. 

J titutifit' 
Spurious Metallic Filling Cor Teeth. 

One of the refinements of the art of deception is described 
in the following passage, for which we are indebted to the 
Dental (]OBrl't08, of Philadelphia: 

"A man called upon the doctor to have a tooth extracted, 
as he had pain all over the right side of his face, which 11e 
located in one of the molar teeth, that had al'parently a very 
nice gold filling. The patient was dismissed without extract
ing the tooth, as the doctor thought that the pain was due to 
neuralgia, caused by something else, and treated him accord
ingly. The patient called again the next day, saying the 
tooth must come out, as it pained intensely. It was extraQ/j
ed, but no relief was afforded. He called on the following 
day, and desired to have other teeth removed. The molar 
tooth that had been extracted was broken open, and found 

to have been half filled with tin foil and finished with gold. 

The oth'er fillings' " ere then taken out of the remaining 
teeth, and found to have been in the same condition, thus 
making a galvanic battery. The patient was sent to a good 
dentist to have these fillings renewed with gold. Immediate 
and permanent relief was obtained," 

The name of the ingenious dentist is withheld; had it not 
been we would have given him and his deeds a IllDst unde
sirable publicity. 

�------� .. ��� . .----------
PERPETUAL MOTION. 

NUMBER X. 
OARNOT'S OPINION OF PERPETUAL MOTION. 

The celebrated physicist and ma\hematician, Carnot, has 
given his opinion on " perpetual motion," as follows: 

From what we have observed regarding friction and other 
passive forces, it may be inferred that perpetual �otion ,is a 
thing absolutely impossible, when only such bodIes are em-

FIG. 22. 

ployed as are not acted on by motive power, or any heavy body; 
for, as these passive forces, which cannot be avoided, are con
stantly rellisting, it is evident that the movement must con
tinally abate ; ,and, from what has been · said, it will be seen 
that, when bodies are not acted on by any motive power, the 
sum of active force will be reduced to nothing; that is to say 
that the machine will be brought to rest when the amount of 
activity absorbed by friction, since the commencementlof the 
movement, will have become equal to one half of the initial 
active force; andwhen the bodies are weights, the movement 
will terminate when the amount of activity absorbed by the 
friction equals one half of the initial active force; moreover, 
one half of the active for<!e existing, if all the parts of the sys
tem have a common speed, equals that which is due to the 
hight of the point where, in the first instance of the move
ment, was the center of gravity above the lowest point to which 
it can descend. 

It is easy to apply the same reasoning to constructions 
where springs are used, and generally to all such constructions 
where, abstracting from friction, the moving force, in order to 
bring the machine from one position to anothep, must consume 
an amount of activity as great as that which is absorbed by 
the resisting forces when the machine returns from the last to 
the previous position, 

The movement will terminate still sooner, if any-percussion 
takes place, as the sum of active force is always diminshed 
in such cases. 

It is �herefore :evident, that one must altogether despair of 
producmg what IS called tlle perpetuum mobile, if it be true 
that all the motive powers existing in nature consist in noth
ing but attraction, and that it is a general property of this 
po,,:er to be Il;lways equal at equal distances between given 
bodles; that IS to say, to be a function that only varies in 
cases where the distance of these bodies varies itself. 

This opinion may be appropriately followed by that of,  
Dr. Lardner, given in the following extract: 

There is no mechanical problem on which a greater amount 
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of intellectual ingenuity has been wasted, than that which 
has for its object the discovery of the perpetual motio?
Since this term, however, is not always rightly understood, IS 
will be useful here to explain what the perpetual motion it , 
not, as well as what it is. 

The perpetual motion, then, which has becn the subj ect oj 
such anxious and laborious research, is not a mere motioL 
which is continued indefinitely. If it were, the diurnal and 
annual motion of the earth, and the corresponding motions of 
the other planets and satellites of the sohtr system, as well as 
the rotations of the sun upon its axis, would be all perpetual 
motions. 

To understand the object of this celebrated problem, it is 
necessary to remember that, in considering the constrnction 
and performance of a machine, there are three things in
volved: 1st, the object to which the machine gives motion; 
2d, the construction of the mechanism; and 3d, the moving 
power, the effect of which is transmitted by the machine to 

the object to be moved. In consequence of the 
inertia of matter, the machine cannot transmit'to 
the object more force thart it receives from the 
moving power; strictly speaking, indeed, it must 
transmit less force, since more or less of the 
moving force must be intercepted by friction and 
at.mospheric� resistance. If, therefore, , ' it were 
proposed to invent a machine which would trans
mit to the object to be moved the whole amount 
of force imparted by the moving power, such a 
problem would be at once pronounced impossi
ble of solution, inasmuch as it would involve 
two impracticable conditions: first, the absence 
of atmospheric resistance, which would oblige 

the machine to be worked in a vacuum; and second, the ab
sence of all friction between those parts of the machine which 
would move in contact with one another. 

But suppose that it were proposed to invent a machine 
which would transmit to the object to be moved a greater 
amount of force thau that imparted by the moving power, the 
impossibility of the problem would in this case be still more 
glaring; for, even though the machine were to work in a vacu
um, and all friction were removed, it could do no more than 
convey to the object the force it receives. To suppose that it 
could convey more force, it would be necessary to admit that 
the surplus must be produced by the machine itself, and that, 
consequently, the matter composing it would not be endowed 
with the quality of inertia. Such a supposition would be 
equivalent to ascribing to the machine the qualities of an ani
mated being. 

But the absurdity would be still greater, if possible, if the 
problem were to invent a machine which would impart a cer
tain motion to an obj ect without receiving any force what
ever from a moving power; yet such is precisely the celebra
ted problem of the perpetual motion. 

In short, a perpetual motion would be, for example, a watch 
or clock which would go as long as its mechanism would en
dure, without being wound up; it would be a mill which would 
grind corn, or work machinery, without the action upon it of 
water, wind, steam, animal power, or any other moving force 
external to it. 

lt is not only true' that such a machine never has been in
vented, but it is demonstrable that so long as the laws of na
ture remain unaltered, and so long as matters continue to pos
sess that quality of inertia which is proved to be inseparable 
from it, not only in all places and under all circumstances on 
the earth, but throughout the vast regions of space to which 
the observations of astronomers have extended, the invention 
of such a machine is an impossibility the most absolute. 

Fig. 22 is a drawing of a supposed perpetual motion, which 
the :inventor says will not go, though he has worked at it 
twelve months. He has now given it up in despair, and VOWR 
he will waste no more time upon it. The central weight'l, A, 
each weigh one fourth more than the weights, B, at the ex
tremities of the arms. The two sets of weights are connect
ed pairs, each pair being joined by a lever, link, and bell 
crank, C. The action of gravity in the central weights com
pels the sliding weights at the ends of the arms to assume 
the positions shown in the engraving. 

Had our correspondent, Mr. Geo. C. Phillips, of Alleghany, 
Cal., applied a little mathematical calculation to the verifi
cation of the truth or falsity of the principle of his device, 
he might easily have proved that it was a perfect balance, 
and saved himself twelve months of trouble and expense· 

FIG- 23. 

A 

c 

The leverage of the otiiside is exactly counteracted by the 
leverage of the inside weights. 

Fig. 23 is a device contrived by Mr, Geo. Linton, of Middle
sex, England. The engraving is an end view of a series of 
vertical wheels, one only being seen. The lever, A, is repre
sented in the act of falling from the periphery of the wheel 
into a right line. The lever is composed of a series of flat 
rods, connected by ruler joints, which said ruler joints are 
provided with a stop, or joggle, to prevent their collapsing at 
any time more than will bring any one of the rods which 
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compost) the levers at a right angle with the rod next to it. 
This lever is attached to the periphery of the wheel by the 
hinge joint, B, provided with the shoulder, to prevent its 
falling into any other than a right line from the center of tne 
circumference of the wheel. The- levers are furnished at 
their outer extremities with a bucket, or receiver, the bottom 
of which is sufficiently broad to retain the ball, C. The balls 
remain in the buckets till the buckets come iuto the position 
of the lever, D, when they are expected to roll out of the 
buckets on to the inclined plane, and by their own gravity roll 
to the other end of the inclined plane, ready to be again taken 
into the buckets. 

_ .... -
QUARTZ CRUSHER. 

In machines designed for breaking stones, crushing ores, 
etc. , simplicity is absolutely essential. Pride and poverty 
are fully as congenial as rude work with complication in 
mechanism. The parts of such machines should therefore 
be few and massive, and be so put together thas even common 
laborers m"ay be able to keep them in running order. 

Messrs. Varney & Rix, of San Francisco, Cal . ,  have pat
ented a machine which seems, so far as simplicity is con
cerned, to D,nswer the requirements of the case. 

Our engraving is a representation of this machine. The 
power is transmitted from cranks on the shaft of a heavy 
fly wheel through a system of powerful links, or toggle bars, 

to pivoted j aws, which thus approach each other �ith great 
force at each revolution of the fly wheel, compressing the 
quartz and thus crushing it. The general principle of the 
mastication of foot! by the j aws of animals is very nearly ap
proached in this machine. 

- -. -
ACTION OF THE RECIPROCATING PARTS OF STEAM EN· 

GINES, AND ITS INFLUENCE ON .THE PROBLEM OF 
HIGH PISTON·SPEED. 

Read before the Polytechnic Club of the American Instltute,by ChBs"T.Portcr. 

Your attention is invited to a proposition, which, on its 
bare statement, will probably strike many persons as absurd. 
It is, that a reciprocating engine is, with respect to the line 
of centers, identical with a rotary engine ; reciprocation is, in 
the line of motion, identical with rotation ; the reciprocating 
parts of an engine, at the instant when the direction of their 
motion is reversed, exert .a force, which is precisely the same 
centrifugal force that would be exerted by them continually 
if they were revolving with the crank ; so that reciprocation 
may properly be defined to be rotation in a straight line. 

I am well aware that t·he doctrine that the reciprocating 
parts of an engine exert a force on the dead centers where 
they are at rest, when their motion in one direction has 
ceased and that in the opposite one has not yet begun, is rank 
heresy ; as much so as was once the assertion that the earth 
revolves on its axis. It is, however, equally true. The dem
onstration of it is quite simple, and I do not doubt that at 
every step I shall have your entire and cordial concurrence. 
If we find ourselves on ground not before trodden, we shall 
nevertheless be sure that it is firm and solid ground. 

It may be observed here, that the action which we are to in
vestigate has no nec688ary connection with high piston-speed. 
Although it is what makes rapid speed practicable, and al
though a correct understanding of it wholly removes any theo
retical objection to thf1 employment of such speed, still it takes 
place at all speeds, varying only in the amount of centrifu· 
gal force developed, according to the law of central forces, 
namely : directly as the mass, directly as the diameter of the 
circle when the number of revolutions is constant, inversely 
as this diameter when the velocity is constant, and as the 
square of the speed in a given circle. 

We know that the motion of a piston controlled by a 
crank is not uniform, but, commencing from a state of rest, 
it becomes at the mid stroke slightly in excess of that of the 
crank-pin, and at the termination of the stroke has been re
duced back to nothing. In giving the piston-speed of an en
gine, we always name its mean speed, found by multiplying 
the length of the stroke, in feet, into the number of strokes 
made pel' minute ; but the speed attained at the middle of 
each stroke is about 57 per cent greater than this, having the 
same relation to it that the semi-circumference bears to the 
diameter of a circle. 

Let us take, for illustration, the case of a horizontal en
gine, of 16 in. diameter of cylinder, by 30 in. stroke, the re
ciprocating parts of which weigh 1200 lbs., and which makes 
122'3 revolutions per minute. The mean piston-speed is 611'5 
feet per minute, while that reached at the middle of each 
stroke is 960 feet per minute, or 16 feet per second. 

The first question requiring to be answered is : What is 
the amount of accelerating force, constantly exerted through 
a distance of 15 inches, that is required to impart to a body 
of 1200 lbs: weight a velocity of 16 feet per second ? We 
suppose the motion to be without friction, and are inquiring 
only for the force required to overcome the inertia of the 

mass. The laws of falling bodies will furnish the answer 
to our question. 

The motion being horizontal, gravity has no effect, either 
to produce or to destroy it ; but a force of 1200 Ibs. ,  equal to 
the weight of these parts, would, by being constantly exerted 
horizontally through a distance of 16'083 feet, give to them 
a velocity of 32'166 feet per second, t4is being the velocity 
imparted by gravity to a falling body. 

But what velocity would this force impart, by acting 
through a distance of 1'25 feet ? The velocity acquired by 
a body accelerated by a constant force, varies as the square 
roots of the distances through which the force acts. Thus, 
a falling body, to acquire a double velocity, must fall through 
four times the distance, and to acquire five-fold velocity, it 
must fall through twenty-five times the distance ; and so the 
force equal to their weight, acting through 1 '25 feet, would 
impart to the reciprocating parts a velocity of 8'968 feet per 
second. 

32'166 x 11 1'25
= 8'968 

1116'083 
But if 1200 lbs. will give a velocity of 8'968 feet per second, 
what force will be required to impnrt a velocity of .16 feet 
per second ? The forces required to impart different veloci
ties by acting through a given distance, must vary as the 
squares of the velocities,imparted. Thus, to give to a .body 
in moving through a distance of 16'083 feet, a velocity of 
64'332 feet per second, or double that which gravity would 
impart, the accelerating force must be equal to four times its 
weight, and so the force required to impart to a body of 1200 
lbs. weight a velocity of 16 feet per second by acting through 
a dis�ance of 1 '25 feet, is 3820 lbs. 

1200 X 162 
----= 3·820 

8'9682 
We have thus completed the first step in our demonstra

tion. There can be no doubt that our piston, crbsshead and 
connecting rod have attained a velocity of 16 feet per second, 
that this velocity has been imparted to them in moving 
through a distance of 15 inches, and that they must have 
been accelerated by a force, supposing it to have been ex
erted constantly, of 3820 lbs. 

Bui it is obvious that. the force accelerating the motion of 
a piston cannot be

' a constant force, because if it were so, 
then at the middle of the stroke, where acceleration ends, it 
must cease abruptly, and retardation must commence in the 
same manner, as would be illustrated by the two parallelo
grams, A B C D and C E F G. in the acco;npanying fig-

ure. Now we know very well that, instead of this, accelera
tion passes at the mid-stroke into retardation, 'in a manner 
wholly insensible. 

How shall this mystery be explained ? There are various 
methods, more or less abstruse, of reaching the explanation, 
but there is one that is exceedingly simple, indeed so much 
so that it is surprising that engineers are not uniformly 
familiar with it. It is found by almost the mere inspection 
of the table of verSed sines. 

The motion of a piston, disregarding the effect of the an
gular vibration of the connecting rod, is equal to the versed 
sine of the angle which the crank forms ;with the line of 
centers. ThIJ versed sine of any angle shows, then, the mo
tion of the piston from the commencement of the stroke. If 
we take the versed sine of any degree, and subtract from it 
that of the preceding degree, the remaiIfder will represent 
the motion of the piston while the crank is moving through 
the last degree 

Thus, in the above figure, while the crank is traversing the 
are, A B, the piston is moving through a distance equal to 
A b, the versed sine of the angle, A D B, and so on. 

The following table, which any one can complete, shows, 
in the first column, the versed sine, or total piston motion, 
for the first and last five degrees which the crank passes 
through while the piston is making a half stroke, and in the 
second column, obtained by subtraction as above, shows the 
motion for each one of these degrees. 

The motion for each succeeding degree, of course, increases 
all the way, but in what ratio does it increase ? This is the 
vital question. To answer it, we subtract from the motion 
for each degree that for the preceding one, and the difference 
shows the velocity imparted while the crank was moving 
through the last degree. In this manner we obtain the third 
COlUIllll, showing at a glance the velocity imparted to the 

piston at each degree ; and how wonderful is the revelation ! 
The acceleration, at first nearly uniform, diminishes in an 
increasing rntio, which for the 90th degree is less than n that 
for the first degree, nnd is just equal to the diminution in 
the acceleration for the 89th degree, showing how at the end 
of this degree it ceases altogether. 

�l� II �� I
I 

� � .. b � �  d) ..... ... d Sl � � t O �  b �  
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2 '0006092 
3 '0013705 
4 '0024359 
5 .0038052 

86 
87 
88 
89 
90 

I '9302435 

I '9476640 
'9651005 
'9825476 

1'0000000 

I 

I 

'0001523 
'0004569 
'0007613 
'\)01 0654 
'0013693 

'0173992 I 
'0174205 I '0174365 
'0174471 
'0174524 

------ ----. 
'0003046 
'0003046 0 
'0003044 2 
'0003041 3 
'0003039 2 

'0000265 
'0000213 52 
'0000160 53 
'0000106 54 
'0000053 53 · 

The motion during the first two degree� seems to be uni_ 
formly accelerated ; but if we should go to a sufficiently high 
plnce of decimals, we should find the acceleration absolutely 
greatest on the very dead center. 

It will be interesting to compare this diminishing nccelera_ 
tion with the uniform acceleration of the motion of a falling 
body. The following table represents the latter ; de cimals 
are omitted for convenience, but this does not at all affect 
the table for the purpose of this compnrison. The second 
and third columns are derived from the first by subtraction, 
in the same manner as above. 

g� g b  
� g  � �  

� �5 g� 'g e; §  ;a d)-d o � �  i � � � 
-� _1_ �.:l_ -��-

ft. ft. 
1 16 16 
2 64 48 
3 144 80 
4 256 112 
5 400 144 
6 576 176 

32 
32 
32 
32 
32 
32 

If now, at each degree, we draw an ordinate, perpendicular 
to the line of centers, and of a length proportionate to the 
acceleration at that degree, we shall find that a straight line 
connects all theh' extremities, showing the acceleration to be 
represented by the right-angled triangle, D C H, Fig. 1 .  This 
any one can verify. 

It is thus revealed to us, that preci�ely on the dead center 
the acceleration of the piston's motion is double its mean ac_ 
celeration, and the force required to produce it is twice that 
which would be constantly required ; or, in the case we are 
considering, is 7640 lbs., equal to a pressure of 38 lbs. on 
each square inch of piston area. 

The fact is so important, that it may be well to exhibit it 
also in another manner. We have seen that the motion of 
the piston is, fo� the first two degrees, accelerated in a man
ner which may be regarded as uniform. The distance moved 
through by n body uniformly accelerated, increases as the 
square of the time, as shown in the last table. 

If, then, we take the coefficient of the motion for the first· 
degree, '0001523, and multiply it by the square of the num
ber of degrees traversed by the crank in one second, we shall 
have the distance which the reciprocating parts would be 
moved in one second, at their original rate of acceleration, 
supposing it to be continued uniformly during that time, if 
the length of the crank equaled 1. This distance is 82'05254 
feet, for the cr:l.nk moves in one second through 734 degrees, 
and 7342 X '0001523 = 82'05254. The length of the crank is, 
however, 1 '25 feet, so that the distance moved through would 
be 102'5 feet. This distance, divided by 16'083, gives the 
quotient 6'37, which is the accelerating force in terms of the 
weight of the parts. But 12OO X 6'37= 7644, the same result 
as before. 

The second point in our demonstration is now established 
that on the dead center, where motion begins to be imparted 
to the piston, it is imparted in double the average ratio, 
and the force required for this purpose is just twice as great 
as a uniform accelerating force would have to be, to give to 
it the velocity that it has at the mid-stroke. 

The retardation of the motion of the piston by the crank, 
bringing it to rest at the end of the stroke, is the reverse of 
the acceleration, commencing insensibly at the middle, and 
culminating at the termination of the stroke, and is repre
sented by the triangle, E, C, I, Fig. 1. This, to one who has 
clearly apprep,ended the acceleration, must be sufficiently 
obvious. 

We are arrived now at our final proposition, that the re
sistance offered by the reciprocating parts to this alternnte 
acceleration and retardation is, at its culminating point, the 
dead center, precisely the centrifugal force that the same 
weight would exert continually, if it were revolving with the 
crank pin. 

Let,us exnmine this action in the light that has now been 
thrown upon it. We will suppose the stenm to be suddenly 
shut off, so that the al)celeration, as well as the retardation, 
is effected through the crank. We note, first, this distinction, 
that while at the mid-stroke acceleration passes when 
diminished to nothing into retardation commencing at 
nothing ; nt the centers, on the contrary, retardation passes' 
at its maximum into acceleration at its maximum. A closer 
examination shows, however, that while, in the first case, the 
direction of the force changes, in the latter it does not change. 
This direction must be reversed twice in each revolution, 
and this reversnl takes place at the middle of ench stroke, 
and not Oil the center. The crank begins, at eneh mid-stroke 
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to retard the motion of the piston. and opposes to it a con
tinually increasing resistance, retarding it more and more 
TH.pidly up to the center line, at which point it begins by a 
conti/nuance oj the samejorce, to urge it in the opposite direc
tion. The strain of the piston on the crank, in either direc
tion alternately, begins insensibly at the mid-stroke, culmi
nates on the center, and diminishes to nothing at the mid
stroke again, and this resistance, at its culminating point, is 
the centrifugal force which the mass would exert, if it were 
revolving instead of reciprocating ; and at every other point 
is the horizontal component of that force. 

This iH readily established. First, the direction of the force 
is radial. Second, the coefficient of centrifugal force is the 
decim�,\'000341, which is the centrifugal force (in decimals 
of a pound), of one pound, making one revolution per minute, 
in a circle of one foot radius. This coefficient shows the 
centrifugal force of 1200 pounds, making 122'3 revolutions 
per minute, in a circle of 1 '25 feet radius, to be 7650 pounds.* 
Third, this identity is practically proved by the fact that the 
reciprocating parts a re balanced, in the horizontal direction, 
by an equal weight, revolving opposite to the crank, and at 
the same distance from the center. Fourth, an examination 
into the nature of the force itself shows that it i,� centrifugal. 
What is centrifugal force ? It is the resistance which a 
inoving body offers to being deflected from a right line, or, 
ns it is radially at rest, its right line of motion being across 
the radial line at right angles, it is its resistance to being put 
in motion, towards the center, from a state of rest, and the 
amount of this motion if! the versed sine of the angle, a 
definition whielt l'xaetly dpscribeR thp force under consid
pration . 

But what is the infl 'lence of this action upon the �roblem 
of high piston-speed 'I 

\Ve see that it makes any engine, in effect, a rotary engine 
if the steam be shut ott: the crank passing the centers under 
the strain of the centrifugal force of the reciprocating parts. 
But at ordinary speeds this force is developed only in a small 
degree, varying from 2 pounds to 10 pounds for each square 
inch of piston area, and of course the force of the steam is 
only to this extent expended in overcoming it, the excess 
becoming". at the instant of its admission, effective against the 
crank. 

]'\01', at mOl'e rapid �peed does it become of marked value, 
unless considerable weight in the rtlciprocating parts and a 
short stroke be employed. 5ince it increases directly as the 
mass, and inversely as the diameter of the circle, with a given 
piston·speed. By combining, however, rapid speed and short 
stroke with considerable weight in these parts, their centri
fugal force may be developed to whatever extent we choose ; 
and if this be in excess of the force of the steam, the engine,· 
with the steam turned on, becomes, in effect, a rotary engine.
The crank passes the centers under a strain not wholly 
relieved ; the force of the steam does not reach the crank at 
these points, but is absorbed in the mass, and is afterwards 
gradually imparted to the crank during the stroke. 

It is certainly difficult to estimate too highly the value of 
this action. By means of it, the shock of the steam on the 
center lllay be avoided wholly, or in any degree ; the ex
cessi vely intermittenL pressure caused by working steam at 
a high grade of expansion is transformed, as by magic, into 
a steady and uniform rotative pressure on the crank ; the 
fly wheel is relieved of its most trying offices, and the shaft 
from the excessive torsion in alternate directions that is pro
duced by its action ; and a smooth and gliding movement is 
attained, with a closer approximation to uniform motion than 
the crank has been supposed to be capable of giving. 

It is curious to observe how exactly opposite to the truth 
all the engineering traditions on this subject turn out to be. 
\Ve have been taught that the reciprocating parts of an 
engine were passive on the centers, that the great difficulty 
encountered in the attempt to employ high speed was the 
necessity of reversing their motion, that they should therefore 
be made as light as possible, and long strokes should be em
ployed, so that the changes in the direction of their motion 
might be as few as possible. Now we know that their cen
trifugal action on the centers is all important to a high speed 
engine, and that to render this most serviceable we must 
!,lllploy considerable weight and a short stroke. 

The field is a very large one ; I limit myself to the funda
ml'ntal principle which I have endeavored to explain. This 
being established, all theoretical objection to the employ
ment of high speed vanishes. When the dead center is 
stripped of its imaginary terrors, we must perceive the dawn 
of a new day in the history of the steam engine. 

* This furnIshes us a simple rule for calculating this ilforce. Multiply 
together the weig'ht of the reCiprocating parts, the length of the crank in 
feet, and the square of the numbel' of revolutions per minute, and multiply 
t.he product. hl' t.he decimal ·ooo.�41. 

----------_ ... _-, ... _------
Sulphuric A cid Crom Gypsum. 

As is well known, numerous attempts have been made to 
procure sulphuric add from the widely-distributed gypsum, 
or sulphate of lillle ; but hitherto without success. Some 
time ago it wa� �tated that dolomite, a minpral consisting of 
carbonate of lllagnp�ia lind lime, may be decomposed by gyp_ 
�um-carbollate of lime and Rulphate of magnesia (bitter �ah) ueing produced when they are both mix.ed as fine pow
,leI'S and lixiviated with water. From the latter the sul
phuric acid can be readily separated by chloride of sodium, 
the concentrated solution of both yielding sulphate of soda 
and chloride of magnesium. In the Neue Jahrbncl. ju}' 
P1Wl'lIIarif . 1 8'10 , page 204. H. HeinRch dfmieR that gypsum 
CUll lip <il'('ompoHf'd by dOJolllit(\ He pl'npnred an intimate 
mixture of the Jlowdered minerals, and treated it for three 
months with water, allowing the liquid to drop from a filter, 
but without even obtaining a trace of bitter BaIt. After this 

Jdtufifit 
time he kept the mass boiling for three days, the waste of 
water by evaporation being constantly re-supplied. The 
filtered liquid, being boiled down, left a yellowish cake, coo
sisting of two thirds gypsum and one third of other salts, as 
nitrate of magnesia, chloride of magnesium, nitrate of lime, 
and traces of bitter salt. Hereupon Heinsch made trials in 
another direction. He mixed' two parts of powdered gyp
sum with one part of carbonate of ammonia, which contains 
one and a half equivalent of ammonia. Upon being tritura
ted with water, a liberation of gas took place which lasted 
for several days, and as the liquid was ultimately heated to 
the boiling point, a very vivid disengagement of pure car
bonic acid was produced. By this process, carbonate of lime, 
and sulphate of ammonia were formed, and part of the car
bonic acid of the ammonia sa1:t was disengaged as gas. 

The gypsum was completely decomposed. At the ordinary 
temperature the decomposition takes place without interrup
tion, but slowly, while at the boiling point it becomes very 
rapid, A very soft carbonate of lime is thereby obtained, 
which, in large quantities, might certainly be utilized. In 
order to separate the sulphuric acid from the ammonia salt, 
it would only be necessary to subject it to sublimation with 
common"salt, and to convert the resulting chloride of am
monia with carbonate of lime into carbonate of ammonia. It 
is thought probable that this method of producing sulphuric 
acid may be carried out on a large scale, provided that the 
carbonine 'Of lime formed during the first decomposition, 
and the chloride of calcium formed at the second one, can 
be utilized, of which, according to Heinsch, there cannot 
be any doubt. 

The chloride of calcium, at least, has repeatly been recom
mended as a means for keeping streets free from dust. In 
this manner the inexhaustible sources of gypsum could be 
employed fOf the manufacture of sulphate of soda, which 
forms the basis of the fabrication of glass and soda. 

(!tont�pottdttttt. 
The Editor. are not 1'''''po1Udble for the opinion. e>Jp1·"".ed by their Cor

r""ponaenllJ. 

DealDs and Girder", 
MESSRS. EDITORS :-Mr. Severson, in the SCIEN'lIFIC AMERJ 

ICAN of Dec. 10, last, criticised me freely on the subj ect of 
the strength and strain of beams, etc., which is all right ; but 
I am sorry for the reputation of the profession to which he 
attaches himself, that he should make so many blunders in 
so short an article_ He evidently does not belong to that 
class of engineers to which I referred in a fOflller article, for 
he differs from all of them, in every point he advance�. 

It will be observed that, on page 307, SCIENTIFIC AMERI
CAN, Vol. XXIII., I assumed two positions, differing from 
those advanced by the Bnilder. The first, which was in rela
tion to the strain to which a beam is subjected by a weight 
laid upon it at different points between the supports, is ex
ressed by the following fOflllula' or general proportion : 

A varies as BC X CD 
in which A is the strain to which a beam is subjected, by a 
weight laid on it, at any point, and BC and CD are the seg
ments of the beam between this point and the supports. For 
authority see " Gregory's Mathematics," art. 2, page 402 ; 
" Practical Book " of reference, by Chas. Hazlett, and Prof. 
Hackley, of Columbia College, page 265 ; " Scribner's Engi
neer's and Mechanic's Companion," page:129, Note 1 .  

The second relates t o  the strength o f  beams, and is ex
pressed by the fQllowing general proportion : 

bdl S varies as -
l 

in which S equals the strength of the beam, b the breadth, d 
the depth, and l the leng1 h. See " Scribner's Engineer's and 
Mechanic's Companion," page 127 ; " King's Notes on Steam," 
art. 3, page 207 ; . ,  Gregory's Mathematics, art. 22, ' page 405 ; 
" Mahan's Engineering," first equation on page 387 ; reports of 
Du Hamet and M. de Buffon, to the French Government, as 
given by Hobert Stuart in his " Cyclopedia of Architecture," 
article, " Mechanical Carpentry." 

Yet, in the face of all this authority, our friend Benjamin 
Severson, mechanical and civil engineer, of WaShington, D. 
C., is bold enough to tell us, with regard to the first of the 
above propositions, that the strain varies " inversely as the 
distances." And with regard to the second proposition, that 
" the positive statement of Mr. Pearson appears to be equally 
erroneous." 

Again, in attempting to enlighten us upon the " strain of 
beams," resulting from a load laid evenly over the whole 
length, he says : " Under loads thus uniformly applied, the 
strains increase as the squares of the spans." While all the 
authorities above quoted unite in telling us that the strain at 
any point of a beam, resulting from a load thus evenly laid 
over its entire length, is only the half of that resulting. from 
laying the ent.,i.re load on that particular point. 

Again, in relation to his hypothetical beam, it is no dispar
agement of the formula that the beam will not support its 
own weight. It will be seen that the element of weight varies 
directly as the length, while the element of strength varies 
inversely as the length, the other dimensions remaining con
stant, so that it is possible for a beam, having all the strength 
assigned to it by the formula, to fail of supporting its own 
weight. 

Furthermore, it will be seen by reference to his article on 
page 372, Vol. XXIII., SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, that all his de
ductions are from appearances. He does not give the result 
of any experiment, or any analytical investigation, or quote 
any author in support of h.s sayings. It takes something 
more than simple appearances to do away the resuHs of pro-
found research for ages. H. C. PEARSON8. 

Ferrysburgh, Mich. 

Fire Escapes. 

MESSRS_ EDIToRs :-In a late issue of your valuable paper, 
one who signs himseJi " Humanity " suggests the idea of an 
apparatus to save persons'rom the horrible death of burning 
alive, as was the case at the burning of the Spotswood House, 
at Hichmond. 

The idea is a good one, but instead of a rope basket, as he 
suggests, two baskets, made of wire, should be used, one 
inside of the other. '1'he outside one must be made of wire 
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circulation of air. The inside basket should be made less 
than the size of the outside one, allowing from two to three 
illfhes space between the two, and of wire i-inch mesh. Both 
should be placed on iron frames. To this should be attached 
a small iron chain, sufficiently long to be used by parties out
side of the building, on the ground, in hoisting and lowering. 
A small pulley block and hook should be attached to the 
chain. 

About the building in several places should be placed iron 
brackets with rings suspended to hook the blocks to in case 
of need. The principle of the basket is well understood to 
be that of Sir H. Davy's miners' lamp. It could be lowered 
through any amount of flame without the least fear of a 
person's clothes inside taking fire. These baskets would also 
be handy for firemen to use in case of fire, provided they 
were not wanted for other purposes ; and the cost of placing 
them about a building would be merely nominal. 

376 Broadway, Boston. 
- - 

" Men oC Progresll." 

M. H. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-1 feel I must acknowledge the receipt 
of the splendid steel engraving_ For art and beauty, it far 
surpasses my expectations. I look on it as a piece of work 
pretty hard to beat. 

I have been striving to establish the SCIENTIFIC AMERI

CAN in this place ; and I think, henceforth, it will speak for 
itself_ I have yet to hear any one say that the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN is not a good paper. R M. HUMPHREYS. 
Tarentum. 

Discovery and Invention. 

The genius of the inventor is frequently nndisciplined by 
culture ; he is perhaps a workman of slender means and nar
row views ; hence the overpowering force with which his 
one idea seizes him. The discoverer, on the contrary, he who 
enlarges the boundaries of knowledge by important truths 
must be both a genius and a scholar, a man of broad views 
many-sided, healthy, up to the level of science in his time 
Such conditions almost presuppose pecuniary independence. 
Hence, in reading the lives of the great lights of science
Pythagoras, Archimedes, Copernicus, Newton, etc.-we gen
erally find them men of standing and influence, men who 
have leisure enough to devote themselves to science, and ed 
ucation enough to bring all varieties of existence within 
their ken. For want of this thorough scientific training, in 
ventors are continually forced to test every step of their 
work ; and it may be that only after hundreds of failures 
any success is achieved. Though, as Mr. Smiles says, " the 
steam engine was nothing until it emerged from the state of 
theory, and was taken in hand by practical mechanics," it 
must be remembered, also, that without theory it could never 
have been thought of, and that ignorance of scientific truths 
is often the most serious hindrance to practical men in their 
inventions. If Goodyear had known that oil of vitriol con 
tained sulphur, he might have been able to utilize india
rubber in three years, instead of ten, after he had made that 
the purpose of his life. He found that oil of vitriol (he did 
not know it by the name of sulphuric acid) would sometimes 
produce upon the pure gum the very efiect that he wanted, 
and he wasted time in numerous experiments trying to ren
der that efiect permanent, when a chemist would have sus
pected that the sulphur in the acid was the real agent, and 
have taken the steps at once that Goodyear took years later. 

Perhaps the greateet, the most complete and powerful 
mind among men, is that of the man who is at once a great 
discoverer and great inventor. Archimedes, Newton, and 
Franklin are illustrious examples_ The ancients attribute 
to Archimedes more than forty mechanical inventions, prom· 
inent among which is the endless screw, which he thought 
out while traveling in Egypt, reflecting on the necessity of 
raising the water of the Nile to points which the river did 
not reach. He likewise applied it as a pump to clear water 
out of the holds of vessels, to launching ships, and to pro
pelling them through the water, a use which is still retained. 
The precision with which he directed his thoughts to the 
attainment of any desired result is well shown by his detec
tion of the fraud practised on Hiero, King of Syracuse, by a 
goldsmith to whom the king had intrusted a certain weight 
of gold to be made into a crown. The king suspected, when 
he received the crown, that the gold had been adulterated, 
and he applied to Archimedes for a test. The difficulty was 
to measure the bulk of the crown without melting it into a 
regular figure. It was of the proper weight ; hence, if any 
alloy had been substituted for a part of the gold, the bulk 
would be necessarily increased. Archimedes kept the sub
ject continually in his thoughts, and the conditions of the 
problem became so clear to ' his mind that when he stepped 
into a bath one day, the vessel being full and water flowing 
over, he comprehended in an instant that the amount of 
water flowing over was equal in bulk to the body immersed. 
It followed at once that if the crown would displace more 
water than an equal weight of pure gold, it had been fraud
ulently adulterated. Without a moment's delay he jumped 
from the bath and ran to his own house, crying triumphant
ly, " Eureka ! Eureka !" Yet, notwithstanding his ability in 
the application of scientific principles, he regarded his inven· 
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Jdmtifit 
tions as contributing far less to his glory than the �dditidliS ihe electric, lamp, was proj ected upon the screen, forming a 
which he made to speculative truth. " He was half ashamed:' beautifUl green luminous arc, apparently about six feet long. 
says Lord Macaulay, " of those inventions .  which Wllre the Cadmium gave a more subdued bluish green light, and the 
wonder of hostile nations, and always spoke of them slight- solid oxide was seen to assume curious network forms upon 
ingly, as mere amusements, as trifles in which a mathemati- the lower 'carbon point. Zinc burnt -With a purple flame. 
cian might be suffered to relax his mind after intense appli- Thallium gave a magniflcent green arc of very C(i11eiderable 

cost ; to require no inconveniently large space ; to be applica
ble to any already existing manufactory without causing any 
temporary moppage of work ; and its application is readily 
learned by the sugar boilers. 

cation to the higher parts of the science." He knew the su- length. 
perior value of his purdy theoretical pursuits as mental - ._. -
discipline, and as indications of mental power. Hence he Dr. SeyCerth's Process Cor the Purification oC Sirups 

requested that his memory should be perpetuated as far as and Molasses In the Manutacture oC Sugar. 

According to communications made on this subject by the 
members assembled at the general meeting of German sugar 
manufacturers and refiners, at Berlin (last May), and a similar 
meeting lately held at Prague, this process is highly appre
ciated, and largely eulogized as an immense improvement in 
this branch of industry.-From the London Artizo;n. 

- - - -he could determine the manner of itl by his discovery that a The juices lind liquors employed in the first extraction of 
sphere is eiulctly tWo thirds of its circumseribing cyliIider ; sugar from the raw' materiai it is (jO'l1tailHld in, as well as the Sewing and Cooking. 

and, accordingly, a sphere inscribed in Ii tiyllrlder was stulp- si�ups resulting from the. sugar refining: process(;&! aH gener- S&ys the Journal of Gas·J,ighting : A French lady has been 
tured ou his tomb. ally cont8.ln It certain quantity of alkaline substances, VI111'; call;,ng attention to t�e deficiencies of the working and lower 

Before quitting this subj ect, it may be well to notice the ing, howeverj in quantity with the various conditions of .the middie cJ.8sses in sewing and in cooking. Cooking seems, 
fact that inventions are largely based on the state of knowl- soil on which the l:Ieet l!oots have been grown and the mode. like music, B gift of certain nations. The French have it in 
edge at the time, and are consequentl:r often claimed by sev- of cultivation., TIle jufce oltlte' ripe sugal!-cane, however, js perfection, stimulated by poor food and dear fuel. Italian 
eral persons who have worked independently of each otl,ier. at the moment of being' squeezed out ol tllil cane slightly' cookery is atrocious ; and German, where unimproved by 
Invention is at once the caUS(1 and the measure of civiliza- acid to test paper. By treating the saccharine juices with French contact, greasy and unsavory. It is much to be de
tion. When the world was rip!' for printing, printing'was milk ot lime, several of the bases of the alkaline salts pres- sired that some of the fervor directed towards making women 
accomplished, either by Koster, Gut(1nberg, Faust, or Schceffer. eut in the juices are separated frow. the acids they we,re 1"t fit f'at< ,,pl.lysicians and barristers were directed to making 
When the tel@scope was needed, tht' telescope must be in· first combined with, and by thus beiit� set free and' remain- theni' g()od wives and mothers. There may be exceptions, 
vented, wb ether by Hans tippershey or Ga1i1"d. The hoiidrs tng mil£ed with the sugar, impede its crystallization. One but we have never come across a charity school where even 
of the steamboat are disputed, and claimed b� almost evev part of aikaiine rll!tHer <Jl!ln absorb as many as four parts of the principles of cookery were taught. 'While a smattering 
civilized country under the sun. A want thoroughly felt sugar i and som.e · kinds of molasses . (t;lhie:!ii from beet root) of superficial knowledge is distributed, the girls never get li\ 

tends to bring out its supply. It would be interesting to contain as much as 8 per cent of alkali. g&d lesson on " the difterence between simmering and boH
look over the records of the Patent Office, to find out in what (' The maa,ils hitherto tried to remedy this defect ; namely, in.g !" There is no sewing in our workhouse schools to be 
year the people of the United States felt most keenly their ' neutralization of the alkalles' by acids, have failed' in practice, �co1npared, with that turned out of the convents of Belgium 
need of improved mouse traps; and when the imperfection chiefly for . two reaeoiis�first, because the acids have not and France. Indeed, we should say that in the female or
of their cofi'ee mills became a but<ieli. 1llven in the�e ihings, been applied at such a stage of the process of manufacture as pIlan a'sylums round London more attention is paid to a par
demand reguiates supply, and anxiety for perfection iii· the io enable the ooids to seize upon the whole of the alkalies ; rot-like instruction in religious phrases than to any useful 
merest trifles is an indispensable condition of progress.-.Am. and secondly, because it lias never been possible 'to prevent kJiowle�g'e. Many of the girls turn out hypocrites ; most of 
EJ;. and Review. the injuriolls effect of evert a very �Hght 6ll00SS of acid upon them, from the severity with which they are treated, liars ; 

_ ._. _ the sugar itself ; while, moreover; a difflmdt1 is enoouutered but it is very Fare to hear of the manufacture of a good go\"-
Burning and Unburnlng. by the very variable quantity of alkali present, wlie<reby the erness or a good domestic servant. The model prize girls 

Abstract of 11 lecture.by Dr. William Odling at the Uoyal In"titntion, Lon- proper quantity of acid to be applied varied every mClIIient, are often female samples of Uriah Heeps. There is no 
don. thus rendering )ts application totally unsuited in any but reason why cookery should not form part of the daily edu-

Dr. Odling began by explaining the first principles of com· very skilled hands. Among the acids applied, sulphuric and cation of every girl above eight years old who has to get her 
bustion, and showing the simplest methods of lighting a phosphoric have been most used, but their use could not but own living, or whose husband has to get his l iving. But. 
match. When speaking of the old method of obtaining a be very limited, since even a very slight excess of acid was there is no stunda4 school book on roasting, boiling, stew
light by means of flint and steel, he exhibited the " steel :tar more to be dreadeH, on account of its highly injurious ing, frying, making soups, and cooking vegetables. Mrs. 
mill" once in common use among EngliBh miners, to give effects upon the sugar than almost any amount, so to say, of Beeton or Miss Acton could have produced such a manual, i f  
them j ust enough light to proceed with their work. It con- alkalies. Suiplilirous acid lias been used and recommend�d any of the book-publishing religious societies had asked for 
sisted of a little steel wheel drivett by mUltiplying gear; and in various forms, even as far back as 1810 (Proust), both on such a necessity. As to sewing, the art will be found more 
made to rub agaiBst a piece of flint ; by this method a contin- account of its activity as acid in saturating alkalies, as well as cultivated in the higher than in the lower middle classes. A 
uous shower of sparks could be kept lip. He then exhibited its power as a bleaching agent, by thus rendering the sugar widow lady, who had been well trained at home and abroad 
the old method of obtaining a light by means of a piece of more white-colored. as a governess, and in that capacity had acted in several 
bent steel, one part of which was allowed to hang down over Dr. Auguste Seyferth; ma.naging direetor of the Brunswick noble families, on the death of her husband opened a day 
the knuckles of the left hand, and this part was struck with sugar (beet ropt) refinery, has hit upon II< plan for the use of school in a district of rich London shopkeepers. One day 
a.tpiece of flint held in the other hand. With each blow a SUlphurous acid, which (according to the unanimoul! and un- she received a visit from a very grand lady, the mothflr of a 
few sparks were struck off, and these sparks were allowed to biased testimony of no less than one hundred proprietors of pupil, and the wife of a thriving shopkeeper. She came to. 
fall upon carbonized rags, better known as " tinder ;" the establishments wherein the processes invented and brought protest against her daughter being taught the art of plain 
tinder at once began to smoulder ; this smouldering was in- out by the doctor, since September, 1869, are applied) answers sewing and cutting out body li�en. " We are well satisfied," 
creased by blowing ; so that at last there was ignition enough the purpose admirably, yielding more produce and of better she said, " with Maria Jane's progress in music and other, 
to set fire to a splint o f  wood, the end of which had been quality in every respect. . accomplishments, but we keep four servants, and my daugb. 
previously coated with sulphur. The lecturer remarked that rhe process alludlJd to (",onsists essentially in the introduc- ters need never do plain work." The school-mistress at first 
on a cold winter's morning this tedious method of obtaining tion of suiphui"Ous acidl either in gaseous form, or in very employed the ordinary common-sense arguments without 
a light Was a very ,/lerious thing. . He then showed some of weak aqueous solution, into the vaCtluIil pans. By this ar- eftect. She added, " When I lived in the family of the Duch 
the more recent methods of producing flame, and aIllong raIigement it is possible to bring all plU"ticies of the sugar ess of Blank, my four pupils, the Ladies, &c., were all taught 
others he lit the gas j ets of the theater of the Royal Institu- solution (sirup) into contact with sulphurous acid, and to to cut out and sew the garments they presented to the poor. 
tion with sparks of electricity. elimiilate, by the Joint action of heat and vacuum, any excess It is my syatem-I cannot alter it." The name of the Duch-

The lecturer then spoke of ordinary examples of combus- of the acid, which, however, not only saturates free alkalies ess acted like a spell, and the purse-proud dame submitted. 
tiOll, such as is seen in gas flames, candle :!iames, and the and carbonate of lime, but also sets the organic acids, which Such are the peculiarities of a large class in rich England. 
household fire ; he pointed out that coals, candles, and other might be present as alkaline salts, free from these combina- It is from the influence of the intelligent women who have 
substances gradually disappear as they bUrn, and he aSked, tiona : the sulphurous acid taking hold of the bases they were been returned to the School Boards, that we anticipa�e a bet
" Where do they go to ?" An ordinary sperm candle while combined with, while the greater part of these organic acids , ter system, better teachers, and more useful books in our 
burning loses in weight about two grains per minute, and it are volatilized along with the steam, and thus the sulphurous elementary schools. The example will speedily spread to 
burns down at the rate of one inch per hour. All this burn- acid promotes the good and ready crystallizatjon of the sugar, our many ill-managed school charities, the worst managed 
ing, however, goes on in common air ; exclude the air and. while its action as a decolorizer comes also advantageously being those for girls. 
the fire soon goes out, as it unites with the one fifth part by'" iIito play. --=------.... --.. , -------

Preservation oC Iron from Oxidization. volume of oxygen gas contained in common air. To illus- The Seyferth TWocess embraces two main operatio. ns ', name-. 
h. D .... Among the many processes and preparations for preserving trate t IS- r. Odling took a very large glass tube, full of air, ly, the manufacture of the sulphurous acid as. gas,· . or as . h iron from the action of the atmosphere, the following will be mto w ich he poured a small quantity of a strong solution of aqueous solution, and the application of the aCl.· d . • .  (chiefly in . found the most efficient in all cases where galvanization is pyrogallic acid and a little caustic potash ; thus a solution of aqueous solution, being more readily manage. a .. h1',.) It . .  nd its in-

1 . � impracticable ; and, being unaffected by sea water, it is es-pyrogal ate of p(.tash was formed. He then closed the end troduction into the vacuum pans. The suiph. il ... rous acid is 
f h . pecially applicable to the bottoms of iron ships, and marine o t e tube, and shook up the liquid inside it ; consequently, man: . . ·.ufact .. u'" red at the works (beet-root sugar mann . ... ··.· . . · ·  . factories or k 11 S 1 h 17 1b . h (1 h .' . . wor genera y :  u p ur, s. ; caustIC potas ye of 35° as ires pyrogallate of potash absorbs oxygen with very sugar refi. n." erie. s) by the .w. ell-known expe.die.' tit of burning d fi 1 b h . , . B.), 5 lbs., an copper lings, lb. To e eated until the great avidity, the solution took up all the oxygen contained suI.pliur iii s. uitab. l. y constru.cted oven. S. ' an .. d . . .  CRtryin!!: the pro-

h . '  , � copper and sulphur dissolve. Heat, in another vessel, tallow, in t e air in the tube, reduced its bulk by one fifth, and left due.
, ts of cOuibus .. . .. t . . 

i 
.. 
o. n, p.r.evious.l. 

y' cooied . . .  6.0 as t .. o. condense a,. ny b d . 1 1 '1 h II 11. 750 1 s., an turpentine, 50 · bs., untl t e ta ow is liqllified. not ing in the tube but pure nitrogen. This nitrogen, he v . . U,.t. lO ra of sulphur, int. 0' a . . .. 'le.aden vessei wherein the gas .is Th . . b ' d d . d h h h .- e compOSitIOns are to e mlxe an stllre toget er w ile t en proved by experiment, would not support combustion. met by a suitably arrang'ed current of water so as to become hot, and may be laid on, as paint, to the iron. Dr. Odling pointed out that, although mercury does not entirely absorbed. - - -oxidize in the air at ordinary temperatures, it rusts very The aqueous solution thus obtaine. d. is put into casks, or M G M' th d . J Ib ARINE LUE.- . IX toge er, gum san arlC, 4" . ; gum slowly when it is kept at a high temperature, and then it other suitable vessels, and from these a tube, pi,.o . .  Y1·ded wI'th . j- lb d h I d . .  8 1b Wh h mastiC, 4" ., an met y ate Spirit, s. . en t e gums changes slowly into red oxide of mercury. Dr. Odling ap- taps, leads to the vacuum pans, wherein the liquid is sucked d' 1 d dd j Ib t t' d '  thO . h h are ISSO ve , a  ]- . urpen me, an mix IS WIt a t ick plied heat to red oxide of mercury contained in a tube, and simu�taneously with the sugar solution. The party in at- hot solution of the best glue (to which a little isinglass has thus drove oft· the oxygen once more ; he mixed the oxygen tendance upon the boiling in the vacuum pans, while causing been added to clarify it), and filter through muslin. The thus made with five times its bulk of nitrogen, then proved the sulphurous acid to be aspired, takes care to test froln . 1 '11 b '  . t . t d '11 marine g ue WI e ImpervIous 0 mo�s ure, an WI not by experiment that the resulting mixture had all the proper- time to time (this is done by means of a contrivance techni- soften in any ordinarily hot weather. ties of common air. cally known as proof-stick) the contents of the pan by apply-
In another experiment he proved that the chief products ing blue litmus paper, so as to insure the contents of the pan 

of the combustion going on in a candle flame were water and remaining alkaline ; but if by a mishap the acid is in excess 
clI-rbonic acid gas ; a common sperm candle, weighing 2! this is remedied by sucking in a fresh quantity of sugar solu
ounces, produces in burning no less than 3t ounces of water, tion, while a slight increase of the rapidity of evaporation 
or more than its own weight. The additional weight of the (the turning on of more cold water to the condensers) will 
'product of combustion is, of course, due to the oxygen taken rapidly eliminate and,volatilize any excess of sulphurous acid, 
from the atmosphere. which, when in quantities of 50 to 100 kilos. excess of the 

At the close of this lecture Dr. Odling exhibited the igni- weak solution, does not affect the sugar. 
tion and combustion of the metals-silver, cadmium, zinc, The quantity of sulphurous acid solution applied varies 
and thallium. A hollow was scooped in the top of the lower- from 4 to 8 or from 10 to 15 per cent of the bulk of liquid 
most carbon point of the electi'ic lamp, and in this hollow a (sirup) to be evaporated, but these figures are not absolute, 
piece of silver was placed ; when the upper carbon p .int was but ouly relative, since experience has already proved that 
allowed to touch the silver, the electrical current uickly the requirements differ for different localities. The nrocess 
raised the silver to boiling temperature, and on seI' eating alluded to is stated to possess, besides the advantages �lready the points, a broad brilliant arc of val r of silver pIa yed be- named (produCtion of better quality and larger quaittity of 
tween them. This phenomenon, mag-n .fied by the lel1se's of sugar) the good qualities of being appiIcable at very little 

_ .•. -
How TO CHOOSE A PUPPY.-Montaigne says ; " Sportsmen 

assure us that, in order to make choice of a puppy from 
among a number of others, it is better to leave the choice to 
the mother herself. In carrying them back to their bed, the 
first one she takes up will always be the best ; if we pretend 
to set fire to the bed on all sides, then the one she will try to 
rescue first." W e: would suggest in regard to the latter para
graph, that whoever may test the accuracy of the sports
man's receipt, be careful to not set the 'bed-clothes on fire in 
trying the experiment. 

- - -
THE extravagant tendencies of the present generation sug

gest to a clergyman ,the inquiry whether it would not fie 
better to devote half of .one's energies to leallling to live on a 
very.s�all ?-nco��,. than to devote all or one's enell!!"ies in 
struggling and waiting for It large income ? 
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Improved Grate Dar. 

Engineers have become thoroughly alive to the fact that 
the heating surface of boilers can never work up to its full 
efficiency without not only the proper amount of grate sur
face, but also auch a construction of the grate that the fuel 
Jllay be economically consumed. The combustion must not 
be partial, distilling off the fuel and sending it out of the 
mouth of the chimney in black volumes of smoke ; it must 
be as complete as possible. Large heating surface avails 
nothing if the combustion of the fuel be imperfect, and the 
(JOmpleteness of combustion depends primarily upon the 
grate, which must be of such a form that 
a full draft may be secured, yet be able to 
retain its form under the effects of heat, 
and support the fuel properly for the uni. 
form distribution of air to the combustibles 
used. 

A large number of patents have been 
issued for improvements in grate bars, .and 
still inventions in this field increase and 
Jllultiply. The demand for grate bars is 
so large that any bar which can fairly com
pete with those that have preceded it, is 
sure of sale, and tha manufacture of such 
bars has grown into a large industry. 

Our engravings show the form and con
i3truction of a grate bar, for which it is 
claimed that it effects a large saving in 
fuel, that it does not warp or twist, that it 
lasts much longer than the ordinary bar, 
and that it can be used in any furnace with. 
out the trouble and expense of making 
alterations. 

The shape af the grate bar is such that a 
very large aggregate opening for the passage 
of air to the fuel ii> secured, resulting in 
more perfect combustIOn and greater rapid-
ity in raising steam than is the case with 
Jllany forms of grate bar in use. 

Nut coal, slack, sawdust, shavings, and tan bark, can be 
successfully burned upon it, as is attested � those who have 
used it in the consumption of the combustibles named. 

The bar is constructed with horizontally curved cross 
pieces, A, which act as braces, and in combination with the 
side plates, B, prevent warping or twisting, llnder great and 
unequal exposure to heat. 

The grate, formed by the curved arch cross pieces, has a 
flat, even surface upon the top, so desirable in grate bars, and 
enables the weight of metal to be reduced, without increased 
liability of breakage from unequal expansion. The 
pieces also act as shears in cutting clinkers. It is 
claimed that actual use has shown that these bars will 
outlast two or three sets of ordinary bars. The bars, it 
!i> claimed, weigh less, per square foot surface measure
Jllent, than any other grate bar now in use, and the 
pieces are so constructed that they m ay be placed in any 
furnace without chang«) in the bearing bars. 

The exterior projections, C, on the side plates, B, form 
a series of apertures between the bars, when the latter 
/Lre placed together in the grate, preventing the for. 
Jllation of blank spaces. 

The under edges of the curved cross pieces are cast 
with a re-entrant curve, as shown in Fig. 2, which re
duces their width, so that they do not readily clog up ; 
and the ashes can readily be removed from the int!'!r
spaces. 

We have b«)en shown testimonials in regard to this 
grate bar, which state that by its use a 'large saving in 
fuel has been secured, and also corroborating the claims 
made in regard to its durability. 

Patent�d, Nov. 16, 1869, by Clements A. Greenleaf. 
For further particulars, address Greenleaf Machine Com
pany, 319 South Tennessee st., Indianapolis, Ind. 

... � .  
New Composing Machine. 

The New York Trwune gives an aC(JOunt of a new 
composing machine, designed to supersede the use of 
fonts of type in printing. It says ; The great feature of 
the invention is a mechanical device by which ordinary 
type setting and type distributing are dispensed with, 
and one hundred types are made to perform the service 
of a full font set in the usual way. The letters of the 
alphabet, together with figures, punctuation marks, and 
combination words, are arranged in regular order in a 
type-head two inches square, and are operated upon by 
keys, manipulated as in a piano. When the keys are 
touched, the type-head moves ;to its position, and action 
is had upon whatever letter or figure is touched, the type 
moving downward a prescribed distance, and making a 
printed impression on transfer paper. The platen on which 
the paper is laid is moved backward and forward by a feed
wheel for each impression of the type, and the spaces be
tween the lines are produced by lateral motion by means of 
a ratchet wheel. In this way one hundred impressions are 
made per minute, ILnd proofs can be corrected very easily. 
The impressions are finally transferred to a zinc plate, and 
printed by an improved lithographic press at the rate of 2,500 
impressions per hour. In place of transfer paper a mold of 
clay or wax may be used to receive indentations, from which 
a stereotype cast can be obtained of uniform thickness, and 
ready for the press. The machine is driven with a treadle 
like a sewing machine, and occupies about the same space. 
It can be manufactured for $200, and the type-heads for $3 
6\l.ch. Every style of type borders, ornamentation, and also 
music, can be produced, only requiring one type to represent 
each character. The type-heads are easily .changed, and ae 

$ tittdific .�tuttt,au+ 
many as fifty styles can be employed by the compositor with
out rising from his seat. As originally patented, the typea 
were arranged on the periphery of a disk or wheel, and the 
impressions, made upon prepared pulp or clay were j ustified 
with difficulty. By the improved machine, impressions are 
made upon paper, and j ustification and correction are accom
plished without loss of time. 

_ ._. -
WE are glad to hear that the efforts to supply Nebraska 

with salt have been successful, and that saline water has been 
brought to the surface by an artesian well. A party of euter-

GREENLEAF'S IMPROVED GRATE BAR. 

At intervals around the flange of the feed ring, H, are 
placed hooks, I, upon which the edges of the cloth to be 
sewn are stretched, and are fed to the sewing attachment as 
the ring revolves in the manner described. 

A sliding plate, J, which sustains the lower bearing of the 
vertical shaft, F, is moved back or forward by the hand 
lever, L, which throws the toothed wheel in or out of gear 
with the feed ring, as desired by the operator. 

The friction rollers and all the moving parts below the 
central shaft are covered by a flat plate or shield, not shewn 
in the engraving, as when in place it conceals the working 

parts. To prevent the cloth from being 
carried under this shield, four bent arms, 
M, are attached to a short pulley shaft 
driven by a belt from the central shaft. 
Theae arms press the cloth off from the 
hooka on the feed ring, and thus released, it 
falls down upon the floor which supports 
the machine. 

The hand lever, N, runs the stitching 
part of the machine into or out of gear, as 
may be desired. 

vVe are inforIl)ed by the inventor that 
this machine has stitched one thouaand 
pieces of cloth, 28 inches wide, per day, 
with one hand, and it b.as stitched, in one 
day, forty-five pieces (of same width) more, 

with one operator, than was done by two 
operators with the Willcox & Gibbs sewing 

. machine without the attachment. 
Patented through the Scientific American 

Patent Agency, Nov. 1, 1870. For further 
information address W. A. Rayer or W. S.  
Lincoln, patentees, care Willcox & Gibbs, 
sewing machine manufacturers, 147 Tre
mont st. ,  Boston, Mass. 

4 •• � 
A a O-Incl1 Gage Railroad In 01110. 

The TolE-do Commercial having stated that the Piqua, St. 
Mary's and Celina Railroad Company had been i�corporated 
on a capital basis of $400,000, to build between Piqua and 
Celina, through Miami, Shelby, Auglaize and Mercer coun
tiea, Ohio, about forty-four miles, a Piqua correspondent 
gives us the details of the scheme. 

The country along the Hne is very populous and produc 
tive, and the question of an outlet by railway has long been 
agitated, But the Miami and Erie canal passes through it 

The invention which forms the subj ect of the present arti- I already ; arid though inadequate to the wants of the country, 
cle is designed to provide a means for sewing goods together there is scarcely warrant for the construction of an expen-

prising men in Lincoln city struck, at a depth of 600 feet, a 
stratum of sandstone, from which a torrent of salt water 
came upwards, and shot oyer eight feet into the air. When 
the well is tubed, a constant flow may be expected. 'rhe 
value of this discovery will be great, and a proper reward for 
Dr. �vans' untiring labors in the search. The strength of 
the saline water is estimated at 80 degrees. 

_ .•. -
IMPROVED SEWING MACHINE. 

in a continuous operation, as required in cotton mills, hosiery 
and bag manufactories, printing mills, and other similar works, 

The stitching part of the machine may be of any approved 
kind of sewing machine now used, and is placed at A, as 
shown in the accompanying engraving, where it is sustained 
by the frame, B. The frame, B, also supports a central shaft 
with pulleys, as shown, which receives motion through the 
main driving belt, C. 

The belt, D, conveys motion from the central shaft to the 
stitching part of the apparatus, A. Upon the central shaft 
is cut a screw thread which actuates the worm gear, E, and 
through it the vertical shaft, F. Upon the lower end of the 
vertical shaft, F, there is keyed a toothed wheel, G, which 
meshes into teeth (not shown in the engraving) on the back 
of the flanged feed-ring, II. This ring is suspended on 
flanged friction wheels, K, which sustain it vertically and 
laterally, but leave it . free to rotate in the proper direction 
when actuated by th«) wheel, G. 

sive road. Last winter, the plan of a narrow-gage 
road, to cost, fully equipped, less than half a millio:l 
of dollars, in place of one of the ordinary gage, cost
ing a million and a half, was discussed. The design 
is identical with that of the 'Welsh railways, which 
have been so often described in engineering journals 
of late. A road of this kind, for trans- porting coa1-
the only one in this country as yet-is already in opera
tion between Akron and Massillon, Ohio. A system 
of narrow-gage railways is also projeeted from Toronto, 
Canada, as feeders to the wide-gage roads now cen
tering t;here. We learn that parties interested in the 
proposed Buffalo and Springfield road are now exam
ining the Canada system, with a view to the adoption 
of the narrow gage. The Kansas and Denver Pacific 
Companies also contemplate reacl'ing the mining 
regions near Denver, and probably at no distant day 
penetrating the Great Mountain Parks, and perhaps 
passing ovei' the entire range, by narrow-gage roads, 
cOl�ting only one seventh as much as the present gage, 
where the latter is practicable. In all these cases the 
data, showing the entire practicability of these roads, 
and giving the cost of construction and operation, are 
such as to reduce the prospects of any such enterprise 
to a certainty . 

To return to the Ohio road. The right of way is to 
be fifteen feet in place of forty feet ; twenty pounds 
instead of fifty-six pounds iron will be required ; the 
locomotives, weighing six tuns instead of thirty, will 
draw from ten to twenty loaded freight cars, each hav
i�g a capacity of two and a half tuns ; under freight 
and passenger cars alike (the latter seating twenty 
persons) four-wheel trucks will be placed ; the ties 
will, of course, be nearer than on the wide gage ; 
while finally, on account of the lightness of car equip
ment, in comparison with capacity, and of the central 
position of the trucks, both higher gradients and sharper 
curves will be practicable, greatly reducing cost of 
excavation, and other important items of construction. 

In the present instance, the route presents no engineering 
difficulties-Piqua, thence following the canal to Berlin ; 
thence to Minster, Bremen, and St. Mary'S, where it will 
leave the canal, and make Celina ita northern terminus. 

The enterprise, which is to be begun in January, is in the 
hands of able and energetic citizens-among the corporators 
being Hon. J. F. McKinney, member of Congress elect ; Wil
liam Scott, one of the oldest citizens, and President of the 
Piqua National Bank ; J. G. Young, Cashier of the same ; 
Henry Flesh, a wealthy .p1erchant of the city ; Chas. C. Clute 
an e�perienced railroad builder, of N ew York city.-Chicago 
Railway Review. 

-' .. -
A dditions to Clubs. 

For the infarmation of subscribers the publishers of the 
SCIElTTIFIC AMERICAN give notice that they will receive ad 
ditional names at any time, to clubs already formed, at club 
'rates. 
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spring ; and if we should fill a column week after week 

· with such puerile items, we should soon expect to hear 
· from our correspondents that they did not care to pay for 
· such garbage. Yet this is only (perhaps a somewhat extrav-

MUNN & CO.,  Editors and Proprietors. · agant) sample of what many English journals designed for 
general circulation treat their readers to in ever� issue. 

A profuseness in letter-writing is also a marked feature of 
English papers. Everything is fish which comes to their net 
in this line, provided it is, or can be made grammatically cor
rect. Personal explanations, long preambles, and verbiage 
are allowed to burden a very small modicum of fact. A cor
respondent writing a recipe for the relief of corns, and feeling 
it necessary to relate his sufferings with divers unlucky pur 
chases in the way of boots, would be sure to be permitted to 
tell his dismal " yarn " without restriction, at least in many 
English publications we could name. 

PUBLISHED WEEKLY AT 
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:ENGLISH AND AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC, MECHANICAL, 
AND ENGINEERING JOURNALISM. 

To those who have access to the files of English and 
American periodicals devoted to the above-named subjects, 
a very striking difference between those published abroad and 
at home, is apparent. Whether the average English reader 
peruses the contents of such papers as The Engineer, Engi

neering, The Artizan, etc., or not, it is certain he tolerates in 
them much that, persistently published in an American 
journal, would limit its circulation to a vert few readers. 

England has tlone much to render science popular with the 
masses, but this work has been done through books and lec
tures rather than through her periodical literature devoted 
to technical subjects. All the Year Round, Macmiilan's Mag

azine, Chambers' Journal, and others devoted to general 
literature, have done vastly more for the enlightenment of 
the general English public, on matters of science, than all 
the technical journals put together. The short but interest
ing (because easily comprehended) articles on scientific sub
jects, which the periodicals last enumerated have printed, 
have been many of them models of their kind. They were 
written with the full appreciation ol the fact that to the general 
reader technical language is an unknown tongue, and that to 
attempt reaching their understanding through its use,.is the 
hight of absurdity. 

What, for instance, could the genera1 reader make of the 
page after page of mathematical formulre with which, in a 
foreign cotemporary, Prof. Rankine sought to dignify the 
" gay velocipede ?" There is not an American jeurnal in ex
istence that would have risked its popularity by the publica
tion of the series of articles referred to . 

Similarly, we find in many of the English publications like 
the one alluded to, prolonged serial discussions so technical 
in character, and so burdened with mathematics of the. most 
abstruse kind, that we venture to say that not one in ten 
thousv,nd Englishmen, not to speak of Am€rican readers, could 
read them understandingly in a year's time. 

We have no means of knowing what the exact circulation 
of any of these papers must be, but from our stand-point of 
view it cannot be large. They seem, however, to be able to 
hold their heads above water, probably because their adver
tising columns are so liberally patronized, and because their 
regular price of subscription is much higher than American 
readers are willing to pay for the amount of reading matter 
they furnish. . 

If there is any one thing our English cousins know thor
oughly, it is the value of advertising. Even papers of ad
mittedly limited circulation are enabled to obtain a mass of 
advertising that makes a struggling Yankee newspaper pub
lisher sigh that he was not born on British soil. 

The tone of the discussions in most of the j ournals under 
consideration, is unexceptionable, except that to a Yankee 
reader it is wearisome on account of its length ; and it puzzles 
an American to understand how many of the items can 
possess even a local interest to any. 

If we should gravely inform our readers that the Messrs. 
Monotone had j ust successfully cast a bell for a rural church, 
or that Mrs. Fatpurse had bestflwed upon the same edi
fice a stained glass window, or that the trustees of the 
village of Schaghticoke had just built a new schoolhouse, 
or supplied their town with water from a conveni.nt 

It would seem that quantity, and not quality, is the aim of 
the average English correspondent, and that to fill space with 
printed matter is the ultimatum of publishers of technical 
periodicals. There are, however, some honorable exceptions 
to be made in this respect. 

A few periodicals in America have imitate(! the English 
model, but have never achieved extensive popularity. 
American readers prefer their ment�l food cut in thin slices. 
A single point made and well wrought out in a short article 
suits . them better .than exhaustive essays ; and facts, rather 
than theories, are sought by them. Few have leisure to 
peruse very long essays ; and if they have, they prefer them 
published in book form rather than serially. 

_ ·e· _ 
SOLUBLE GLASS. 

A great many uses have been ascribed to this substance, 
some of which are obviously absurd. . Others which seem 
rational, have been failures in the hands of most people who 
have tried them, and we are frequently called upon to explain 
the causes of failure. This is in all cases difficult. The 
causes are in many cases obscure, even when ample oppor
tunity is. afforded for examination ; and as we seldom or never 
have opportunity to make a thorough examination, we are 
generally unable to reply definitely and intelligently to such 
queries. 

Our own experiments with this material have not been of 
the mOlt satisfactory character. In general, we have found 
that after it has been applied for a longer or shorter period 
it becomes crumbly, and cleaves off from the surface of wood 
or iron. We are informed by a thorough chemist that such 
has uniformly been his experience, and that he thinks solu
ble glass becomes crystalline in structure when exposed to 
the action of the atmosphere. 

A gentleman has j ust left our office who purchased some of 
this material from a dealer in this city, with a view to use it as a 
protective coating to iron. He Bays it would not long adhere 
to the metal. He applied to the manufacturers for directions 
in correcting his supposed errors in its use, but could get no 
hlformation by which he could secure any improvement in 
his results, and consequently he voted " water glass " a 
humbug. 

A clue to these failures is perhaps found in a lecture re 
cently delivered by T. S. Barff, F. C. S., in the hall of the 
Society of Arts in London. It seems from the observations 
of Mr. BartY, that soluble glass (silicate of soda or potash) i5 
frequently too alkaline for satisfactory use in painting. The 
best way to make these �ilicates is to fuse the component 
materials together in a reverberatory furnace. When cold they 
should be put into open vessels of hot water, when an oily 
liquid is formed, which is a solution of soluble glass. Either 
of the silicates of potash or soda, will generally be discolored 
from the presence of organic' matter. This will, however, 
settle to the bottom, if the solution be allowed to stand for 
some days ;  when the clear supernatant fluid may be drawn 
off. ' 

But even then, according to Mr. Barff, the solution is · unfit 
for use in painting, on account of the presence of too much 
alkali. To remedy this defect, he recommends charging it 
as much as possible with silica, in the form of white powder 
obtained from the fluoride hf silicon by precipitation with 
water. 

We think it is probable that this alkaline quality would 
render soluble glass coating less permanent, wherever ap

. plied, and as Mr. Barff's experiments point out the way by 
which the defect may be remedied, a trial of his method 
could easily be made in any of the general applications of 
this substance for which it has been recommended. 

.. . .  

TYPE-SETTING MACHINES. 

The Jnvention of a type-setting machine has j ustly been 
considered one of the most knotty problems ever attempted 
by mechanics. When it is considered how many characters 
and sorts are comprised in the upper and lower cases of the 
compositor's desk, and then that the exigencies of modern 
printing 'demand the multiplication of these cases, the fre
quent use of characters not found in the ordinary case at all, 
and also the fact that all these sorts must be kept unmixed 
in the cases, it would seem, at first glance, sheer madness to 
attempt to accomplish by automatic machinery what requires 
for its present performance intelligence to guide the work 
at every 8tep. What the printers call " instification," that 
is, the spacing out of the lines so that they shall be of equal 
length, also requires that if words or syllables which cannot 
be divided, cannot be made to go entire into a line, the line 
must be lengthened by the insertion of spaces between the 
letters and the word be carried on into the next line. 

It is evident that there must be inlelligence to guide some
where, and that if a machine shall &ver be made that can be 
sueceBsfully employed to set type, it mllBt require the a.ttOll.-

tion of a compositor at every movement. But if a single mo
tion of the compositor's hand could set in operation mechan
ism by which all the other movements, now required to place 
each type, or their equivalent, could be automatically per
formed the problem would be solved, provided the single 
movement could be made much quicker than the several 
movements are �ow made and the machine could be made 
sufficiently cheap and .durable. 

Machines have been constructed approximating these con 
ditions very closely, considering the difficulties to be sur
mounted ; but none have ' ever yet been able to compete with 
the living type-setter. 

• 

The host of difficulties attending the construction of type
setting machines might be greatly reduced could certain con
ventionalities of printing be relinquished. We have never 
been able to. see any good reason, other than that " it is the 
fashion " for dividing words by syllables, o.r indenting para
graphs. Of course it would look very singular at first to 
forego these conventionalities, but their omission would cer
tainly simplify the problem of type setting by machinery 
very much, if not open the way to its complete solution. 

It is singular with what tenacity conventionalities like 
these are adhered to in the arts. We once saw a machine for 
putting up Seidlitz powders, which would do the work with 
extreme rapidity, yet the inventor informed us, the powders 
would not sell, because they were not put up in the way the 
trade had been accustomed to. 

So long as the art of printing is hampered by the convention
alities we have mentioned and many we have not mentioned 
there will be little chance for type-setting machines. 

' 

The inventor of a machine, an account of which is given 
in another column, has, we believe, hit upon the right 
principle in the construction of such machines, namely, that 
of making impressions of letters in some soft material from 
which casts can be taken. 

.. _ .  
THE USES OF HABIT. 

There has been much declaiming on the part of a certain 
school of philosophers against the propriety of allowing the 
mind to run in a groove ; or, in other words, to acquire any 
particular habit of thought. All habits, say these declaimers, 
are bad. There are no good habits. No man should do any
thing from mere force of habit. The effect of habit is to pre
vent thought and to open the door for error in reasoning. It 
cramps the mind within limits beyond which it cannot ex
pand, and thus becomes an obstacle to healthy growth. 

We regard these views as false in the extreme, and propose 
to devote a brief space to the presentation of the uses of 
habit, meaning, of course, good habit. 

We assert that all expertness is the result of persistent 
habit. Perhaps this proposition can be best illustrated by 
examples of manual expertness. One of the most striking of 
these examples is the skill acquired in musical execution. 
At first the beginner finds the process of producing the va
rious tones on an instrument in their proper sequence and , 
length, very slow and painfully fatiguing. But by dint of 
long and arduous practice, he comes to a point where the 
fingers move by mere habit, without any sensible effort of 
his will. Indeed, the habit of doing what he has to do right, 
becomes so strong, that to attempt to do it wrong, would be 
almost as painful and tedious as his first attempt to acquire 
the proper method. 

So in the performance of all kinds of mechanical work 
dexterity is only to be acquired by habit formed by contin: 
uous practice. These facts seem so obvious in connection 
with manipulation, that it appears strange they should be 
disputed when applied to mental operations, or moral im
pulees. 

As in manual operations a certain sequence and order, 
strictly followed, will enable the operator to perform each 
detail with greater facility and accuracy, and so $orten the 
time expended in reaching the desired result, as well as 
make the result more perfect, so a proper method gives rap
idity and accuracy to thought. A mind trained to think me
thodically is a mind which has acquired habits of thought. 

This methodical thinking is absolutely indispensable to 
success in many professions, of which we may cite " law " as 
one conspicuous example. 

But perhaps in no field of study is it of greater importance 
than in invention, and this brings us directly to the main ob
jection urged against habit in thought ; namely, that it is a 
foe to originality. We take qirect issue on this point, and 
assert that, on the contrary, it is the very basis of originality 
in so far as originality is useful or desirable . 

The originality that is desirable in literature, in invention, 
in the arts, is employment of elementary principles in new 
combinations. We may r!=lfer to music again for an illustra
tion of this point. The elementary combinations are repre
sented by the exercises upon which the pupil is required to 
devote his practice. These exercises comprise difficult com
binations, elements of composition which, in themselves, are 
dry and unpleasing, but which, combined in various ways, are 
formed in the compositions of the great masters. The ele
ments being acquired by practice, the originality appears in 
the combination of them into new and melodious arrange
ments. 

So in invention, a new device always consists of a novel ar
rangement of elements previously known. An original 
thinker, worthy of the name, is one' who, while he perhaps ex
plores new fields, employs in his research the facts of pre
vious experience and the methods he has found valuable in 
former investigations, modified to suit the particular exigen
cies of the case. Let him throw aside ascertained facts and 
methodical thought, and he at once degenerates into a framer 
of baseless tliLeories, which are original only because they are 
like nothing else. 
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. ME BCIENTIFIC VALUE OF THE CENTRAL l'ARI:. 

Twenty years ago, Ambrose C. Kingsland, the Mayor of 
:the city, transmitted to the Board of Aldermen a special mes
:sage setting forth the limited extent of the places devoted to 
the public on the island of New York, and urging the im
portance of prompt action towards the creation of a great 
park for the moral, scientific, and sanitary benefit of the peo
;pIe. His message attracted much attention and originated 
;the movement which finally ended in the establishment of 
,the· Central Park. The Mayor and Street Commissioners were 
,a few years later, created Commissioners of the Central Park, 
:and they associated with them " certain well-known citizens, 
-whose public reputation, peculiar avocations, and cultivated 
taste, gave assurance that their opinions would possess the 
force of a clear, unbiased judgment." 

Invitations were extended to Washington Irving, George 
Bancroft, Stewart Brown, and others, and these gentlemen 
met on the 29th of May, 1856, and organized by electing 
Washington Irving as President of the Board, and settled 
the . preliminaries for carrying into effect the objects of the 
commission, 

It is not �ecessary t6 pursue the history of this important 
work, as it is fresh in the memory of the youngest inhabi
tant, and down to a recent period was the pride and glory of 
our city. Our obj ect is to call attention to the value of the 
Central Park as an agent in the scientific education of the 
people. We have before us the thirteen annual reports of 
the Board of Commissioners of the Central Park, and are 
gratified to trace in them the progress of public opinion in 
favor of the establishment of Museums, Zoological Gardens; 
Historical. Collections, and Art Galleries, within the Park, for 
the instruction as well as the amusement of the people. The 
Commissioners have all the time recognized the value 6f such 
aids to knowledge, and have done all in their power to pro
mote them. 

As early as 1861, the Legislature chartered the American 
Botanical and Zoological Society, and gave the Commission
ers of�thePark authority to set apart a portion of the grounds, 
not exceeding sixty acres, for the use 0'£ the , Society, for 
the establishment of a Zoological and Botanical Garden ; and 
subsequently the Board, in compliance with the provisions of 
an act passed March 25, 1862, made to the New York Histori
cal Society, a conditional appropriation of certain grounds 
about the Arsenal building for the purposes of establishing 
and maintaining therein, by tha said society, a Museum of 
Antiquities and Science, and a Gallery of Art. It does not ap
pear from the records that either of these societies ever availed 
itself of the opportunity thus afforded of obtaining a permanent 
foothold in the Park, and we fear that this neglect will result 
in a permane�t loss to our community. 

The Legislature of the State, at its last session, authorized 
the Board " to erect, establish, conduct, and maintain on the 
Central Park, a Meteorological and Astronomical Observatory, 
and a Museum of Natural History, and a Gallery of Art, and 
the buildings therefor, and to provide the necessary instru
ments, furniture, and equipments for the same." 

In the meantime we have, in the city. the Lyceum of Nat
ural History, chartered more than fifty years ago, the Ameri
can Institute, founded forty years ago, and two new societies 
-the American Museum of Natural History, and the Metro
politan Museum of Art�they occupying, with the Historical 
Society, pretty much the whole field of letters, arts, and sci
ences. 

So many societies and so mallY men !Jf many minds, have 
evidently perplexed the Commissioners of the Central Park, 
and after waiting more than ten years to see what propositions 
these various organizations had to make, they appear to have 
taken the matter into their own hands, and to have had the 
act of Legislature, . above cited, passed, to enable them to go 
to work on their own authority and in their own way. 

The distinguished architects of the ParL , Messrs. Olmsted 
and Vaux, and the efficient comptroller, Mr. Green, have, to 
our personal knowledge, been in constant communication 
with the leading thinkers and workers in this country and 
in Europe. 

They have all of them : traveled over the continent of 
Europe for the purpose of studying the construction of mu
seums, zoological gardens, pleasure grounds, and galleries of 
art, and they have had the advice and assistance of the offi
cers of all the organizations named above ; and, as a result, 
have planned and carried forward the best laid scheme that 
was ever yet devised for the instruction and amusement of a 
people. As a part of this scheme, the Commissioners em
ployed Professor B. Waterhouse Hawkins to reconstruct 
some of the extinct animals of this continent, and to establish 
a paleozoic museum. Their action in this matter has, been 
highly commended by the scientific societies abroad, and by 
the unanimous approval of the best minds of our country. 
It has been said by geologists in England that no one thing 
has exerted so great an influence upon the study of geology 
and natural history in England, or has done so much to give 
popular information upon the origin of the plants and ani
mals on the globe, as the restorations made by Professor 
Hawkins in the gardens of the Sydenham Palace. As soon 
as it was understood that this celebrated naturalist had come 
to the United States, a rivalry at once arose in the large cities 
to secure his services for their respective parks, but as he 
first landed in New York, the Central Park Commissioners 
were so fortunate as to make arrangements to have the work 
done in our city ;' and Mr. Hawkins had made considerable 
progress, when the work was summl!-rily stopped by the new 
Commissioners, who, having just been appointed, naturally 
enough did not know what great value the scientific men of 
the country put upon the succe/ls 6f this particular . wider
taking. Under the management that has made the- ·Cential 

Park what it now is, there is no question that we should 
soon have had the best organized Zoological Garden, the most 
complete Museum of Art and Natural History, to be found in 
this or any other country. The Commissioners, after a study 
of many yealjl, were in possession of all the requisite infor
mation to enable them to push the whole scheme to perfect 
success ; and under their direction the Park would have be
come the right hand of our public schools as an aid to amuse
ment, health, and instruction. They ought never to have 
been removed, and their departure from the conduct of affairs 
awakens the fear that the artistic and scientific value of the 
Park may be considered as gone forever. 

How long will it take the present Commissioners to ac
quire as much knowledge of all the details of a great park as 
was obtained by the gentlemen who have just been removed 
from office, after a service of nearly fifteen years ? Is there 
such a thing as scientific administration in this country, or 
must we always be subject to the whims and caprice of the 
moment ? Surely if there were ever a public undertaking 
requiring knowledge and experience, it is the Central Park ; 
and yet we see old public servants removed, and new men 
appointed, without any regard to the lessons of the past, or to 
services already rendered. And as a consequence we read 
that the work on the Paleozoic Museum is to be stopped, the 
Zoological Garden to be removed from the site which had 
been selected after years of study and consultation with ex
perts. 'Ancl what is to become of the other museums, we do 
not know; but we llHLy bejustified in predicting a foreclosure 
of the whole concern. What are the names of " the well
known citizens whose public reputation, peculiar avocations, 
and cultivated taste give assurance that their opinions would 
possess the force of a clear, unbiased judgment," who are in 
consultation with the present Board of Public Parks ? What 
artists and men of science are members of the advisory 
board ? 

. ... . 
THE ECLIl'SE EXl'EDITIONB. 

[FEBRUARY 4, 1 87 1 .  
fact of their being bundles of rays in nearly regular groups. 
The width of the corona was about one eighth the apparent 
diameter of the moon's shadow. It was very neatly concen
tric with the disk of the shadow ; its boundary was well de
fined, but " jagged ;" the perimeter, except opposite the two 
most prominent red flames above mentioned, where the 
boundary slightly protruded, was circular. It was blowing a 
gale of wind while these notes were taken, which interfered 
somewhat with the steadiness of one's sight, either naked or 
assisted by glasses. 

The scientific world will feel great disappointment at the 
results of these expeditions. It was hoped that the success, 
of last year in America might be followed with equal suc 
cess this year in Europe, and that more light wonld be shed 
upon the great scientific problem of the sun's constitution, 
and 'the origin of solar heat and the mystery of the corona. 
As it is, another opportunity must patiently be waited for. 

The results of Lord Lindsay's expedition will, in view of the 
failures attending the others, be of double importance. Some 
substantial results are reported, by Mr.J. Norman Lockyer, of 
the Sicilian expedition, so that the astronomers will have 
something to discuss and speculate upon du�ing the interval 
that will elapse before other observations of a similar char
acter can be made. 

So far as we can gather from the news now received, the 
results obtained seem to indicate that the corona is a real ap
pendage of the sun, not ether made luminous by the sun's 
light, and whether it shine by its own, or by reflected light, 
that it is the origin of the green line in the spectrum, which 
has been supposed by some to indicate the presence of some 
substance yet unknown to chemistry. 

- .•. • 
THE l'REBENT AND THE l'ABT. 

NO. H.-FACTS OF THE PRESENT-DESTROYING AGENCIES. 

As a preliminary step towards the right comprehension of 
geological history, man must endeavor to realize his own 
insignificance in the vast scheme of creation. A may-fly 
coming into perfect existence with the morning sun and per· 

So far as heard from, the Eclipse expeditions seem to have ishing before the close of the day, may well imagine, as she 
been, if not total failures, unsuccessful in doing very much reposes for a few moments upon the water-lily, that no change 
useful scientific work. Bad weather interfered with the op- is going on within the plant ; she has not seen the gradual 
erations of nearly all of them. We shall summarize as briefly growth of stem and leaf, the formation of the bud and its 
as possible the news received up to the present date in regard blossoming, nor can she be cognizant of the movements that 
to them. are in progress within, whereby in a few hours the flower, 

Our European exchanges inform us that the Oran, Gibral- scarcely less ephemeral than herself, will fade away and per
tar, and Cadiz expeditions accomplished very little. The pri- ish. Yet the years of the whole human race do not bear as 
vate expedition of Lord Lindsay had better luck, and, being great a proportion to the periods of the earth as the moments 
favored by a break in the clouds at just the right moment, of the insect to the days of the lily ;and man has remained for 
obtained, by means of long exposure, two pictures of the cor- thousands of year", as unconscious of th" mutations around 
ona, and, by means of shorter exposures, seven photographs him, as the may-fiy is of the vital actiorts of the gro�g 
of the prominences, including one of Baily's beads. 'fhe of plant. 

. 

ficial expedition at Cadiz, under the leadership of Father The next point with which the student must familiarize 
Perry, detected some bright lines in the spectrum of the co- himself is, that in Nature there is no such thing as rest and 
rona ; also that the light of the corona was polarized. 'fhe repose ; laws alone remain unaltered, but the matter which 
work of the Gibraltar expedition was spoiled by clouds, and ,they control is fore1'er shifting its forms and its combinations. 
Mr. Buckingham, �ho went to Estepona, thirty miles north, That gases and liquids are forever in motion is easy of com
with a great heavy telescope and portable house for photo- prehension, but you must also unfix all your notions of the 
graphic operations, had all his labor in vain, for rain came stability of solids, you must become vividly alive to the fact 
on during the total phase. Some of the observers near Gib- that the land and the hardest rocks are undergoing incessant 
raltar had a glimpse of tlie total phase, and in that short in- challges ; change from without and change from within ; 
stant detected bright lines in the spectrum of the corona. mechanical change and chemical change ; change of form 
The Oran expedition was a total failure, because of bad and change of substance. Both these kinds of change take 
weather. The expedition to Sicily also could do little, be- place alike on the surface and within the crust of the earth ; 
cause of the clouds and bad weather ; a telegram from Mr. they are intimately blended together and incessantly react 
Norman Lockyer says tliat the American observations of last on each other. For instance, the chemical action of the at
year are confirmed. mosphere eats into a rock, mechanical abrasion detaches an 

The Gibraltar Olmmicle publishes communications from a eroded fragment ; the fragment is mechanically reduced 
number of private observers 0;11 the Rock, one of whom to sand and deposited in the depths of the ocean where 
writes : .chemic. action cements many such fragments again into a 

As the moment of " totality " approached, and the moon's solid rock. 
shadow, perceptibly traveling from west to east across the With mutations takiIfg place at or near the surface, the 
sun's disk, veiled his light more and more, earth and sky began geologist may make himself familiar by observations in the 
to assume a weird, unnatural aspect ; and the effect was so field or in the laboratory, but with deep-seated actions he 
solemn and fascinating that it was with painful anxiety one must remain more or less in doubt, as the conditions under saw one of the dense clouds, with which the sky was largely 
covered, moving speedily from the west in the direction of the which they are effected are so different from any that he can 
sun, and threatening to hide the whole phenomenon. Heavy see in operation or that he can hope to imitate. For these he 
and looming, on it came, and at seven minutes before totality must rely upon inferences from circumstantial evidence. But 
the .view was completely lost. It was fortunately blowing even of most superficial changes, man can only hope to see hard. The friendly gale soon swept off the interloper, and at 
about four minutes before the eclipse the brilliant crescent the full proof in their accumulated effects ; for his earliest 
again appeared. At 11h. 34m. 30s. (it minutes before totality), lessons will teach him that Nature's transformations are 
the clouds having left a considerable space of pretty clear often of the slowest. She has infinite time at her disposal, 
sky, an extensive halo of deep shadow, with a faintly lumi- and she uses it without stint ; her might and power are none nous fringe of prismatic rays, became visible. It was concen-
centric with the sun, and in diameter about one third of the the less therefore. It reqnires as great an exercise of Om-
arc between the zenith and the horizon, seemingly about fifty nipotence to build up a continent in a million of years as in 
times the apparent diameter of the moon's shadow. This the twinkling of an eye ; but in the latter case we miss the 
halo, visible only for half a minute, was effaced by another workings of that infinite foresight which provides that every 
cloud, which again obscured the view. After a minute's atom throughout time shall fall at the exact moment into its breathless anxiety, the "curtain again rose," revealing the 
longed-for tahleau, a grand, impressive sight ! It presented exact place, and which has peopled the vast past as it has 
itself through a rent in the clouds not greater in area than ten done the present, with an endless succession of living forms, 
times that of the disk of the moon's shadow. That part of each comiIlg in when required and dying out when its day of 
the opening which was above the eclipsed orb was clear like service has expired. the sun at twilight, and in it were visible to the naked eye 

Now, let us see what are the most remarkable of these the planets Venus, Mercury', and half a dozen stars. The re-
maining part was covered with a thin haze. The moon's geological changE)S that are in progress incessantly around 
shadow appeared to the eye, assisted by a somewhat weak us. 
binocular glass, to be a dark circular disk, with an even It has been a dry summer ; the roads are covered with 
boundary and of uniform shade. Within the corona, and dust ; the fields are dried up, and the soil is cracked and pultouching the circumference of this shadow, appeared five or 
six spots of brilliant carmine, varying in form and size, and verized. It is the fall of the year-every plant has been rob-
at irregular distances apart. Two of these spots, or " red bing the dry land of somE), .of its constituents, and now that 
flames," as they are called, on the eastern side of the disk, and the season of growth is over, its leaves strew the surface. 
at about fifty-five degrees and eighty degrees, respectively, Presently heavy rains will turn the dust to mud, every roadfrom the vortex, seemed decidedly the largest and most promi-
nent ; they were tongue-shaped, and protruded about one sixth side be but fiuid mud, every brook will be foul with it, 
the width of the corona. In their neighborhood the corona every river will be dense with sediment, all bound with their 
was brightest anq widest.. There, too, .the rays of the corona common burden on one course onward to the estuary, and 
appeared to be gathered niore distinct�y into groups than else- th·ence to the open sea, whose waters will be stained for 
where, fairit shadows being visible between the groups. The b h b da f h rt· corona consisted:of brilliant.rays of- .extremely faint prismatic many a league from shore y t e a un nce 0 eart y po. 1· 
h1W� ; ;th�se !"�:Y.B, a,t : fi.rst _l$ight, · appeared pretty evenly dis- cWe. Leaves and branches, and dead trunks of trees, and 
tributed all round, but closer examination seemed to detect the th� ca�asses of animals will mingle witll them in the tide. 
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Then, for awhile, let us leave them and return to the land, 
where the parched earth and dried, but porous, rock are 
greedily drinking up the rain as it falls, By and by every 
crack and crevice will be full of moisture, and every rock 
will be saturated ; then comes the winter's frost, and all the 
moisture is congealed-with congelation there is expansion, 
each moistened grain is forced apart from its neighbors, each 
Bcale of rock is moved a trifle more from the main mass ; for a 
time icy moisture holds altogether, but with the thaws of 
spring the bonds are reft-the banks crumble away, mass 
after mass falls crashing from the precipice, long-weathered 
blocks are at last reduced to dust, and the earth is strewed 
with fresh particles, which are swept away in pursuit of those 
whose course we have already traced. 

And again-
" Listen ! you hear the grating roar 

or pebbles, whicb the waves suck back and !lIng 
At their r�turn, up the high strand, 
Begin' and� cease, snd then again begin 
With tremulous cadence slow, and bring 
The eternal note of sadness in. " 

Those waves are at this sll,)lle work of change, and, to the 
ear of the geologist, their " note of sadness " is a wail over 
the land in time to be no more, the land they themselves are 
doomed slowly, but surely, to destroy. The pebbles are but 
fragments of the cliff around in process of destruction ; 
adamantine granite, or soft chalk, or crumbling clay ; low
banks, or mighty walls of rock, all alike �ust yield in 
the end to the incessant battering of the breakers. It 
is only a question of time. The foundation of the cliff, be it 
what it may, is slowly sapped ; if its material be soft the pro
cess of destruction is rapid, and every storm stains the waves 
for miles and miles with the debris " but if the rock be hard, 
the siege is a protracted one ; deep caverns are formed in the 
cliff, and in every hollow the waters ply their ceaseless task, 
until at last a portion undermined topples over on to the 
shore beneatk. A pause in the attack occurs, the breakers 
have to demolish the fallen mass which for a times serves as 
a breakwater to protect the cliff; slowly, but surely, the 
largest of the fallen masses are ground down and broken up 
-the smaller fragments are hurled hither and thither in the 
heavier storms, until, by constant attrition, they are ren
duced to more manageable size when they are tossed by the 
sport of lesser waves. Smaller and smaller they become, and 
more and more rallidly does the constantly-increasing fric
tion tell upon them, until we hear their grating roar as every 
swell rolls in upon the beach. But their destruction is not 
yet complete ; each time the pebbles are flung in and sucked 
back they lose a pOl·bon of their substance, the pebbles be
come fine gravel, the gravel is worn done to sand, which is 
finally swept away by the tides and currents, to be mingled 
with that which has been brought down by the river. And 
when the hungry waves have devoured the fallen mass, they 
resume their attacks upon the cliff, and thus by slow degrees 
the land is swallowed up by the sea. 

" Why tell us all these common-places ? Each one of us 
has seen or read of these things." Granted, good reader ! but 
have you tlwught of them ? have you carried the argument of 
these commonplace facts out to its legitimate conclusion ? 
For the last three thousand years these phenomena have been 
going on beneath the gaze of generations of philosophers
yet it is only within the last century that geology has sprung 
up to interpret-their meaning in 'the Book of Nature. And 
we venture to say that there are thousands of educated be
ings at this day who have never thought to ask themselves 
what_becomes of the earth washed away from the hillside. 
Enough for them if it rested for a few years on its onward 
course in the plain beneath, where grow their crops ; they 
care not to note that this mud is the wreck of the land they 
live on ; much less do they dream that its particles are 

U The dUt)t ot" continents to be. ' 
Emerson, we believe, somewhere says, " Most persons do 

not see t!ie sun-at least they have a very superficial seeing." 
And so it is with the rain and the frost and the waves ; we 
see them, it is true, but how few of us recognize the work 
they are engaged upon, or endeavor to estimate its mag
nitude ! 

- - -

Jtiiufific 
OBITUARY.···RON. DAVID LYMAN. 

Died in Middlefield, Conn., on Tuesday, Jan. 24th, Hon. 
David Lyman, a prominent manufacturer and most worthy 
citizen, whose public and private labors have rendered his 
life one of continued usefulness, and who will be long remem
bered as one of those " whose works do follow them." Mr. 
Lyman had built up an extensive manufacturill.g business, in 
the washing and wringing machine line, in Middlefield, and 
through his efforts in the State Legislature that place became 
an incorporated town. Towards the close of his life, he be
came greatly interested in the Air Line railroad enterprise, 
and his efforts in its behalf are thought to have brought on 
the attack of typhoid fever of which he died, after a brief 
illness. In all his social relations, Mr. Lyman was greatly 
esteemed. His business talents and enterprise were of that 
rare kind which yield to no obstacle, and his success in life 
is a brilliant example of what perseverance and integrity can 
accomplish, when coupled with sound judgment and good 
sense. He had amassed quite a fortune in his business, and 
it is said his life was insured to the amount of $80,000. 

.. .... .. 
CRYOLITE AND ITS USES. 

There is only one place in the world where this stone is 
found, and that is in Southern Greenland, at lvigtuk. On ac
count of its resemblance to frozen water it was called by the 
eo::rly settlers, " ice-stone," or in Greek, " cryolite," just as a 
magnesian stone, from its resemblance to the foam of the sea, 
was called meerschaum. 

In 1850, Professor Thomsen, of Copenhagen, analyzed the 
rock, and found that it could be decomposed by lime by fusion 
or by boiling, and he must thus be regarded as the father of 
the cryolite industry. He found that pure cryolite was com
posed of 

Fluorine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .  54'2 
Sodium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . .  " . . . 32'9 
Aluminium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12'9 

100'00 
After complete decomposition, 100 pounds of the mineral 

will yield 24 pounds of alumina and 44 pounds of soda-both 
anhydrous. Large quantities of cryolite are now sent to this 
country and Europe, and are worked up for the follOwing 
purposes : 

1. Sulphate of alumina. also called concentrated alum, be
cause it contains 14 per cent alumina, against 11 per cent in 
the ordinary cJ'ystallized alum. 

2. Hydrate of alumina, as a basis for the manufacture of 
salts of that oxide. 

3. Crystallized and caustic Boda. 
4. Metallic aluminium. 
5. Cryolite fluorspar as inoidental propuct, used as a pat-

ent flux. 
6. In thjl manufacture of white glasB. 
7. Cryolite, oxide of zinc, and quartz for II.l'tificial marble. 
8. Hot cast porcelain. 
9. Hydrofluoric acid. 
10. In the analysis of minerals. 
It wm be Been from the above that the Greenland stone is 

capable of extensive uses, and it is to be regretted that other 
deposits of it have not been found in more accessible regions. 

- _ .  
A Warning to Inventors. 

The New York Tn7nme of the 25th ult., utters the follow
ing warning : 

" All who have business with the Patent Office or any of the 
Departments at Washington are warned that they are sur
rounded by " agents," who do not hesitate to borrow the 
naIlles of M. C.'s and others to adorn the circulars wherein 
they spread nets for the unwary. Many of them are arrant 
swindlers ; others simply inefficient and bankrupt, so that 
money sent them is simply thrown away. Don't mind their 
begging, hiring, or stealing some M. C.'s frank-that doesn't 
help the matter a bit. A correspondent suggests that all such 
agents should be required to procure a license. We are not 
sure that this would do any good, but we throw out the 
suggestion." 

-----------.... " ... �.� .... ----------
Annual Mecting ot- the Society oC Engineers and 

A880ciate8 • 
.THATCH MADE BY SEWING MMRIN;ES. 

The difficulty of getting farm laborers capable of putting 
a good, durable, and waterproof thatch on a rick or building, 
will, in all probability, disappear, if the following method 
be adopted : Construct a sewing machine, with two motions, 
and two needles sufficiently large to carry strong tarred 
yarn ; and the needles must be long enough to go through 
the required thickness of thatch. The straw is fed to the 
machine on an endless belt, and the needles, working alter
nately, stitch the straw into heavy matting. This is rolled 
up, and applied to the roof, or the rick, until it is covered. 
The sheets of matting should overlap each other as shingles 
do, and may be fastened to ricks or stacks with wpoden pegs, 
in the usual way. Fifteen hundred square feet can be made 
in an hour, and can be applied without the aid of any skilled 
labor. If properly made and carefully taken off the ricks, it 
can be used for two or more seasons. This method *, sim
ple, and, after the first cost for the machine, is cheap. It is 
particularly advantageous in use where straw is scarce, as it 
wastes nothing. And the portability of the thatch in rolls is 
another recommendation, as thatching frequently is wanted 
for haystacks at a distance from the ·homestead. 

The annual meeting of this association was held on the 
evening of January 26, at No. 9 Lafayette Place, New York. 
The meeting was designed to be a social reunion only, and 
no business was transacted. A large number of the most 
eminent engineers and manufacturers of steam-engine work 
in New York and vicinity were present. At 9 P.M. the gen
tlemen sat down to a splendid collation, and the evening was 
passed in a very pleasant manner. The number present was 
sma:ller than would have been the case had the night been 
less inclement, but notwithstanding the storm, the efforts of 
Messrs. George H. Reynolds, President, A. S. Cameron, Vice
President, and M. B. Smith, Secretary, with the cooperation 
of other members, rendered the meeting a complete success. 

_ .• 1 .  

'i'ill;; size of the tracts of land under tea-cultivation will be 
readily conceived when we say that an acre, on which are 
1 ,200 plants, will yield about 1,200 pounds of dry tea yearly. 
Four pounds weight of green leaves are required to make 
one pound of dry tea. 

- '  .. -
Cheap Hydrogen. 

A correspondent asks the cheapest way of hydrogen gas. 
We believe the method of Du Motay gives in the SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN, August 27, 1870, to be the best. 

Take quicklime, slake it, let it cool, and crumble into a 
dry hydrate ; then mix it with charcoal, coke, or peat, and 
heat in a retort. The hydrate of lime (slaked lime) gives up 
the water. that was used in slaking it, and becomes quicklime. 
The water is decomposed into hydrogen and carbonic acid, 
and these two gases can be· separated by passing them through 
water, or the carbC1D.ic acid may be economiz�d by employing 
it in the manufacture of bicarbonates. The quicklime can 
be again slaked arid used as often as required. In a sman 
way, hydrogen can be made from water by means of ziilc 
and sulphuric acid. 

89 
The Eft'ect ot· Watered Stock8. 

Rufus Hatch, of this city, publishes a circular in which he 
discusses the subject of watering stocks by the process so 
successfully carried out by Vanderbilt in connection with his 
railroads. Referring to the capital stock of the Lake Shore 
and Michigan Southern Railroad, which has been raised from 
$3,300,000 to $8,750,000, Mr. Hatch declares with great force 
that " if the State and General Government should impose 
a tax of one cent a bushel on grain it would create a revo
lution, and yet Commodore Vanderbilt taxes the producers 
ten cents a bushel, that an eight per cent dividend may be 
paid on his watered stock." 

This is a very clear illustration of the character of the im
position now being heaped upon the heads of a patient and 
long-suffering people. These railroad monopolists get pos
session of some important line of communication, and noo 
sooner is this accomplished than they set about to double the 
stock, and then, in order to make the earnings pay on the 
increased stock-which often has no real basis of value-the 
fares and tariffs are also largely increased, while the people 
bow their necks in submission. The public would almost 
mob the man found guilty of watering their mess of milk, 
but these railroad stock waterers and tax increasers do worse 
things and escape serious censure. The people seem rather 
to enjoy the thing than otherwise. 

- '''' -
Sulphurous Acid. 

The British Medical, Journal, reports the publication, by 
Professor Gamgee, of a new and convenient mode of using 
sulphurous acid, the disinfecting qualities of which are uni
versally known. Cold alcohol, the Professor asserts, win 
dissolve three hundred times its own volume of the gas ; and 
a fluid possessing such powers of concentration cannot but be 
as efficient as it is portable and convenient. A few drops of 
the sulphuretted alcohol in the bottom of a trunk, will dis
infect any clothing that may be put into it ; and fungous 
germs, such as must in casks, etc., may be destroyed by the 
use of a very small quantity. The Professor does not tell us 
the price at which it can be produced ; but it must be a very 
low one, if the new preparation is to supersede permanganate 
of potash (Condy's Fluid). 

- '  ... -
Novel and Convenient Mode oC U8ing Lunar and 

Other Caustics. 

The extreme danger of conveying infection on the point of 
a frequently used pencil of caustic, will recommend this sim
ple device to the medical profession : Take a bundle of 
splints of " ood, similar to lucifer matches ; dip the ends in 
melted caustic, separate them, and allow them to dry. A 
fresh match of caustic may be used for each application, and 
a fine caustic point is thus always at hand. Lunar and car
bolic acid, and all the solid caustic bodies, may be used in 
this manner, of which the original suggestion appeared in a 
London newspaper. 

--------�-��� .. �--------
ILL EFFECTS OF HYDRATE OF CHLORAL.-Certain ugly 

facts concerning the fashionable sedative, hydrate of chloral, 
will probably diminish the frequency of its UBe. We have 
the high authority of Dr. Habershon for the statement that 
its action on the pneuIllo-gastric nerve produces bronchial 
and pulmonary congestion. A fatal case recently happened 
in Guy's Hospital; London. Another English physician, Dr. 
Shettle, of the Royal Berkshire Hospital, stated, in his re
cent lecture to the Reading Pathologic Society, that formiate 
of soda is frequently produced in the blood by the use of 
chloral, and that, from its tendency to decompose the blood, 
it will render hemorrhage very dangerous. Obstetric prac
titioners will not fail to notice the last fact. As a hypnotic, 
there is much to be said in its favor. It is powerful and 
safe, equalling opium in its pain-relieving power. But like 
all anesthetics, the continued use of it is sure to be hurtful ; 
and if it aid congestion it were better for a p�tient to suffer 
weeks of sleeplessness than to habituate himself to its use. 

_ .•. -
PHOSPHATE OF LIME AS A MORDANT.-Dr. Rei�ann has 

lately communicated the following, which will correct a very 
erroneous impression as to the use of phosphate of lime as a 
mordant : A thick, sirupy sollltion of phosphate of lime 
(boneash) in hydrochloric acid having been recently recom
mended as a mordant to be used after a previous sumaching 
of the goods, I find that, according to my experience, the 
phosphate of lime solution is altogether superfluous, since 
a sumaching with 4 lbs. of sumac to 20 Ibs. of cotton is of 
itself a sufficient mordanting to fix aniline colors excellently. 
The application of the phosphate of lime solution as a mor
dant for cochineal colors upon cotton, is equally superfluous. 

- - -
SPONGIO-PILINE is the name of a very ingenious contrivance, 

recently introduced abroad, which may be used either as a 
poultice or as the means of fomentation. It consists of wool 
and small particles of sponge, apparently felted together, 
and attached to a skin of india-rubber. It is about half an 
inch in thickness. It will be found of great value and con
venience for either of the purposes rllferred to. It retains 
heat for a considerable time, and vinegar, laudanum, cam
phor, hartshorn, etc. , can be, by its means, placed on the 
skin, accompanied by heat and moisture, much more readily, 
and with greater cleanliness, than by means of ordinary 
poultices. 

� .-. -
CHEESE, MILK, AND BUTTER contain caseine in large p,ro

portions. This important member of the organic chemical 
world is a powerful counteragellt to lead in the human sys
tem, and may be freely taken in all cases of lead poisoning 
with great benefit. Lead colic, an unfortunately common 
disease among workmen employed in white-lead factories, 
may be entirtlly prevented by the free use of pure milk as a 
daily beverage. 
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A REMARKABLE BODY OF WATER. 

From the American Journal of lI!icroscopy, by Prof. J. P. Stelle. 

From an Oregon paper I take the following rolative to a 
remarkable body of water known to exist in the Cascade 
range of mountains : 

" This lake rivals the famous valley of Sinbad the sailor. 
It is thought to average two thousand feet down to the 
water, all round. The walls may be reported as entirely 
perpendicular, running down into the water and leavi" g no 
beach. The depth of the water is unknown, and its surface 
is smooth and unruffled, as it lies so far under the surface of 
the mountain that the air currents do not affect it. Its 
length is estimated at twelve miles and its breadth at ten. 
There is a beautiful island in its center, with luxuriant trees 
upon it. No living man has ever yet reached the water's 
edge, and it is not probable that any ever will. It lies silent, 
still, and mysterious in the bosom of the " everlasting hills," 
like a huge well scooped out by the giant genii of the moun
tains in the unknown ages of long ago, and all around it, 
great primeval forests an eternal watch and ward are keep
ing." 

Remarkable as this body of water may seem, it is by no 
means the most remarkable one on our continent. I write 
this in Central Florida, where I have just examined a body 
of water which certainly excels the great sunken lake of the 
Cascades in very many particulars. As nothing has yet been 
published concerni ng it, I have concluded to give our readers 
of the .American Journal of Micr08CfiPY a brief account of 
what I saw, believing that it will not prove wholly uninter
esting, even to them. 

In company with an experienced guide I reached the little 
lake in question at about the hour of ten in the morning. 
How large it was I could not tell, but I judge it must be of 
considerable size, from the fact tha t I could not see across 
it, although enjoyitig a kind of b ird's-eye view frOnl a loca
tion some distance above the level of the water. 

Seeing nothing unusual about 1 he place, I was on the 
point of expressing my disappointment to the guide, when 
he, having read my thoughts, cut all short by asking that I 
make a careful survey of the water, remarking, at the same 
time, that while there was really nothing extraordinary 
about the lake itself, it was strangely and wonderfully in
habited. 

I turned my attention to the water, and was soon convinced 
hat I had, undoubtedly, met with a phenomenon, for it was 

so clear, so very transparent, that I could see through it in 
every direction with as much apparent ease as if it had been 
the atmosphere itself. Presently I saw one of the inhabit
ants hinted at, a little creature of a light brown color, look
ng, as it glided here and there, thIough the pure- element, 

not. unlike a common chimney swallow. Then 'came another, 
and another, and another, until all the waters of the lake 
seemed to be thickly swarming with them. They were very 
busy and very swift in iheir motions, darting, whirling, and 
angling with the greatest ease and the most charming grace ; 
he guide said that like birds of the air they were in quest of 

their prey, feeding upon animals too small to be seen by us 
from our standpoint. 

Suddenly, while I was gazing in wonder upon these strange 
creatures, a new actor appeared in th,e person of a larger anI
mal, about the size, shape, and color of a huge muskmelon. 
He was quite transparent, so much so that I could see through 
and through him as plainly as if he had been a glass jar ; 
and as he moved leisurely abou\ 1 noticed that he was catch
ng and devouring the little " swallows" without mercy. His 
nterior, which seemed to be a huge cavity-nothing more

was literally filled with them, some still alive and swimming 
about in their strange prison. The entire mass held within 
his gigantic stomach kept up a rapid whirling round and 
round in one direction, from which I inferred that he had no 
regular digestive organs, but simply toore out his food ; that 
is, reduced it by friction to a proper condition for his suste
nance. 

Scarcely had I got fairly interested in this extraordinary 
animal when along came something which looked, with its 
slim, arching neck, very much like a swan. Its course was 
so directed that ere long it was brought into contact with 
the " musk melon," and a fight was the consequence. It was 
a short fight, however, for neither of the parties seemed to 
relish the business, so they separated and struck off in oppo
site directions. A little ilistance, and the " swan" met an
other of its own kind, and they commenced billing and coo
ing like two mated doves ; but their pleasures were destined 
to be of short duration, for j ust at that instant a large and 
hideous looking creature, with great horns and glaring eyes, 
pounced upon them from a covert hard by, seizing them 
both. A terrible struggle ensued, in the COUfse of which one 
of the ., swans" made its escape, but the monster gripped the 
other fiercely by its slender neck until it ceased to struggle, 
after which he settled down with it to the bottom of the 
lake, and very quietly began converting it into a meal. 

About this time I noticed a second monster equally as 
frightful in appearance as the one j ust referred to, though 
evidently of a different species. He was moving along on the 
bottom of the lake, and, unless his course were changed, 
would pass very near the other. The first monster's treat
ment of the " swans" had made me his enemy, so I was well 
pleased with the turn affairs showed a pr;ospect of taking ; I 
desired that his banqueting should be disturbed. And it was. 
The new comer found him, and went in for a ahare of the 
prey. A battle, the most frightful that I had, ever before 
witnessed between two living creatures, immediately com
menced. They seized each other and rolled over and over in 
a real death strnggle, for eeveral minutes, in the course of 
whick they actually tore each other limb from limb. Finally, 
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H. F., of Ind.-We refer you for the information you seek to 

" Bacon's Revision of Porter's Treatise upon the Steam Engine Indicator,' 
published by D. Van Nostrand, New York. 

one of them yielded up and died, after which the other, with 
but two legs left out of six, dragged itself slowly away. And 
another instalment of animals, some like gigantic leeches, 
and others like Oriental turbans, and all effecting locomotion F. E. R., of Mass.-It is the impurities in coal that melt and 
by stretching and pulling themselves into every conceivable form cinders. Bituminous coal wlll, however, often cake when allowed to 

cool before It Is wholly consumed. Such cakes are not cinders, properly shape, settled down and fell to regaling themselves upon the speaking. 
carcasses. They were, doubtless, the vultures of this re- P. P., of Pa.-If you will submit the drawing of the tool you markable body of water. 

Half a day or more was spent by me in watching the in
would UBe to turn a plunger for the segment of a hollow. cylindrical ring 
we will give it careful examination, and, If deemed worthy wlll publish. 

habitants of this Florida wonder. In the course of that time N. H. E. , of N. Y.-We do not wish to discuss the subj ects 
I saw very many strange sights-more than I could hint at 
in a short article like this. Besides, a written description 
could convey but a faint idea of the reality ; one must see for 
himself before he can appreciate. Every reader of this Jour
nal who has not already examined the remarkable body of 
water under consideration should do so without fail before 
he dies, for it will give him new ideas attainable from no 
other source. If he cannot make it convenient to come all 
the way to Florida for that purpose, let him arrange to see 
the lake at home. A good microscope with a drop of impure 
or stagnant water upon the stage will enable him to have the 
same kind of lake at any locality he may select. - - -

SPIRITUALISM AND SCIENCE.-We have received several 
communications on this subj ect. Boih sides have had a fair 
heari}lg-two articles each�and we decline to continue the 
discus3ipn �t the present time. 

_ ..... -
WHY MAINSPRINGS BREAK.-The controversy upon this 

subj ect has exhausted its interest, and we propose to drop 
the discussion. 

----------4�4����---------
In the five largest libraries in Paris are contained 1,450,000 

volumes and 87,000 manuscripts. 

C ORRESPONDENTS who eaJpect to receive an8wers to their letter8 mU8t, in 
all ca.'1e8, sign their names. We have a right to know those who seek 
information from U8 : beside8, a8 8ometirne8 happens, we may prefer to 
address correspondent8 by mail. 

SPECIAL N0 7E.- Thi8 column i8 de8ignedfor the general interest and in· 
8truction Qf our readers, not for gratuitous replies to question:;; Qf a purely 
bU8inel�8 or per80nal nature. We will publi8h Buch inquirie8, however, �:���;�tgr. �8 adverti8ement8 at l 'OOa  line, under the head oj " Busine88 

All reference to back number8 mU8t be by volume and page. 

To TAN SHEEP'S PELTS WITH THE WOOL oN.-Let B. F. 
P. wash the pelts in warm water, and remove all fleshy matter from the 
inner surface : then cle8.ll the wool with soft soap, and wash clea�. When 
the pelt Is perfectly free from all fatty and oily matter, apply the following 
mixture to the flesh side, viz : For each pelt take of common salt and 
ground alum, one quarter of a pound each, and one half an ounce of borax ; 
dissolve the whole in one quart of hot water, and when Bumciently cool to 
bear the hand, add rye meal to make It like thick paste, and spread the 
mixture on the fiesh Bide of the pelt. Fold the pelt lengthwise, and let It 
remain two weeks in an airy and shady piace ; then remove the paste from 
the surface, wash, and dry. When nearly dry, scrape the flesh side with a 
crescent· shaped knife. The softness of the pelt depends much on the 
amount of working i t  receives.-J. S. , of Minn. 

CHEAP FURNITURE. V ARNIsH .-In reply to Query No. 2, 
page 9, present volume, the following reCipe, I think, will answer. For a 
cheap article it Is a good one. Take of the best raw linseed 011, 1 gallon, 
and boil It an hour ; then add 2 pounds light colored rosin, finely powdered, 
stirring It thoroughly until dissolved ; then take It from the fire, and add 
one pint spirits of turpentine. It shoutd be strained before USing, and· 
kept from the air, and care also should be used, in making it, to prcvellt its 
taking fire.-B. E. W. , of N. J. 

CEMENT FOR LEATHER BELTING .-Let B.  B. G. take of com
mon glue and American isi nglass, equal parts ; place them in a boiler and 
add water sulnclent to just cover the whole. Let It soak ten hours, then 
bring the whole to a bolllng heat, and add pure tannin untll the whole 
becomes ropey or appears like the white of eggs. Apply it warm. Buff 
the grain off the leather where It Is to be cemented ; rub the joint surfaces 
solidly together, let it dry a few hours, and it is ready for practical use ; 
and if properly put together, it will not need riveting, as the cement is 
nearly of it he same nature as the leather ltself.-J. S. , of lI!lnn. 

FILTER FOR RAIN-WATER CISTERN. - There is no bett er 
filter for a rain-water cistern, than a wall of soft-burned bricks, built up 
within it. I have one twenty inches square in the center of my cistern, 
froUl which the pump draws. It may be bunt In one corner as well. The 
water percolates through the substance of the bricks, which detain every 
impurity, except such as are chemically united with the water.-N. D. , 
of Me. 

RARKER'S MILL.-The cause of motion in Barker's mill is 
the pressure that there Is on every part of the Inside of the arms except 
where the orifices are ; this destroys the equilibrium, and hence the motion. 
The recoil of a gun when fired, the riSing of a skyrocket, and many other 
motions are due to the same cause. It would be difficult for U Curious " 
to calculate the speed of the water in the arms, since the centrifugal force 
generated In the machine would caUSe an Increased fiow of water.-L. G. 

lI!. , of Ark. 

OUT-DoOR GILDING.-If N. M. will take unruled writing 
paper, and wax It, he will solve his problem. Let him first put on his Size, 
then take his book of leaf, and laying It on any convenient surface. Slip 
his waxed paper into the gold leaf, pressing It down with the hand so as to 
bring; the waxed surface in contact with all parts of the leaf, then he may 
wlthdraw the paper and the leaf will adhere to It, so that he may almost 
defy a hurrlcane.-W. L. T. , of Conn. 

F. F. F., of Ca1.-The explosive material in gun caps is com
posed of the following constituents, several of which are carefully made 
compounds, and dangerous to handle : Chlorate of potash, 26 parts, niter 
30 parts, and fulminate oj mercury 12, sulphur 18, ground glass 14, gum 1. 
Two to three grains of this composition are applied to the bottom of each 
cap. 

A. R. S., of Ohio.-With cylinders of the same length and 
everything else, except the diameters of the cylinders, being -equal, th e 
same amount of steam used non:expanslvely will do the same work. 

C. P. ,  of Pa.-Crucibles for melting brass, gold, and other 
metals requiring a high heat, are generally made of plumbago, or graphite, 
commonly called black lead, mixed with clay . . H Hessian crucibles " are 
also used ; they are made of very refractory clays. 

G. W. R., of Pa.-Your plan for boring out segments of cyl-

of levellng and balancing millstones any further at present . 

O. W. C., of Mo.-Davies' Practical Mathematics, published 
by A. S. Barnes & Co., of New York, c )ntalns rules for measuring briCk
layers' , plasterers', and carpenters' work. 

New Patent Law of 1870 .  
INSTRUCTIONS 

HOW TO OBTAIN 

LETTERS-P ATENT 
FOR ]'{EW ]NVENTIONS , 

Information about Oaveats, Extensions, Interferen 

ces, Designs, Trade-Marks, and Foreign!Patents. �OR Twenty·five years, MUNN .. Co. have occupied the leading 
position of Solicitors of American andlEllropean Patents 

, :  During this long experienr;e they have examined not less than 
, Fifty Thou8and Invention8, and have prosecuted upwards ofTnITITY 'THOUSAND ApPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS. In addition to this they 

have made, at the Patent Olnce, Twenty-FIve Thou8and Spcclal 
Examinations into the novelty of various Inventions. 

The important advantage of Munn & Co.'s American and Eu 
ropean Patent Agency Is that the practice has been tenfold 

grea.ter than that of any other agency in eXistence, with the:additional advan 
tal(es of havlugthe ald of the highest professional skill In every department 
and a Branch OfHce at Washington, that watches and sup(;lrviscs CB,!'\es when 
necessary t as they pass through Official Examination. 

M U N N  & C O . ,  
Ask Special Attention to their System of doing 

Business. 
Consultation and Opinions Free. 

Inventors who desire to consult with MUNN & Co. are Invited to call at 
their office 87 PARK Row, or to send n. sketch and description' of the invention, 
which will be ex"mined and an opinion given or sent by mail without charge. 

Is made Into the novelty of an Invention by personal examination at the Pat
ent Office of all patented inventions bearing on the particular class. This 
search is made by examiners of long experience, for which a fee of $5 is 
charged. A report Is given in writing. 

To avoid all possible misapprehension, MUNN & Co . advise gonerally, that 
Inventors send models. But the Conlmlssionermay at his discretion dlspenso 
with a model-this can be arranged beforehand. 

MUNN & Co. take special care in preparation of drawings and speciflcations. 
If a case should for any cause be rejected Ii Is Investigatcd immediately, 

and the rejection If an IIQIlroper one set aside. 

NO EXTRA CHARGE 
Is made to clients for this extra service. M m l N  & Co. have skillful experts 
in attendance to supervise cases and to press them forward when necessary. 

R E J E C T E D  C A S ES. 
MUNN & Co. give very special attention to  the el'smlnatlon and prosecution 

of rejected cases filed b.y inventors and other attorneys. In such cases a fee 
of 15 is required for speCial examination and report j and in caso of probable 
success by further prosecution and the papers are joun(l tolerably well pre 
pared, MUNN & Co. will talte up the case and endeavor to get it thi'ough fo 
a reasonable fee to be agreed upon in advance of prosecution. 

C A V E ATS 
Are desirable If au Inventor i8 not fully prepared to apply for a Patent. A 
Caveat alfords protection for one year against the issue of a patent to an 
other for the same Invention. Caveat papers sheuld be carefully prepared. 

The Government fee on filing a Caveat Is $10, and MUNN '" CO.'6 charlie fo 
preparing the necessary papers is usually from $10 to $12. 

R E I S S U E S .  
A patent when discovered to  be  defective may be reissued by the surren 

der of the original patent, and the filing of amended papers. This proceed 
!.lig should be taken with great care. 

D E S l e N S , T R A D E - M A R K S ,  &. C O M P O S I T I O N S  
Can b e  patented for a term of years, �.lso new mcdici:;:leS o r  medlcAol com 
poundS, and useful mixtures of all kinds. 

When the invention consists of a mcdicjnc or compoll:ld , or Q. now articl 
of manufacture , or a new composition, samples of the article must be fur 
iahed, neatly put up. There should 3180 be forwarded a. full statement of it 
inlirredients, proportions, mode of preparation, uscs, and merits. 

CANADIANS and all other foreigners can now obtaia patents upon the sam 
terms as citizens. 

E U R O P EA N  P AT E N T S .  

MUNN & C o  .. have solicited a larger number o f  European Patents than any 
other agency. They ha.ve agents located at London, Paris, Drnssels, Berlin 
and other chief cities. A 'lJamphlet containing a synopsis of the Forei';;I 
Patent Laws sent free. 

MUNN & Co. could refer, if necessary, to thousands of patentees who have 
had the benefit of their advice F"nd assist::::.ncc, to ma.ny of the principal 
business men in this and other cities, and to me:::nbers of Congress and 
promluent citizens throughout the country. 

AI! communications are treMed as confidential. 
Indrlcal rings Is Impracticable. We shall;shortly publish a correct way of Address 
doing this, with an engraving, and then drop the subject. 

W. F. S., of Ind.-We should be glad to hear from you more 
at length on the subject of wooden railroads. Facts relative to this sub
ject lire valuable. 

J. P., of Md.-An examinatiol! of the mineral you send shows , 
that It Is the hematite ore of Irol1. It plentitul lt Is of cou,..e valuable 

MUNN & CO. , 
N o. 37 Park Row, 

NEW YORK. 
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Full FUes oC this Paper 

Can be found in New York, at the office of Geo. P. Rowell & Co. , Advertis
ng Agents, No. 40 Park Row. 

Ohargefor Insertion under this head is One Dollar a Line. If the Noticl)lJ 
exceed JilJur Lines. One DoRar and a Half per Line will be charqed, 

The paper that meets the eye of manufacturers ihroughout 
the United States-Boston Bulletin, $4 00 a year. Advertisements 17c. a I1ne. 

A Book of Simple Rules and Formuhe, for the Solution of all 
Problems in the Application of Steam. By J. M. Derby, Professor at the Ecole 
Centrale,Brussels. By mail, $1. A. W. Macdonald, 29 Beekman st., New York. 

$3.-The Celebrated Craig Microscope and two mounted En
tomological objects sent prepaid for $3. This is an Instrument of great 
power, magnifying 10,000 times, and Is the cheapest microscope extant. 
Over 60,000 sold during the past five years. Theo. Tusch, 37 Park Row, N. Y. 

Capital wanted to manufacture licensed shuttle Sewing Ma
chines. Address "Inventor," care of S. M. Pettengill & Co, 37 Park Row, N. Y. 

A Chemist, Analytical and Manufacturing, of many years' ex
perience In the largest chemical factories in Germany and In this country, 
wants an engagement. Best references given. P. O. Box 172, Hoboken,N. J. 

$titntifit 
Thomson Road Steamers save 50 per cent over hltrses D. D. 

Wllliamson, 32 Broadway, New York. 

E. Howard & Co., 15 Maiden Lane, New York, and 114 Tremont 
st. , Boston, make the best Stem-winding Watch in the country. Ask for it 
at all the dealers. 

The best place to get Working Models and parts is at T. B 
Jeffery's, loo South Water st. , Chicago. 

. 

To Ascertain where there will be a demand for new machinery 
or manufacturers' supplies read Boston Commercial Bulletin'S Manufactur
ing News of the United States. Terms $4 00 a year 

For small, soft, Gray Iron Castings, Japanned, Tinned, or 
Bronzed, address Enterprise Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia. 

[We present herewith a aeries Of inquiries embracing a variety Of topiC8 oj 
greater or less general interest. The questions are Simple, it is ' true, but we 
prefer to elicit practical answer8 from our readers, and hope to be able to 
make this column Of inquirie8 and answers a popular and u8ej'U1 feature oj 
the paper.] 

1.-REMOVING INCRUSTATION BY THE USE OF POTATOES.
A correspondent saYB that potatoes are a geod solvent for mud and scale In 
• team bOilers, but gives no data for use. . I would Ilke to know in what 
quantity ? and how long after putting in before the boiler shonld be blown 
off, etc. ?-H. A. H. 

2.-REMOVING CHIMNEY STAINS.-How can I remove the 
stain and smell of creosote, caused by the condensed empyreumatic oil 

Wanted.-A new or second-hand Band or Scroll Saw Machin,.e, which has trickled down and soaked into the plaster wall below the stove-
to spl1t or re·saw boards, from 6 to 12 inches wide. Address, with prices, pIpe hole in a chimney ? . 

Cotton Wadding Machinery.-To Manufacturers.-Wanted, a 
first· class set of Sizing Machinery, with latest improvements. Address 
Ross & Walker, Box 773, New York. 

F. K. Smith, Bennington, Vt. 3.-J APANNING CAST IRON.-How can I j apan cast iron so 
Wanted.-Partner to take an interest in an established Foun- that It will have the color of russet leather ? 

dery, Engine and Machine Shop, in the WeBt. Prefer practical mechanic 
to take charge. Address S. L. McHenry, 355 Liberty st. , Pittsburgh, Pa. 

E. P. Peacock, Manufacturer of Cutting Dies, Press Work, 
Patent Articles in Metals, etc. 55 Franklln st. , Chicago. 

4.-P APER PERCUSSION CAPs.-How are paper percussion 
caps made, and what is the fulminating material used therein ?-F. F. F. 

5.-SAWS AND SAW STEEL.-Is saw steel welded up after 
rOlling, or is it welded up in large pieces and afterwards rolled ?  Are hand
saw bladeB cut from sheets, heel and point alternately ? and what Is the rea
ion that Bnch saws are often thicker at the point than at the heel ?-A. R. S. 

Grindstones made by Machinery. J.  E. Mitchell, Philadelphia. 

Grindstones ready for use., J. E. Mitchell, Philadelphia. 
6.-RESTORING THE COLOR TO GOLD AFTER SOLDERING.""': 

patterns, at How is the color of gold restored after hard soldering ?-R. K. Steel Castings, of the best quality, made from 
Union Steel and Iron Wory, Rhinebeck, N. Y. 

Wanted.-Second.hand Index Milling Machine, in good or
der. A. N. Darling, Brooklyn Watch 9ase Factory, 42 State Bt. 

Ashcroft's Low Water Detector. $15 ; former price, $30. Thou
sands In UBe. E. H. Ashcroft, Bole proprietor of the patent, Boston, Mass. 

See how cheap Thomas sells Lathes and Drills, in another col-
umn. 

House Planning.-'-Geo. J.  Colby, Waterbury, Vt., offers in 
formation of value to all in planning a House. Send him your address. 

Japanese Paper-ware Spittoons,'Vash Basins,Bowls,Pails,Milk 
Pans, Slop J ars, Com�ode PailS, Trays. Perfectly water-proof. Will not 
break or rust. Send for circulars. Jennings Brothers, 352 Pearl st. , N. Y. 

Conklin's Detachable Rubber Lip, for bowls, etc., works like 
a charm. For Rights, address O. P. Conklin, Worcester, Mass. , or A . 
Daul, Philadelphia, Pa. 

For the best Self-regulating Windmill in the world, to pump 
water for reSidences, farms, city buildings, drainage, and irrigation, ad 
dress Con. 'Windmill Co. , 5 College Place, New York. 

Belting that is Belting.-Always send for the Best Philadel 
phia Oak-Tanned, to C. W. Arny, Manufacturer, 301 Cherry Bt. , Phil'a. 

For Fruit-Can Tools,Presses,Dies for all Metals, apply to Bliss 
& Williams, successor to May & Bliss, 118, 120, and 122 Plymouth st. , Brook
lyn, N. Y. Send for catalogue. 

For Solid Wrought-iron Beams, etc., see advertisement. Ad
dress Umon Iron Mms, Pitt.burgh, Pa. , for lithograph. etc. 

For mining, wrecking, pumping, drainage, and irrigating ma
chinery, see advertisement of Andrews' Patents in another column. 

Keuffel & Esser 116 Fulton st.,N. Y.,the best place to get 1st-class 
Drawing Materials, Swiss instruments, and Rubber Triangles and Curves . 

Cold Rolled-Shafting,piston rods,pump rods,Collins pat.double 
compreSSion couplings, manufactured by Jones & Laughlins,Pittsburgh,Pa. 

Machinery for two 500-tun propellers, 60-Horse Locomotive 
BOiler, nearly new, for sale by Wm. D. Andrews & Bro. , 414 Water st. ,N. I 

Manufacturers and Patentees.-Agencies for the Pacific Coast 
wanted by Nathan Joseph & Co. , 619 WaShington st. , San FranCisco, who 
are already acting for several firms in the United States and Europe, to 
whom they can give references. 

To Cure a Cough, Cold, or Sore Throat, use Brown's Bronchial 
Troches. 

Taft's Portable Hot Air, Vapor and Shower Bathing Apparatus 
Address Portable Bath Co. , Sag Harbor, N. Y. (Send for Circul ar.) 

Glynn's Anti-Incrustator for Steam Boilers-The only reliable 
preventive. No foaming, and does not attack metals of bollers. Price 25 
cents per lb. C. D. Fredricks, 587 Broadway, New York. 

The Merriman Bolt Cutter-the best made. Send for circu
lars. H. B. Brown & Co . •  Fair Haven, Conn. 

7.-SHOE BLACKING.-I wish a good recipe for a varnish or 
blacking for boots and shoes.-W. H. P. 

Under this heading we shall publish weekly not .. of 80me QJ the more vrom
inent home and foreign vatents. 

CORN DROPPER.-J. H. GroBs, Niantic, nL-This invention relates to im
provements in corn dropping and check marking machlncs,and consists in the 
application to a pair of runners of a pair of star wheels, a dropping Slide, and 
a check marking device, whereby the star wheels derive the rotary motion 
by the pOints coming in contact with the ground as the runners are drawn 
along and actnate the dropping Blide and the marker, the whole arrange· 
ment being very simple, cheap, and emcient. 

MILL-STONE BALANCE. -John Walch, Galena, IIl.-This Invention relates 
to improvements in balancing apparatus for mill stones, and consists in a 
frame made in two parts, having lugs for attachment to the upper and lower 
edges of the hoop of the mill stone, and clamping boits , connecting them to
gether and clamping them on the hoop i on which frames are arranged a pair 
of weights to be adjusted to or from the plane of tlfe point of suspcnsion of 
the stone. Three of these frames are to be attached to the hoop, and ad
justed. 

GATES.-L. W. Sebley, Ames, Iowa.-This invention relates to improve· 
ments in gates, and consists in an improved arrangement of means for open
Ing and closing the gate by the action of the wheels of a vehicle coming in 
contact with levers at the sidc of the gate. 

PUllP.-G. H. Laub, West Lebanon, Ind.-ThiS invention relates to an im
proved manner of attaching metal barrels, for the valves to work in, to 
wooden pipes, for detachIng and removing lthe barrels when r�quired for 
cleaning or repairs. 

BARK MILL. -G. E. Palen and F. P. Avery, Tunkhannock, Pa.-The ob
ject of this invention is to improve the machines for grinding bark in such 
manner that they can IJC adjusted to any extent, readily repaired, and per
fect In their operation. 

GANG PLOW.-J. R. McConnell, Marengo, Iowa.-This invention has for 
its object to furnish an improved gang plow. which shall be so constructed 
and arranged that it may be conveniently adjusted to work at any desired 
depth, or to cut a narrower or wider furrow, as may be desired. 

TREATMENT OF FRUIT TREES. -WlIIiam J. Everett, Mahony City, Pa.
-This invention relates to .a new and useful improvement in the treatment 
of fruit and other trees, for preserving them. from the ravages of worms, 
grubs, and insects. 

BEE HIVE.,-David H. Swartz, Lancaster, Ohio.-This invention has for its 
object to furnish an improved bee hive, which shall be so constructed as �o 
protect the bees from moths and ants, and which shall at the same time 
be Bimple in construction, and wlll enable the bees to be conveniently con
troled. I 

MILL-STONR DRIVER.-John J. Tomllnson, Bazeman City, Montana.-Thi. 
invention relates to a new and useful improvement in drivers for mill stones, 
by means of which the running stone adjusts itself to the bed- stone, and to 
the resistance when the latter is out of level, or when the spindle is out of 
" tram," or varies from a line peroendicular with the face of the bed. 

TRAY HOLDJlR.-Obed Fahnstock, IndianapoliS, Ind.-This Invention re-
Buil<ling Felt (no tar) for inside and out. C. J. Fay, Camden,N.J . lates to a new and improved holder for trays, by which to carry them on one 

arm ; and it consists in a plate provided with handles for supporting and 
Patent Elliptic-geared Punches and Shears.-The greate�t carrying it on the arm, on which plate suitable holding devices are plaeed at 

economy of power, space. and labor. Can be seen III operation at our fac- the top to hold the tray. 
tory, in Trenton, N. J. Address American Saw Co. , 1 Ferry st. , New York. BELT TIGHTENER. -G. W. Rnnk, Franklin, La.-This invention relates to 

Hand Screw Punches and Lever Punches. American Saw a new apparatus for clamping belts while the same are on the pulleys, and 
tor stretching the same so that they may be tightened. Co. , New York. 

Crampton's Imperial Laundry Soap, washes in hard or salt 
water, removes paint, tar, and grease spots, and, containing a large per
centage of vegetable on, is as agreeable as Castile soap for washing hands. 
" Grocers keep it. " Office 84 Front st . •  New York. 

WATER COOLRR.-Abel Putnam, Jr. , Saratoga Springs, N. Y.-This inven
tion relates to a water cooler having two separate compartments, one to 
contain water and the other ice; the annular water space being exterior to 
the ice compartment, and each chamber having an opening of its own. 

CAST-IRON BARREL.-'Abel Pntnam, Jr. , Saratoga Springs, N. Y.-This in
vention consiBts of a cast-Iron barrel, p�ovided with a porcelain lining, and 
one solid and one detachable head. 

Peck's Patent Drop Press. Milo Peck & Co., New Haven, Ct 

Diamond Carbon,of all sizes and shapes, furnished for drilling 
rock, sawing and turning stone, conglomerates, or other hard Bubstances, 
also Glazier'S Diamonds, by John Dickinson, 64 Nassau st. , New York. 

HOUSEHOLD IMPLEMENT.-E. H. Schmults and Jacob Baker, New York 
city.-This invention relates to a new instrument which can be nsed for 
picking and Qreaking ice, opening all kinds of bottles, and lifting kettles, 

Self-testing Steam Gage-Will tell you if it is tampered with, stove plates, etc. 
or out of order. The only reliable gage. Send for circular. E. H. Ash- G .... TE.-W. G. Franklin, Shelbina, Mo. -This invention has for its object to 
croft, Boston, Mass. furnish an improved gate, which shall be so constructed and arranged, that, 

English and American Cotton Machinery and Yarns, Beam when opened, its forward end may swing up from the ground, to pass over 

Warps and Machine Tools. Thos. PraY,Jr., 57 Weybosset st., Providence,R.I. 
snow or other obBtructions, and which Bhall be simple in conBtruction and 
inexpensive-in manufacture. 

" Edson's Recording Steam Gage and Alarm," 91 Liberty st., 
New York. Illnstrated in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, January 14, 1871. 

Improved Foot Lathes. Many a reader of this paper has 
one of them. Selllng in all parts of the country, Canada, Europe, etc. 
Oatalogue free. N. H. BaldWin, Laconia, N. H. 

PORTABLE ESORITOIR.-W. G. Mitchell, HOlliston, Mass. -This invention 
has for its object to furnish a Simple, convenient, and inexpensive escritoir, 
which shall be so constructed and arrangell that, when opened up for use, it 
may serve as a Bmooth and firm writing table, and when closed for transpor
tation, may be folded up into small compass, and at the same time serve as 
a receptacle for paper, pens, Inkstaad, stamp bOX, etc. 

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS. 

THE PHOTOGRAPHER'S FRIEND. An Illustrated Quarterly 
Magazine, devoted to the Photographic Art. Published 
at 103 West Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Md. G. 0 
Brown, Editor. 

We have received the first number of this magaZine, and find in it a grea 
deal of matter, of' valne to persons interested in photography. Under the 
caption of " The Great Quartette," are gIven the formulas and methods of 
working of fOllr of the most distingnished photographers of this couIltry 
Messrs. Sarony, Kurtz, Gurney, and Fredricks. This is certainly informa
tion worth having, and it is greatly to the credit of the gentlemen name. 
that tlley have been willing to give the trade the benefit of their large ex
perience. Accompanying the first number is a fine photograph of Mrs. Scot 
Siddons, by Sarony, which, in the management of drapery and control o. 
light, could not easily be excelled. Photography nnder such trcatment 
ceases to be a trade, and is elevated to the dignity of an art. No one but 
a first-class artist which could produce such a picture. There is a little 
over-exposure in the editorial management of the j ournal that needs toning 
down in the printing, but all this will improve with time and experience. 
THE KIDKEY. 

This pamphlet of 44 pages treats practically of the structure, funct10u 
and diseases of the kidney, Bright's disease, and the urine, its constituents 
chemical tests . for the various diseases, their symptoms, and treatment, 
adapted to populaI' comprehenSion. By Edward H. Dixon, M.D. J. S. 
Redfield, Publisher, No. 140 Fulton street. Price, 25 cents . 

ISSUED BY THE U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 

FOR THE WEEK ENDING JAN. 24, 1871. 

Reported O/ficiallv for the Scientific American. 

SCHEDULE OF PATENT FEES 
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On an application for Design (three and a half years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10 
On an application for Design (seven years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $15 
On an application for Design (fourteen years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $30 
Jior Copy of Claim Of any Patent issued within 30 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1 
.A sketchfrom tke model or drawing, relating to 8uch portion Of a machiJM 

��::;�r���t;t ����1y �O
tr;:e 'pr'ice' abov'i:riamea: · · · · ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  � . . . . . , $1 

The full Specification Of any patent issued since Nov. 20, 1866, at which time 
. the Pa�ent Office commenced printing them . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $l·�a Ojftmal Oop.es oflJrawing8 of.any patent i8sued ,,'nce 1836, we can SUPf,IY f�v�l�:�8g;:g��

e
c':��i�1�f��ez::.nding upon the amount Of la or 

Full �J��=��gn, as to vrice Of draWings, in each ca8e, may be had bZ!, 
m:UNN &; CO., 

Patent !Solicitors. 37 Park Row. New York • .  

l l l,102.-CHAHGER FOR SHO'l' POUcHEs.-Thomas 'Y. Allen, 
Waterbury, Conn. 

lll,10il.-CHILDREN' S CARRIAGE.-Rodney C. Britton, Spring
field, Vt. 

111,104.-i3AGGAGE TRUCK.-William Hammond Brown, Ban_ 
gor, Me. 

lll,105.-AuTOMATIC LUBRICATING Cup.-James A. Bryan 
and Willjam Stainfield, Kent, Ohio. 

111,106.-PRUNING SHEARs .-John Calder, Macedon, N. Y. 
111,107.-BEE HIVE.-Albert Claypool, Weston, Ohio. 
1l l ,10B.-PARLOR BEDSTEAD.-FraIltis E. Coffin, Boston, 

Mass. 
1l1 ,109.-SLEIGH BRAKE.-Eustnce J. Cooper, Mineral Point.,. 

Wis. 
1 l1,110.-STEAM LUBRICATOR.-Daniel Currie, Belleville, Ill. 
l11 ,111 .-TYPE· CASTING MAcHINE.-William Wallace Dunn., 

San FranCiSCO, Cal. 
lll ,1l2.-GOVERNOR FOR ELECTRO MOTORS.-Thomas A. Ed. 

i�fe�d� ��da{i�'r�ift'l'L
a:A-����rJgw 

h}��i1�i�?isha W. Andrews, George B. 

111,113.-MACHINE FOR CUTTING PAPER COLLARs.-Alfred 
iIa�sl.ljot, Boston, aSSignor to himself and Edwin A� E·aton, Winchester 

111,114.-FLux FOR WELDING STEEL OF HIGH AND LoW 
GRADEs.-John Farrel, New York city. 

111,115.-TRuss.-Alexand'1f Folleau, San Francisco, CaL 
Antedated January 13, 1871. 

1l1 ,116.-STEAM-BOILER FEEDER.-Lucus Foote, North Fair
field, Ohio. 

111,117.-BURIAL CASE.-Patrick H. Griffin, Albany, N. Y 
Antedated January 7, 1871. 

lll,118.-THILL COUPLING .-Collins W. Griffith, Cincinnati 
Ohio, aSSignor to himself and Charles H .. Ma.ckintosh, Strathl'oy, Canada. 

111,119.-BACK-PAD PRESS.-Edwin W, Harlow, Hastings 
Mich. . 

111,120.-PuMP.-Patrick Harvey, Chicago, IlL 
111,121.-EvAPORATOR.-Richard Hawley, Jr., Detroit, MIch. 
111,122.-FEED-TROUGH GUAHD.-Edwin Hovenden, Bush> 

nell, Ill. 
111,123.-RAILWAY-CAR COUPLING.-Lewis Huddle and Jacob 

K. Huddle, Tiffin, Ohio. 
111,124.-GA'l·E.-Hobert Henry Hudgin, Fairfield, Canada. 
1l1,125.-HARROW AND CULTIVATOR.-James F.Jaquess,Com

merce, Miss. 
lll,126.-AsH SCREEN .-Edwal'd C. Jenkins, Jr., Worcester; 

Mass. 
111,127.-CAR SPRING.-James Leland, Springfield, Mass. 
111,128.-METHOD OF SECURING JOINTS OF FRAMES, ETC.

Charles F. Linscott (assignor to Edward S. Torrey and Joseph Torrey) 
New York city. 

111,129.-SEWING MACHINE .-T . A. Macaulay, New York 
city. 

l11,lilO.-GATHERING ATTACHMENT FOH SEWING MACHINES. 
-WilHam A. Mack, Norwalk, Ohio. 

111,131.-SAWING MACHINE • ..,-James D. Matthews, Niles, 
Mich. 

111,132.-GRAIN DRILL.-Daniel E. McSherry, Dayton, Ohio. 
111,133.-COMPOUND FOH PRESERVING DRAIN TILES, BRICKS, 

ETo. -Edward Milner, Marquette, Mich. , assignor to Charles H. Mackin· 
tosh, Strathroy, Canada. 

111,134.-METER.-Charles Moore (assignor to Jose F. DeNa
varro) , New York city. 

111,135.-CHAIR CLAMP l<'OR RAILWAY RAILS.-Wm. More
honse, Buffalo, N. Y. 

111,136.-MACHINE FOR UPSETTING IRON.-Martin L. Mun
ger and Corodon D. W. Gibson, Grand Blanc, Mich. 

111,137.-BoOT STRETCHER.-Isaac M. Myers, San Francisco, 
C� . 

111,138. __ HAY .RAcK.-Franz Louis Nagler, Irving Township, 
Mich. 

111,139.-CORN SHE�ER.-Franklin Nelson (assignor to him 
self and Joseph Masetlr) , Wyandotte, Mich. 

111 ,140.-CLAMl" FOR CARRIAGE SEATs.-Henry J. Northrup , 
Lansingburg, N. Y. I 

111,141 .-MAcHINE FOR PRESSING FABRICs.-George H. Nus
sey and William B. Leachman, Leeds, England. 

111,142.-0BTAINING MADDER EXTRACTS.-Alfred Paraf (as
signor to Edward S. Renwick, trustee) , New York city. Antedated'De
cember 29, 1870. 

111,143 . ....:.WATER METER.-Webster Park, Norwich, Conn. 
1l1,144.-ANCHOR.-Gurney C. Pattison, Baltimore, Md. 
111,145.-ANCHOR.-'-Gurney C. Pattison, Baltimore, Md. 
111,146.-TuBE EXTRACTOR. - Isaac S.  Peters, Marshall, 

Mich. 
111,147.-MACHINE FOR GRINDING HAND SAws.-Edwin S 

Piper, Rochester, N. Y. 
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J tintifit. 
lU,l48.-COMPOSITION FOR COATING WOODEN STRUCTURES, 111,205.-COCK.-Wm. H. Hedges and M. E. Campfield, New-

TO PROTEOT THEM AGAINST Flu. -Anthony Plrz (assignor to himself ark, N. J.t and Henry Torstrlek), Long Island City, N. Y. Antedated January 7, 111,206.-MACHINE FOR CUTTING AND DRESSINg, STONE.-
111)�9.-TOY CARRIAGE.-Frederick W. Porter, Springfield, Jacob Hedrick, William Tash .... and Henry Kreldler� York, Pa. 

Vt. 111,207.-Box OPENER.-Thomas B. HenKle, Knightstown, 
111,150.-HoRSE HAY RAKE,-Samuel Rockafellow, Moline, 111�2�8.-VEGETABLE CUTTER.-David W. Hersey, Pembroke, Ill. 

S h f B I ' 
lIle. 111,151.-AsPHALTIC PAVEMENT.-Samuel R. c ar , a tI- 111,209.-FoI,DING CHAIR.-Francis March Holmes, Boston, more, IIld. , aSSignor to blmself and Hugb M. Funston, New York city. lIlass. 111,152.-COUPLING FOR SHAFTINGS.-Scott A. Smith (assign- 111,210.-BRICK MACHINE.-Erwin C. Hubbard, Green Bay, or to Cresson & Smith), Philadelphia, Pa. Wis. 111,153.-SIZING MACHlNE.-Albert H. Sturgis (assignor to 111,211 .-RAILWAY CAR WHEEL.�Lewis B. Hunt, New York himself and Joseph A. PIerce) , Lewiston, lIle. city. l11,154.-FURNACE FOR STEAlIl BoILERS.-Morse K. Taylor, 111,212.-0PERATING CUTTER FOR STEAlIl PLows.-Oliver United States Army. Hyde. Oakland, Cal. 111,155.-MANURE RAKE ATTACHMENT FOR PLows.-Mari- 111,213.-ELASTIC TIRE FOR TRACTION ENGINEs.-Oliver nus Van Dulne and Jan De Jonge, Zealand, lIllch. Hyde, Oakland, Cal. 111,156.-COFFER DAM.-John E. Walsh, New York city. 111,214.-MANUFACTURE OF LEATHER.-S. :e. Jenks and F.A. 111,157.-COFFER DAM.-John E. Walsh, New York city. Holcomb, Grand Raplds, lIllch. 

111,158.-PLOW COLTER . .....:Seth Way, La Porte, Ind. 111,215.-CoMBINED FEED-WATER HEATER AND CIRCULAEOR. 
111,159.-STEAM GENERATOR.-Samuel West (assignor to E. L. Jones. lIlemphls, Tenn. 

Elmwood IIllnlng and lIlanufacturing CO,!,'pany), Elmwood, Ill. 111,216.-DIE FOR ORNAMENTING SHEET METAL.-Charles 
111,160.-SERVING REEL.-Joseph Henry Westcott, Medford, Kaufman, Oconomowoc, Wis. 

lIlass. 111,217.-POTATO PLANTER.-Hiram J. Kent, Palmyra, N. Y. 
111,161 .-Mop HEADB.-Henry H. Wetmore, Barre, Vt. Ante- 111,218.-DEVICE FOR BENDING WooD.-Edward Lacey, dated January 12, 1811. Chicago, Ill. . 
1 11,162.�WINDOW PROTECTOR.-William K. Winant, Rye, 111,219.-PUMP.-G. H. Laub, West Lebanon, Ind. N.Y. , aSSignor to himself, William Wilmot Kissam, and Emily Winant. 111,220.-ToOL FOR CUTTING OFF PIPES IN OIL WELLS.-J. 111,163.-GRAIN DRIER.- Levi Abbott, Lewiston, Me., and H. Lutber, Petroleum Centre, Pa. 

��e, ro�;,�,h:N��:ne, Boston, assignors to tbemselves and Earl W. John· 111,221.-TooL ·FOR .  CUTTING OFF AUGER STEIIlS IN OIL 
E 1 And W'll' P WELLs.-James H. Luther, Petroleum Centre, Pa. 111 ,164.-SAw.- manue reWS, · 1 tamsport, a. 111,222.-EIIlBALMING.-Benjamin F. Lyford, San Francisco, 111,165.-EARTH SCRAPER.- Asher S. Babbit (assignor to Cal. Babblt, Hinckley & Co. ) ,  Keeseville, N. Y. Antedated January 14, 1811. 111,223.-GRATE BAR.-Joseph T. Marshall, Wilmington, 111,166.-CoNCRETE :fOR PIPES, TUBES, BUILDINGS, ETC.- Del. Thomas J. Barron, Brooklyn, E.D. , N.Y. 111,224.-CAR COUPLING.-John Mayben, Milroy, Pa. 111,167.-HoLLow AUGER.-Aaron Bauman and Orin O.With- 111,225.-STOVE-PIPE SHEJ,F.-James McCallum (assignor of erell, Toledo, Ohio. one'thlrd ofbls r!ght to H. E. Gillam), Rochester, N. Y. 111,168.-ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ATTACHIIlENT FOR DENTAL 111,226:-GANG PLow.-John R. McConnell, Marengo, Iowa. PLATEs.-Jobn B. Beers, San Franelseo�al. Antedated .January 18 1811. 111,169.-LIQUID COMPASS.-John .l:Iliss and George H. Bliss, 111,227.-PUlIlP.-John H. McGowan, Cincinnati, Ohio. Brooklyn, N. Y. 111 8 J A 111,170.-CAR COUPLING.-Joseph Boothroyd,�Michigan City, ,22 .-COMBINED GANG PLOW AND CurmvATOR.- . . 

Ind. lIledarl., SulUvan, Ind. 
111 ,171 .-CoAL Box.-Timothy S. Bozart, Jr., Indianapolis, 111,229.-BRACE FOR CARRIAGE AND OTHER SPRINGS.-L. C. 

Ind. IIllller, Humphrey, N. Y. 
111,172.-RAII,WAY-CAR TRUCK.-LouiA D. Boyce and George 111 ,230.-FoLDING DEsK.-John Milwain, Nashville, Tenn. 

H. Jones, Roehester, N. Y. 111,231.-PoRTABLE ESCRITOIR.-W. G. Mitchell, Holliston, 
111,173.-COLLAPSING COREs.-Anthony '1'. Brodie and Rob- Ill.... · , 

ert R. Smlth, Plttsburgh, Pa. 111,232.-BuGGY SEAT.-E. T. Mithoff and J. W. Dann, 
111,174.-GAs GENERATOR.-John Butler, New York city. Columbus, Ohio. 
111,175.-ApPARATUS FOR CARBURETING AIR.-Henry Albert 111,233.-FLuID Mll1TER.-Charles Moore (assignor to Wiiliain 

Cb.pln, New York cltl':. . . .  - Tobin), New yO�k city. 
111,176.-SCOURING, 'WASHING, AND WRINGING MACHIN E.- 111,234,=LNUID METER·-Charles Moore (assignor to Wil-

William H. Cburchman, Indianapolis, Ind. Ijajl\ 'l'ub\n). New York city. 
l11,l77.-DIE FOR MAKING FELLY PLATES.-Allisoll N,Cll,l,l'kl . 111,235.-MEASURING ATTACHMENT FOR PACKAGED FARRICS. 

Plainville Conn. ;,EJ��r����,�o���\rr.°l'rfan�';'s�s��gob�.rrt:'Oj�I�?��fl�J�1�\ft�� 111,178.-HAT.-James W. Cqrey, N:ewa�k� N:, J, l'a. 
111,179.-FLUID, MET.�R,"':"�9,M\'t C����bD,ur, Williamsburg, 111,236.-BODY LININGS FOR LADIES' DRESSES.-Schamu . . W: y . 1Il0scbcowltz, New York elty� 
llt)8"O . ..",VARIABLE OUT,OFF FOR STEAM ENGINEs.-William 111,237.-LAMP.-Rufus .Nutting, Randolph, Vt. 

.Il. Oross, Sacramento, Cal. , 111,238.-GATE.-Patrick O'Neill, Murfreesborough, Tenn. llt;181.-SPOKE-TENONING MACHINE.-Godfrey E. Culp and 111,239.-BARK MILL.-G. E. Palen and F. P. Avery, Tunk-lIlatthew Flaig, Lockhaven, Pa. hannock, Pa. 111,182.-FuRNACE FOR BUI!NING SMALl, COAL, OR CLUIIl.- 111 ,240.-SPADE.-Harrison Parkman, Philadelphia, Pa. Alfred Dart, Carbondale, Pa. 111 241 S J h T N Y 111,183.-WINE PRESS.-George L. Davenport and Charles G. ' .- 'fOP VALVE.- 0 n Paterson; roy, . . 
Case, Davenport, Iowa. 111,242.-STOP VALVE.-John Paterson, Troy, N. Y. 

111,184.-REIIlOVABLE CAR-SEAT BACKS.-Peter F.Duchemin, 111,243.-DRAWER. PULL.-C. H. Pierpent (assignor to him-Somervllle,'lIlass. self and P. J. Clark) West lIlerlden, Conn. 
111,185.-TREATING FRUIT 'fREES TO PREVENT THE RAV- 111,244.-PI,ow.=:ioseph Pinkham, New Market, N. H. 

AGES OF INSECTS, ETo.-Samuel J. Everett, lIlahoney Cltl:, Cal. 111 ,245.-BoOT CRIMPER.-Willi,am Polsgrove, St. Thomas, 111,186.-TRAY HOLDER.--':Obed FahnestOCk, Indianapolis, Po. Ind. 111 ,246.-CONNECTO.R l"M TELE¥1RAPH WIRES.-G. B. Pres-111,187.-PIPE COUPJ,ING.-John P. Fink , Mechanicsville,Pa. eott, NewY91'l> �\\Y 
111,188.-HoISTING ApPARATus.-Henry Flad and J. B. Eads, 111 ,�47 .. ......,Pj,OW.-J.. P, Pr\l;chard, Conn Valley, Cal. Ante-

St. LouiS, 1Il0. \\�1i!l\\ "�n, \�, \87\ .. 
111,189.-WATER CL08ET.-Charles Fra�k:i!\h\ Ch\CI\8:Q\ Il�, �lU148.-MACHINE FOR CUTTING SCREW THREADS ON BOLTS. 

[FEBRUARY 4, 1871 •  
111,263.-BURIAL CASE.-F. B .  Shearer, Columbus, Ohio. 
111,264:-ApPARATus AND PROCESS FOR CANNING AND PRE. 

S.ERVING MEATS, FRUITS, VEGETABLEB, ETC.-N. H. Shipley, Baltimore, Md. 
111,265.-RoCK DRILL.-Henry Shoemaker and John Shoe

maker, Putneyvllle, Pa. 
111,266.-GATE.-L. W. Sibley, Ames, Iowa. 
111,267.-PLASTER FOR W ALLs.-B. R. Smith and J. C. Har-

ris. Philadelphia, Pa. . '  111 ,268.-LIQUID METER.-W. E. Snediker (assignor to J. F. 
De Navarro), New York city. 

111 ,269.-STEEL GLASS CUTTER AND KNIFE.-Thelesphore 
Sl'�nard, �oatlcooke, Canaaa. 

111,�70.-BoLSTER AND PILLOW.--Timothy S. Sperry, Chicago I1l. ..f 111,271.-.lSURIAL CASKET HANDLE.-Clark Strong, Winsted, 
Conn. 

111,272.-HARVESTER. - Henry Stuckey (assignor to A. C. 
Stock) , Bucyrns, Ohio. 

111,273.-BEE HIVE.-DIlvid H. Swartz, Lancaster, Ohio. 
111,274.-LAMP BURNER.-Alvin Taplin, Forestville, assignor to the Bristol Brass and Clock Company, lIrlstol, Conn. 
111,275.-SHUTTLE FOR SEWING MACHINE.-E. C. Thaxter, Providence, R. I. . 

111 ,276.-SEWING-MACHINE MOToR.-William C. Thornton 
and James D. Cooley, Hillsville, Va. 

111,277.-MILLSTONE DmVER.-John J. Tomlinson, Bozeman City, Montana Territory. 
111,278.-LooM.-Hamilton E. Towle, Newark, N. J .  
111.279.-REIN SUPPoRTER.-Ross Townsend, Liberty town

ship, Ohio. 
111,280.-IcE MACHINE.-David K. Tuttle and Orazio Lugo, Ballmore, Md. Antedated January 7, 1871. 
111,281.-SALT CELLAR.-John 'f. Walker, Brooklyn, tN. Y. 
111,282.-MILLSTONE BALANCEs.-John Walsh, Galena; Ill. 
111,283.-BEE HlVE.-William Wambach, Indianapolis, Ind. 
111,284.-NuTMEG GRATER.-Dewitt C. Warner, Chicago, Ill . 
111 ,285.-ELEvAToR.-John Jacob Weber, St.. Clair, Pa. 
111,286.-LuBRICATOR FOR RAIJ,WAY-CAR AXLEs.-Isaac P. 

Wendell (assignor of one half his right to S. P. M. Tasker), Philadelphia, Pa. 
111,287.-LUBRICATOR FOR RAILWAy-CAR AXLE-BoXES.

Isaac P. Wendell (assignor of one balf his right to Stepben P. M. Tasker), Phlladelpbla, Pa. 
111,288.-G AS-GENERATING AND BJ,AST·HEATING ApPARATUS 

FOR IIlETALLURGIC AND OTHER PURPOSEs.-James D. Whelpley and J. J Storer, Boston, Mass. 
111,289.-BEE HIVE.-Asbury Wilkinson, Greensburg, as

signor to blmself and W!\llam 1'. Gibson, Indlanapo\!s. Ind. 
111,290.-F'LOOR-BOLTING REEJ,.-Allison L. Williams, Orth, 

Ind. 
111,291.-RoAcH AND BUG TRAP.-Thomas Williams, Tompklnsvllle, N. Y. 
111,292.-ApPARATUS FOR MAKING ICE AND COOLING.-Franz 

:J�a�g::��n�IJon�:��B?a'lt���fN��Ifi:.Y���, t��IS Schneider, C. T. 
111,293.-IcE MACHINE.-Franz Windhausen, Brunswick, 

�r.:E,���e�s��:;;� l:.uls Schneider, C. T. Buddecke, and John A. 
111,294.-CAR S'l.'ARTER.-Finley J. Wright and Livingston 

W. Wandell, New York city. Antedated January �I, 1811 . 
111,29 5.-PAINT FOR SHIP'S BOTToMs,- Isaac J. Wyman , New York cIty . 

REISSUES. 
4,237.-CONSTRUC'fION OF ELECTRO-MAGNETS. - Henry M. 

�r���ro:'�::�:iicNEn�inea��I���y��;.!�:��N���lf.'2ID�3!�e�01ll��elr.Nro� 
4,238.-RAILWAY CAR TRUCK.-William Petit, Philadelphia, 

Pa.-Patent No. 88,980, dated June 28, 1868. 
4,239.-COMPOUND TO INCREASE THE FltICTION BETWEEN BELTS AND PULLEYS.-Louls F. Robertson, New Yorkclty.-Patent No. 

1(11,856 dated June 14, 1870. 
4,240.-PASSENGER ]<'ARE Box.-John B. Slawson, New York 

��\18.Patent No. 11,899, dated July 28, 1857 ; rclssue No, »50, dated lIlay 
4,241.-RAILROAD-CAR SEAT AND COUCH. - Theodore T. 

;:-����'Wo!,��?�1,Pt�:rila'::ct;���!� � �xt�n1J:d �:��� fe';.'"r��ber 2, 1856 ; 
, J\.rued�ted January 14, 1�11. 

. S:, W. Putnam. Jr. , Fitchburg, lIlass. �1t,19.0.�A>r:¢:.o:...W: q: 'f1rI\l\!>tlin, S:qe�WM, 140,.. 11l,249.-STAIR ROD FASTENING.-Emil Rath (assignor to DESIGNS. 
11,:i91:-.s'TEAM: B.o.iLEk.�'To�n. 1. .... ETisqill /9;ssi"' .. nQf. to M. T. Morll� Krickl), New York cl!},:· N I l  ... -,., >; � ><> 111,250.-CUL'fIVATOR.-W. B. Read, Gallatin, Tenn. 4,588.-HEATING STOVE. - . ic 10 as Brayer (assignor to Davidson), Bi'ookl�, N. - I .  

1 " Equitable Co.o�eratlve FmlDdry Companl)," Rochester, N. Y. lll,192.-STE.AM KA.i>iAT9R,�ohll L, Frisbie (assignor to 11 ,251.-MACHINERY FOR TRANSMITTING AND DISTRIBUTING 4,589 to 4,601.-CARPET PATTERN.-Jonathan Crabtree (as-M. T. Davidson), BtoQkxn. N. �, IIlOTIVE PowER.-James Richmond Lockport. N. Y. L d Sh. A st t) Phil d I hi P Tbl t P t 1 'C " ·F ·  G . D b C d 111,252.-HAY LOADER.-J. P. h1'deout, BowdoI·n·ham, Me. sl[:nor to ee om, a.w � ewar , a e p a, a. r een a ents 111, 93 . ..::.. A.ST�R.- ,  , ar ner, an ury. on . 1t 4,60� and 4,603.-Box FOR Tops OF BUREAus.-Daniel A. 111,194.-PEN ItOLD�It, - Alf:flld M. George, Sand Fly, 111,,253.-SETTING STONES, ETc.-William Riker, Newark, Hall and Dav¥l Garrison (assignors to Swan & Clark), Phlladelphla, Pa. Tel\a�., N. J. Two Pa�en1S. 
ln�lQ5'.:"""MEDICAL COMPOUND FOR THE CURE OF RHEUIIlA- 111 ,254.-CARD FOR MARINERS' LIQUID COMPASSES.-E. S. 4,604.;-SF.WING-MACHINE STAND.-Henry Loth, Philadelphia, 

TIS:II.-Rebecca Gllklnson, New York city. Ritchie, Brookllne, lIlass. PR. 
D R D 111,196.-SPRING-CATCH FOR DoORS.-William Glue, Muske-

111 '-'55 C S J A R  b k H N i 4,605.-FRAME OF SCHOOL ESKS.-Albert E. oberts, es gon, Mleh. Antedated January 14, 1871. . ,� .- ATTLE TANCHION.- . . OS ac , ermon, . Molnes, Iowa. 
111,197.-MACHINE FOR SEWING BOOTS AND SHOES.-Chas. Y. Antedated Jan. 18, 1871.

. 4,606 to 4 609.-Box FOR THE Tops OF BUREAUS.-Baxter C Goodyear; Jr. , New Rochelle. N. Y. 111,256.-CUL'1.'IVATOR.-H. M. Rose, Clmton, Ill. Swan, Pblladelphla, Pa. Four Patents. 
111,198.-Cm[POUND FOR REIIlOVAL OF SCALE FROM STEAM 111 ,257.-BELT TIGHTENER.-G. W. Runk, Fro,nklin, La. 4,610.-BED QUILT.-Francis C. Van Horn, Camden, N. J. BOILERs.-Wm. T. Grant, Neelyvllle, Ill . Antedated Jan. 14, 1811. 

. 
4,611 .-COOKING STovE.-Nicholas S. Vedder and Francis 111,199.-BAS'l.·ER-GUIDE FOR SE'WING MACHINES.-Franklin 111,258.-MoWING MAClIINE.-G. T .. Sava:ry, deceased (N. Ritchie, Troy aSSignors to Russell Wheeler, Utica, N. Y. T. Grimes, Liberty, Mo. . J. S.vary, administratrix, aSSignor �0 �. :N, P!ke) , NewburYP?rt, lIlass. 4 612.-FENCE CAP.-George W. Young St. Louis Mo. 111,200.-CoRN DROPPER.-Jacob H. Gross, Niantic, Ill. 111,259.-LATH MACHINE:-=ClU\S. SchleICher, LOUISVIlle, Ky. ' , , 

111,201 .-GATE�-John K. Harris, Springfield, Ohio. 111,260.-IcE PICK All\·l) HOOK.-'E. H. Schmults and Jacob TRADE MARKS. 111,202.-HAND CORN PLANTER.-James M. Harrison, Spar- Baker, Ne�. Y<>.�k "ltY. 
tanburg, Ind. �lt26t:"�ltAILWAY SWITCH AND SIGNAL ApPARATUS.- 143.-AVERJLL CHEMICAL PAINT.-Averill Chemical Paint 

111,203.-BEER COOLER.-Carl W. Haug (assign,o� \9. �l;m,s\1�f _ .  �g!�� Schnabel and Theodore Henning, Brucbsal, Grand Duchy of 
144��C���

:Np�I;�����ames Selby & Co., Peoria, Ill_ and Henry Bunz) , New York city. , . . ' 111,262.-LIQUID METER.-H. C. Sergeant, Newark, N. J., lA"' .. -LuBRICATING OIL.-Warfield & Co., Rochester, N_ Y. ��1,204,-BE;EjHIYE:.,-H�ry L .. H�.?��W'lll" . :Rropklyn, Iowa. asSignor to J. F. De Navarro, New York city. �", 

X/Ie value oj the SoIENTIFIC AMERICAN 0,8 an adDertising 
· medium Cannot be oVeI·-estimated. Its circulation is ten 
times greater than that Of any similar journal now pub· 

THE BEST PENS 
Ever yet made-only $1 '50 a gros!. Two dozen samples sent by ma.il , postpaid, on receipt of 25 cents. Ad· dress W. Ill. PEN CO. , 11 College Place, New York. \' 

PATENTS 
SOLD for Cash,. or on Royalty. Exchanges 

f()� Reab Esta1le etfected_ Call1tS} procured for tlielr ml\llllfn.cture and 1.ntDoduction. Cbarges deferred until 
�a£����c��·I�t��.'i:cit��T l��ef�eBfde:.::,'M�� 

lis/iid. It goe8 ;nw all the States and Territories, and i8 DECAL4J!!M.t\NU: PICTURES, 
read in aU t;"e p1-tncipal librarie8 and reading· rooms oj C Get a 1M:· We mall free, for $2, a new Hinkley Knitting Macbl.e. 

. 1Il0NTGOMERY GIBBS , lale Agent for'i¥. S. Treasul!c In . ::��.(t�n��cfi:ig�·, ���on oftlce, 17 Henr1etta st., OV' 
fA.-wOrld:! We invi� the altention'Q{ I/to'se wilo wtsh to . book o .  .Jlustrated DeSigns for church windows ; 200 

, • . " I '  , . ; for car ; :IS Monograms, and !IJO different Alpbabets, THE simplest, cheapest, aJ!"d bQSt in u�e ! 
Has but one needle ! ,  A cllUd I\lIJl run i�!! �e t�lr �U8i,,!,j8. k7.\own to, 

tfi� a,nne"'�.r'l!9· "" bU8i., ' A to Z; r pnltilers' use. 9'�·pa.Jl:'!.s. WaTranted t.o satisfy, 
�8 mar.. uiar,t8 someCPlriU more (han tp see his adver· : 01' cash relund,ed; W.ATKINSOl'l & CO., 1270B'dwaY,N.Y. 
liMmMJ Vn a �H1I:tiil"'liei.c�ape'f: ' r:J;e'.wantfcirculalion. 
1.r:'{('i8·;J,ort'h �· deni8 Pe; ltrte'to advertt8e in apaper of ·.·. How to. RO. ·a·d. Charao.tor at a Glanco , 

�end f��1::'�a-ra.��f..� i��:k'� �\I{n, HINKLEY KNl;t:T.W.�IWA.cImfI Co. ,.B.tb, lIle. 
ATTENTION.-Wanted forthwith, 1 SUl'veyor and about 50 practical men of the follo."mg occupations, viz , Machinists Blacksmiths, Mm�ts,. BricKIDakers, Limeburners, Masons, Carpenterst Qabmet. 

tIlree iiWUia,,1t CirCUlation; II is worth �. 50' tier line to \.I II�\.I II 
iJ.dvlrtise in OM of thirt'y thaUsand. , .' ; . , " . S'.I;UD:Y :P�RENOLOGY. 

Itt;. oI, �RMSTRONG'� ����!�n �����r���Olr�: 8o�rode��iv�o :i�na�f:O��i!� and Agricultural Association. �UBt have $��n cash, 80 as to become shareholders and cover travE)ltpg.expenp,ep, . to the Warm Springs, N. C. None but $ose who have the above cspltal need apply. ConRtsllt, work assured .. Apply by mail or In person, betwe

.

e!),!l.,8nd
.
12

. 
A. Ill. , to 

, r . , ' I' 'RA.'tES OF ADVli:'RTJ,SlNG. Lecturers ' and 'Eiamlnei-s wnnted. Send stamp for Back Pali� : .. :-. ' ;;.. � " i,oo � litle, Circular to ·S. R. WELLS, S89 Broad\Va�" N.e\V �·or.k. 
(Patent) 

Impr9ved Heater, 
Filter, Lime Ex· 
tractor, and Oen· 
denser Combined, 

�lillide Paa--e � � � . 1� ' cent8 a line . 
f(J/' each In�e1'I!{Jn. · . . E'lgravings may head adv.ertisernems at the same rate per IMe, 'b.Y. mea�'f,remeru, as. t,.� letter· press: 

. ' 

· 'r1.tFlnaZg:z:: -.�E:· ??JlJ1,;I;\ .. � BONSER'S P,ATENT STEAM TRAP 
· • Is warranted to be the beot In tile United States. 

very one of BonRer's Steam 'Jups warranted to give 
�O:::��t�t������'�eeZ���\I���61�[lst ep'flce�o repair, and 

State RtRhts for sale on rea90nable terms, or t� entire patent rig t to be SOldsAA'lftLB'ilONSER, Dover, N. H. 

WANTED.-To sell Rights, or to arrange 
with respomdble pa.rtie� to mnuut'actt'.re en roy-

�Jt.y .the CL,UIAX. PLO W, the ang: 1\10-'\\\ �nd .. C!lltlVat(}
.
� In �mr.� '  WiO, 

I, '¥qf'�1n:1l1�t'.�1�b"£'R� ·JI�FVf.J �n�'N. J .  

MODELS FOR PATENTS, and Certified Du
pUcates for patented or rejected 1Il0deis for Courts 

or ot\l':rf.'t"£1'ii:'-��R �N ��� 7�h st., Washington, D. (J.  

J. B. LYi\l�N, Trnstee, 
214 Bowery (up',!\�"irs), New York city . . . 

For !iit"am lInlle .... 
FOR SALE.-l;wo valuable Inventions to · 

'MA� U}"ACTURED B-r dlspo.e of, ol' reasonable term�, viz : Tbe Adjustable Arm 'tonIC & St..... Bedstead, "u(4-,A.I1tlf'rlct\on Box. Working 1Il0dele to be 
. "  TOledo, ohiO;" Reen at !lI.t)0nter �t. , R06l)i.l0. A nUluber one cl.>1/oil·ce of. 

SewJ,fOf' Circulqrs, fer", ()a]lltal�sts and lIlaj;lWacturers for pro1l;*w1e Inyest. 
F I A:t t & Wei. h \men\, ' clIl1 and ile�r address by I�tter \� Inventor, ormer y ms rang e s , 

_ .... '''"'''fu;.'"_.�_ : ' ""M. O. . IP, 19.C,entl'e s" .•. N.ew York cit�,. 

Mill OWD't' I ;  1'�<?1;s I. I noIJu�,A.niils�meRt free to,llll., �ll:jll f1owp�t!ld. Fine-cut Turb.ines now . TR¥ :U:OLlDAY ¥HfRNAL, cont�lnlnga Splendld ·Sto. g\ve \ia.� ;,r\lijlJiel ' 'W1l\lIl 1,6'" Water, Skiin and TY, Plays for al� %�OO"8, Magic Tricks, Curious Qulr!,s, . 
P ATENT RIGHT FOR SALE.-I Qffil� che\l:p . 81 !jh jC� st�I! �heW lI\<l�t of the time; Our Staunch; ReI!· Experlmn'\l.�,�ravlngs.etc., 48 pp., SENT FREE on receIpt 

the entire or States' right of ElY 0i:.mn .. .lJ.<ll1per. \
,
ao �·'R�X\lOll1� 'r\1rp!ue" run steadily, to the' confuslon of ' of � sta�fol'J>�slag'�; ADAIIlSdii.VO.,pubUSher\Bosto

. 
n . .  

21 870 Thl t I t  - . ,'��""� ., '1'\ • all �'\>*,,:eT� '�hlle other Builders are disputing over __ . _ . . _._ . ..:.. _._ . .  -:-____________ ,.--.. Pat. Dec. , 1 . " '- .0 "e,�. ij\i'" �. a_aDKe· ".SctelltHlo ;rests," Our Turbines are quietly dOing tbe . . ment t'or ohnl'D!ng e ,- e"' .• �'\I'1'd'M'!�\l:\e; . . \ ,  . .  '� ,h<1\1ce· win'k. . GEO. '1.'ALLCOT , New 1;: o�", . SMEDBERG'S SYN' �OPSIS OF BRITI. 8HJ' menta oflerr.!\' \YI<:Jlt$. 0ddl'ese , . . . . . . , . . -
'\ '. 1 :, . " " ,: .! ', • .  ,' . , 'f,�l,l'r· !H�Uw:N. I'J()l\1inbUi, Miss. ---- GAS LIGHTING, To be Ilu,bllshed shortly, 900'1 

, . .  - . _. . . .  , .
.

. _ .. . . 
BOYS ! BOYS ! !  BOYS ! ! !  Giune,1l'un,Money. pages, large 41>0. 2 ",.,}s. Profusely-!IIustrated. A com-

GEAR'S V ARIE'l' Y  MOLDING MACHINE. You cau succes.fully '.\ ... n'o, t·rap, and catch sll game, l::�!�s���reE;�\� �c�a'AL:ft�!�[r� l�o��stfo1' e���::';; We advise all parties who have Irregular· shaped Ii'om mink to bear, 9:1' ..,)Iowlng tbe , directions glv:;n In patentees, manufacturers. and sclentUlc _n generally. wood work to get out, to buy the best lIlaChln

.

e

. 

In the ! the "HUNTER' ... ;;-<T1DE AND TRAPPER s. COMPANION. It Prlc� .,><1; payable on delivery. Sold only by subsCrill' market which I. " GEAR' •. " beyond a doubt. Is tbe o;.J.y I'<ilfabJe work ; a vaI.u.ble book ; new edition ��n. , ELLIS, BRITTON & EATON, Jus.mit · 40,000 sold last year ; prepaid free for only �� Address JAMES R. SMEDBERG Consulting Engl. lIlanufaetlll'erR of Children'. C",:;'" . cents ; 6 'for $1. Order at once Irom HUN'rER � 'i)O.-;· neer, S. F. Gas Co. , S
. 
an F

. 
ranc$co .... C;aitfornla, or EDrTOR" Sprlnglleld, Vt. - --' ubl!shers, Hinsdale, N. H. AM. GAS LIGHT Jouul!!Alo.. N.o .. 42 rIne st. , New York _ _ 
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WOHLER'S FAMOUS 

Chemical Analysis. pRY par:lt.er's pit �rae.c PATENT RIGHTS SOLD ON COMMISSION. 
NOW READY. Gear's Variety Molding 

By E. E. ROBERTS & CO. , Consulting 'Engineets, 15 Wall St. , N. Y. Send Stamp for Circular. 

Hand·Book of Minoral Analysis. 
BY FREDERICK WOHLER, 

Professor of Chemistry in the University of Gottingen. 
Edited by HENRY B. NAseN, Professor of Chemistry in 
the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institnte, Troy, N. Y. Illus
trated. 1 vol. 12mo. PrIce $3.00. By MAIL FREE OF 
POSTAGE. 
Few mora usefnl or valuable books on Chemical Anal

ysis, for laboratory practice or industrial use, have ever 
been issued from the American press. The work of one 
of the most famous of German Chemists, it has been edit
ed for this country by one of the first of American Chem
Ists. 

P- The above or any of my Books sent by mall, free of 
postage, at the pnblication prices. My new and enlarged 
Catalolrne of Practical nnd Scientilic Books, 
82 pp. 8vo, now ready, complete to Jan. 20, 1871, will be 
sent, free of postage, to any one who wlJl favor me with 
his address. 

HENRY CA.REY BA.IRD, 
INDUSTRIAL PUBLISHER, 

<l06 Walnut st., Philadelphia. Pa. 

Intorcolonial Railway of Canada. 
Tenders for Iron Bridge Superstructures. 

THE Commissioners for the construction of 
the Intercolonial Railway are prepared to receive 

Tenders for TWENTY-ONE SPANS OF IRON BRIDGE 
SUPERSTRUCTURE of one hnndred feet for each span ; 
and also for SIXTEEN SPANS of two hnndred' feet for 
each span. 

Printed specifications showing the tests which each 
span will be reqnired to bear ; information as to the loca
tion of the different bridges ; and forms of tcnder, can be 
obtained at the omces of the CommlssioneJIII, or at those 
of the Chief Engineer, at Ottawa, Canada ; or at the Bank
Ing House of Messrs. Morton, Rose & Co. , Bartholomew 
Lane, E. C. , London, England. 

Parties tendering mns� submit their own plans of the 
mode in which they propose to constrnct the Bridges, 
and must state the price of each span f. o. b. , at the place 
of shipment ; and also the price of each span completed 
in place. -

Tenders for additional plan. ot one hundred feet, and 
for spans of eighty feet, wItI .. Iso be reeeived at the same 
time. 

SpecUleatlons are being prepared, and can 'lie llM 
within a few days, on appllcatlon at tlte places above 
hamed. 

Tenders marked " Tenders for Bridges," and addressed 
to the Commissioners, at Ottawa, will be received up to 
SIX O'CLOCK P. M. of THURSDAY, >he 6th ,day of 
APRIL, 1871. 

The Commissioners wlU not be bound to accept the 
lowest or any tender. 

A. WALSH, } 
��.T.

B
B�¥t�J:ER. Commissioners. 

A. W. MoLELAN, 
InJ�\i{��t��!I

'O�cc, I 
O!ltawa, 19tb. January, 1871. \ 

�3 for 75 cts .  'l'h'.l "Pioneers of Ameri-" e.&" 18 a new and elegant en
Rtaving, 1% by 2 feet in &lze-o""h as Is usually sol<1 at $3. 
-The STAR SPANGLED BANN'lER is a large 8 page, 40 column 
�.!ler, :t'\fte typ��,nnstrated, and filled to the brim with 
S��� �n"<trfillID�it�u

�';;r ':,��i�:ce�t1�,;e
�a'i:'e:l. 

.,elve the plI;Iler " whole year .and engra"ing�1I .8ent 
on roller, prepaid. T,;;; lt now . •  Januar;. anI! Feb�'''IifY 
n'Tct��':.�

a
�lfl�i;Ai���

e�"1N�'li:R, Wi��i:,·N. �. 
MINERJlLINE 

MaChine Is the best in the world. Scnd for Circular. 
A. S. & J. Gear & Co., Boston, Mass. P-CAUTION.-It Is an Infringement to use the N. Y. V. Machine anywhere except in New York. Take Notice. We mean business. 

LECOUNT'S PATENTj' 
HOLLOW LATHE DOGS AND CLAMP:;;. -A set of8 Dogs trom % to 2-in. , Inclusive, $8. :A ' set of 12 from % to 4-ln. , 17 '30. Five sizes MSChiDi

,

sts, cramps, ' .  ii'om 2 to 6-in. , Inclusive, $11. Send for Circular. I . C. W. !.ECOUNT, 
South Norwich, . 

Conn. 
FIRST PREM1UM awarded by Am. Inst�, 1870. 
MICROSCOPES.. 1 IlJustrated price list and cata-
MAGIC LANTE1<NS ' logaes free to any address. ' T. H. MoALLisTER, Optician, 49 Nassau 8t., N. Y. 

L ' & J.  W. FEUCHTWANGER, 55 Cedar st., 
• New York, Chemists, Manufacturers, and Import

ers of Specialities, Slllcates, Soda and Potasb, Vhloride 
Calcinm, Peroxide Manganese, Hydrofiuorle Add, Me
tallic Oxides, Steel and Glass Makers' and Potters' Arti
cles, Publishers of Treatise on " Soluble Glass," U Gems," 
and " Fermented Liquors. " 

THE NE W WILSON 
Under-Feed Shuttle 

....��=���J�t��!e������! 
any otber l 

For Simplicity, Durabili
ty and Beanty they stand 
wnrl"tI" �d ! For STITCH
I�G, HEMMING, TUCKING, 
Jl�:ELLING, Quilting, CORD
INHj BnmISG, Bu.'\. IDING, 
GATHERING, Gathering &; 
flewing on gathers, they 
lL'j'''' unexcelled I g;:)�����o;�'B VOl' particulars address 
It i1H'I M'wing MachIne Co., 

AGEN't:'S WANTED. CLEV/<J,AND, 0, ,or 
ST, LOilJ�, lIJ9 . .  

ROBERT McCALVEY, Manufacturer of 
HOmnNG MACHINES AND DUMB WAI1'ERS. 

602 Cherry street, Philadelphia, Pa. �HINGLE AND JiEADING JifACHINE-
, Law's Patent with 'h<WM §r- Co. 's Improvements. 

T e Simplest aud Best in use, " 1Jj;0. Shingle, Heading 
and Stave Jointers, Eqnallzer'!>. Helidln .... TRiners, Planers 
etc. Address TREVO,, & CO. ,'L6CIi:PO,i', I'i: y. 

OTIS' SAFETY l!OISTING 
MachInery. 

OTI!jI" BROS. & CO. No. S09 BROADWAY, .NEW YORK. 

CREDIT & CA.PITAL. 
McKILLOP," SPRAGUE & CO. , 

;\V�\l t�'\Jle .a;�t ,the ;t$t of Jafuary, 1811, ··it!i��f Uf'lV y�lume.of . I 

rOO i.e�lllm�rcial A[8n�f RnVstor. 
let "ll[ilJ ,)Je :the )llp�t ,C9�iE::� �l? VALUABLE 

Wl!rI< "f j�)! kll)p �ver ,PJlb)lshed. , ,Tills Is. t�e only REF
E�E�CE JfWpE givmg, by th�ir lriw KEY, a CL 
e�llm'tte Jlf thee (CJ.J!"l'l:�L of each firm, in connectio n  
,"II[lthithejr,CRl'w,T.ra�i�M�, ' · , 

Tbls Agency .w�s �t,!)ll\shed !,!n WPJ., and .THE COM
ME:RCIAL REGISTERb'}s become a. STANDARD WORK, .  
al\�nvalualll<i. to dispe�8e�s, of 'credii. ' - .  " 
-1'4'0 Editions are i�s�e�':':JailUary and July. 

THEA NECTAR 

WOODBURY'S PATENT 

Planing and Matching 
and Molding Machlnes,Gray &:Wood's Planers,Self-oiling 
Saw Ar�.0"t: W�8B'�" wood i9m�frg!�����tk Y • . 

Send for Clrcnlars. { 6'1 Sudbnry street, Boston. 

RICHARDSON, MERIAM & CO., 
Mannfactnrers of the latest Improved Patent Dan

iels' and Woodworth Planing Machines, Matching, Sash, 
r��1���ai�r�:fa�

n��?8�;i��s�fac�����%'a�a
:li\fI�: �:;V 

Arbors, Scroll Saws\fallwft, Cut-off, and Rip-saw Ma-
�����

s
ki���

k
�f

a
*�Od_�grkl�

rnl
�acr.��i. 

a��t:I':,
rlO

�: 
and price lists Bent on applica{ton. Manufactory, Wor
cester, Mass. Warehouse, l()JLlberty st. ,NewYork. 17 1 

Niagara Steam Pump. 
CHAS. B. HARDICK, 

Adams st. , Brooklyn, N. Y. 

THE Uniofl Iron Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa. The 
attention of Engineers and Architects Is callod to 

our Improyed Wrought-Iron Beams and Girders (patent
ed) , in which the compound welds between the stem and 
Jlanges, which have proved so ob.l ectionable in tbe old 
mode of manufacturing,-are entirely avoided we are pre
pared to furnish all sizes at terms as favorable as can be 
obtained elsewhere. For descrll'tlve lithograph address 
tbe Unlou Iron Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

MODELS, PATTERNS, EXPERIMENTAL, 
and other macblnery, Models for the Patent Omee, 

built to order by HOLSKE MACHINE CO. , Nos. 528, 530, 
and 532 Water st. , near Jefferson. Refer to SOIll:NTIFIO 
AMERICAN omce. 14 tf 

1832. SCHENCK'S PATENT. 1870. 
Woodworth ' Planers. 
tJ!lge�::�"ri"i��s���W�i:" �g,

od
J�'i1ir

�� fc������ 
so� , Matteawan, N. Y. , and 118 Liberty st. , New York. 

I ��he celebrated HOME SHUTTLE SEWING , . �NE. Has the under-feed, makes tbe "lock 
;, cli i;11�e '�n )loth Sides, an

. 
d Is fully licensed. 

T e best �nl1 al1el!lle�� -F,?mpr Sewing Machine 
In the market. Aitllreos ' . " . . .  , 

JOHNSON. CLARK &> CI1. , 

\NANTED_AGENTS, $20 PER DAY, TO 

Boston, Mass. ; Plttsburgb, Pa. ; Chicago, 1l1. , Of 
St. Lonls, Mo. 

MACHINERY 
NEW and 2d-HAND • ••• 
Send 1'or Circular. CHAS.PLACE 

, & CO. , 60 Vesey st. , New York. 

1826 USE THE VEG
.
ETABLE 1870 PULMONARY BALSAM. 

The old standard remedr for Coughs, Colds, CODsump
t�q!l: "�othlng Better. ' CUTLEE BROS. & Co. , Boston. 

$ l 6 , fHHJ :'!- Y E A R .  

WANTED-AGENT8-
To sell the Unlver8al SeWing },lachine, siae, 1�-lu. long by 8 in hight, of great capacity and dn'rabilitY

C
�PkS 

on a new prmelple. PilWfv'lFR'll�es�I�. 
sl5'b� , • o. D. 

58 Bromfield street. Boston, Mass. 

l\ .I['OYERS' PATENT GIG SAW, manufac
.ll'.L tured and sold by FIRST & PRYIBIL, 452 10th ave. 
New York City, will do any kind of scroll sawing. Send 
for price I\st, and more particulars. 

WATER lWWJ<;R for Rent or Sale.-The 
Ousatonlc 'Witter'pi.>, o:lfer /lne M�I Sites perma

nent Water Power, and unliurpHsBell flleU le8 to'b\�nM��' 
tmers ; only 3 hours from New York wit I ran .rut! Water 
communication. Address Ousatonlc Water Co. , Derby, Ct. 

UNRIVALLED Hand Saw Mill , Self-feed
ing, with ease. Rip 3-ln. lumber ' gaaranteed do 

work 01" a men. The only hand saw machine known does 
as represented. Thousands in lIse. Send for circuiar. 

WM. H. HOAG, Sale Manufacturer, 214 Pearl st. N. Y. 

PORTABLE AND STATION ARY STEAM 
Engines and HOlStlJlIf ]!;ngmes. A good artIcle at ��;pfl���rlc:tm: 

machW� B,;a1writ'hw �nM�r de-
New Haven, Conn. 

MUIiag IYI�Qhine, INDEX, ST��Dll¢i , :U�I¥J!llt�"L, AND 
HORIZONTAL)-The largest yah.hy'to be found In the country 'on·hand alld finishing. lW'orkmanshlp,Ma

terlal, and DeSign unslirjlasoed. " .  Ml«lhlnes 0": , ll"
.
lilbl

tion at Fair of American Institute . .  T:TNION VISE : ,CO. 
OF BOSTON. Omce 80 Milk st. Works at Hyde Park, 
Mass. 

EVElY MAN HIS OWN PRINTER. With QI,& Gf 9W In-esses, and tbe material accompany
ing it, every man mm."'4,Q )1i8 own printing, thus saving 
much time nnd eXj)el\�6. ctro'l'II+� contalni fuJI infor-
mation about these presses, pr! "ions� &c. , 
mailed free on application; Spa f':'W.lie., cuts, borders, &c.,"&c ..... 10 cenlii. SII ,.t;(), 53 Murray street, .New, lork. : " . L.''"·· 1 { ! . 1 

Q INCINNATI BRASS WORKS. - Engi-) naefS and Steam Filters' Brass Work, Best QuaITty 
a very Low Prlceli. F, LUNKENHEIMER,Prop'r. 

M. T. BOULT'S 
PATENT 

Paneling, Oa;rving, &: 

Moldin[ Machino 
Illustrated in SOIENTIFIC 
AMEnIOAN', Dec. 8, 1870, 
manufactured by Burn. 
ham & H1de,Battle Creek, �;:e

;
fo� �'\::-8���"JMfl: 

ASTERS. TABLE LEGS, 
etc. E. P. HAMPSON, 
M�nt.y�t20rtland street 

Union Emory Whools. 
Solid and with Stone Center. 
R�i�: �fu��,

E
98
C£ib��t��r:, ���: 

General Agents for tile Am. Twist �t�l� �::;��y 
s
Wh"��rr 

M.?c'"�rn�"i; ��a 
Tools. Send f<lr Circular. 

FOR SALE.-A Machine for Fluting- Cotton 
Machinery }tolls, In good order, and but mtle used Also, two Wheatstone's Telegraphing Instruments, BUita: ble for private telegraph�, In good order. Apply to PROVlDE"CE TOOL CO. ARMORY", 

Providence, tie I. 

THE CELEBRATED 
Cold-rolled Shafting. THIS Shafting is in every particular superior 

to any turned Shafting ever made. It is the most ECONOMICAL SHAFTING to buy, being so very much stronger than turned Shafting. Less diameter answer� 
r:::YarPcfrC��:e;:,uSl�gi: �r

e���c�r;l��u�nci,
c��Sli��!eUt� �itworth Gage. All who }rive it a trial continue to use it.excluslvely. We have It m large quantities. Call and examine it, or send for ,price list. AMress GEORGE PLACE & CO., 

126 and 128 Chambers st., N ew York. 

N. Yo MachlineTY Depot. GEORGE PLACE & CO., Mannfacturers and 
Dealers in Wood and Iron Working Machinery, of every description, Stationary and Portable Engines and BOilers, .Leather �nd Rubber Belting, and all articles needful In MMhlne or Railroad Repair Shops. 126 and }�� !Jh"1I1ber st. , New York. 

Sturtevant B lowe1's� -
THESE are in every particular the best and . most perfect Blower ever mllde. A full assortment 
ot every size ou ha.nd, ready to deliv-er. 

Address GEORGE PLACE & CO. , 
126 and 12B Chamber st., New York. 

Andrew'.f;J Patent.f;J. 
NOW!��'l:

o
!:�'fi�:

te�:.ooved. Portable, and 

f��f!:.'b':[..�'i,':i-
l·�:Ctinlf:t�r'1.uarrY Hoisters. 

Oscillating Engines, Ifeuble and !iHnrde, 1.� to 100.Horse power. Ce I Pumps, 100 to 100,000 Gallons ute, Best Pum-»s in the World, pass 
and, Gravel, Coal, Grain, etll., With-tl!f.� ':t�-::�e�p1j.l'�1il", .IHld J;pl'llom�c�l: 

WM. D, ANDREWS & llRQ. , m Wate. sf�eet,'Ne'Y ¥�rll:. 

IMP ORTANT 

To MACHINISTS.-The Best Metal for all Machine Uses Is the MARTIN STEEL made by THE NEW JERSEY STEEL AND IRON Co. , Trenton N J. This steel Is ma!!e by an entirely dlffe.rent proce�s from I}ny other
l 
and IS t.ougher than wrought Iron. It can b� t1�rnejI w thp�t anne�Jjnll", being enW'ely free frPi II�' • Ot8; Every one wno n8e8 U pronbutioe� It ru . )\':1\11 t oy bave long wanted for a multitude of uSes ' ue1l'1! Crank Pins, Lathe Splnilies and Screws, Cotton MaChinery Rollers, Saw lind Fan Spindles, etc. etc. Also ]lartlcularlr; adapted for Firebox Plates. ilr: ces low. 'Send 

f�I.r�6\':���m�-:ratlon, or a sample, stating Use to whlcb 

BUERK'S WATCHMAN'S TIME DE-TECTOR."7Important for all large Corporations and Manufacturmg concerns-capable 01" controlling with the utmost accnracy the motion of a watchman or patrolman, as the same reaches di:tferent stations of his beat. Send for a Circular. J. E. BUERK 
. P. O. Box 1,057 Boston, Mass . N. B.-ThIS detec�or Is covered by two U. S. PateJlt,s. Partle� using or sellIng these Instruments witbout autnorlty from me will be dealt witb according to law. �URPON IRON WORKS,-Manufacturer� of Pumping 1!il!1l'ines for Wate,· Work. H '" t,o;", ,r sure Eng'. lj(i . rt, f.\lr·table '  Engjnes 'and "<lr;,".ll( nllil,: SuA-ar Mills, 'Scr,¢w., Lev<l1" 'DtolJ, ' draulli! lE':re •• e&j 'hf .. "hln':n in�eneral. ' HVBlIAIW. . . . .  IT'llA:S:ER, 1U2Fron tilt. Brooklyn: : : ' ; , '  \ .  ' : I "  , 

PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES COMBIN-
' 

ing the maximum of etllciency, durabiitty and econ-" omy, with the minimum of weight and price. They- are widely and favorably known, more th�n ,,:S0 belng , in use. All warranted satisfactory: or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on ap�1icatiQn. Address- . \ 

· f�" !3o"li�n.cir& W�#¥��� & cq. � Lawrence, Ma�s. 

$5 TO " $10 . PER DAY • �Ytl�ll,ara ¥ahO eI,lgagc In .our n.ew bftsiness ma.ke from � to • 10 per. day III .tl:Wlr own localities. Full pnrticu. · arB and InstructIOns RC!lt free by mail. Those in need of permanent, profita.ble work, should address at once. GBORGE STINSON & Co., Portland, Maine. 

P ATENT BANPSAW MACHINES of the BI/jOlt.U8��A/ ' -gN �lJ 
Groen·rea FHvor. 

Warranted 

... most improved kinds, ofvar�ous size's, t()� saw be'V.' el as well as square,wlthout Inellningthetabl. bvFIRST & PRYIBIL. 452-456 Tenth ave. , New York. 1>rfce $250 ����=������E��������� ' $275, $350, and $400. At present, Oct. 16, there are In 01>" 
� :er,att�nt; 'In this city aloll;e, 88 of our macniItes� "Send fbr Glrcular� Mantlfactll

.
re also, an imp:coved 8a.w�ft�ing ap-

:J\U:-s.s jP A7'ENT 

ImJITIDl M@IAJING MACHINE , MADE BY , 
R. BALL & CO., W orcesteh Mass Manufacturers of the latest Improved WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY for Planing Millo, Car Shops Agrlcultn�al Implements, Furniture, Sash, Blind, and Door Factorios etc.,., etc. Se1)d for IIlnstrated Catlllogae and Price List.' RICHARD BALL. E. P. HALSTED. 

ALLCOTT'S LATHES, for Broom, Hoe and Rake Handles tor sale by , 
L. W. POND, 98 Liberty st. , New York • . 

SUIT ALL TASTES. 

'III' U'I'UT1TtlRY "New and ' 2d-halio1 ' bOlllllih 1@ltl, 
1 " 111 I , 1\1 111

. 
iljld e

w
xchanEed. Englne's,llolieh: 

,1 vll.1 ... . _ _ _  � f,�O. , WILLARD,<!(;,Deyst,N.Y: " �l' �JJ A MONTH ! EMPLOYMENT ! 
....... _________________ ' W . - - . ')'11 INDUCEMENTS ! 

AGENTS 
1( p . � - , HORS AGO"" for Ageuts. We dcsire L WANTED-($225 A MONTH) to employ 1!g'en ' �!)ven ear. to sell the l)y the AMERICAN KNITTING MACHINE CO. Buckeye $20:00 M4cJ:/i ',- rr,\Ke3 a Boston, Mass. , or St. Louis, Mo. . stitch alii," on o ·  ' S  'ja' the fo1V,'!jVI�eli 

LATHE CHUCKS-HORTON'S PATENT from 4 to 116 Inches. Also for car wheels. Address E. HORTON & SON, Windsor Locks, Conn. 

BENT, GOODNOW & CO. 
Boston, Mass. , Publishers 01 " PATENT STAR " sell Patent Rights and _goods of all klu4s Orders solicit-ed. AGENTS WANTED ' . 

nrSend stamp for copy. • 

licensed machine in the wop • W. A. BRitON &; CO. , Cleveland, OhiO, or St. Louis, Mo. 

S ILICATE OF SODA, IN ITS VARIOUS 
forms, manufactured as a speCialty, by Philadelphia Quartz Co. , 783 South 2d st. PhiladelDhia, Pa. 

FOR MALLEABLE IRON CASTINGS and Patterns for sam�. addr .. ss ' 
McCONWA , TORLEY & CO. , 869 Liberty st. , Pittsburgh, Pa. 

:�frr;�,��c�"��sd:¥l,,"d��O � ��nd a �a�g� ��OCk �l 
" " { .. , ., ,  . .  - �.���-"'l::'''''''''''�-'''''�''''';''''''''.'r:-....-:_'-''''''- ' ' _' __ ''' __ _ ._ ' '' . . .. . ', 

. qqD-WOBKIl'iI<t MAD. :HIW9R.X ' BE�r der:till�� rt1>Jl'l�nera ijll�1tlcll t.,Rr.ft'?'A� �\l!\J11��t..)�q�. q� l'lIQ._ 
1v�lJRfn .

CClller, lU"Sll. ,  Wru'et 
GG, &I RICHARDSON. 

iRON'PLANEB�-
SECOND-HAND, 47x30 IN., 51 FT. BED, 

in excellent co
.
ndition. for sale cheap. 

NII,ES WORKS, No. 222 East F'ront st. , Cincinnati, Ohio. 

STEAM Gag-es, large assortment, self-testing, 
& original Asncroft steam gage. E. H. Ashcroft,BostoIl. 

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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Receipts-When money is paid at the offi c 

for subscriptions, a receipt for It will be given ; bn� 
when subscribers remit their money by mall, they 
may consider the arrival of the ftrst paper a bona·i/de 

acknowledgment of their funds. 

City Subscribers.-The SCIENTIFIC AMERI· 
CAN will be delivered in every part of the city at 
$8 '50 a year. Single copIes for sale at the News· stands 
In this City, Brooklyn, Jersey City. and Williams· 
burgh, and by most of the News Dealers in the United 
States. 

Subscribers-Who wish to have their vol
nmes bound, can send them to this ollice. The charge 
for binding is $1 '50 per volume. The amount spould 
be remitted In advance, and the volumes will be sent 
as soon as they are bound. 

AdvwU8ementB will be admitted on Ihispage al Ihe rale Of 

$1 '00 per line for each insertion. Engravings may 

head advertisements at the same. rate per line, by meas

'ltrement. as the letter·vres8. 

LWB 
No 

MBOBANIC 
Can afford to be without some of 

B A I R D ' S  

FOR PRACTICAL MEN. 
My new and enlarged Catalogue of PRACTICAL 

AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS, 82 pages, 8vo . ,  will be 
sent, free of postage, to any one who will favor me
with his address. HENRY CAREY BAIRD; 

Industrial Publisher, 406 Walnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA. 

HARD WO OD 

Boards and V onoors. 
Especial attention Is called to onr 

HUNGARIAN ASH, FRENCHBLACK WALNUT, I 
AMBONIE, THUYA, AND TULIP WOOD, 

Just to hand and unusually choice. 
Also on hand, our usual complete assortment of 

PLANKS, BOARDS, AND VENEERS. 
Nos. 19If-Ma�i72:tt�ttrr st �e'!·York. 

Factory, Nos. 291 Monroe st. , and 398 Madison st. 
Send for catalogue and price list. 

�FOR SALE.-A full collection of U. S.  Cents
from 1793. Also, Silver and Copper Coins, and a. 

nnmber of valuable autographs. Will be sold separately 
'or all together. i��J�s

KENNEDY, Hagerstown, Md. 

Evidence Accu'rnulates 
'THAT no Baking Powder can stand the test 

of a careful chemIcal analysis like DOOLEY'S YEAST" 
POWDER. Although subj ected to the most critical analy· 
zation, no ingredients could be found entering into the 
composition but such as are perfectly pure and nutri
tious. This accounts for the entire and uniform satisfac
tion given by DOOLEY'S YEAST POWDER in the culinary 
department. It is the cheap:est, best, and most reliable 
Baking Powder known, and is recommended upon its 
merits alone. Your Grocer keeps it. 

PAGE'S 

Patent Tanned Belting 
:���g� alJ�:�t sWg!� c�rg����rlha� �;;�lh;;iC:e:d 
�;-.��c�t;�ih:��I:If(MrAi':.��}�':.� i,\�ca':�k\�n, N. H. 

L. W.Po.rtd---New To ols. 
EXTRA HEAVY A.."l'D IMPROVED PATTERNS. T ATHES, PLANERS, DRILLS, of all sizes ; 
'�i;;en���lfe��t¥fa�!��'���t ��it:�itia:�d

p��g��J 
. and Shears for Iron. 

Ollice and Warerooms, 98 Liberty st. , New York ; Works 
at Worcester, Mass. 

A. C. STEBBINS, New York, Agent. 

Newspaper 
Advertising. 

tat��Y�t�I���I'b":il r�':;i�f:gl�J::[l';;n�·�e
e'ai���' 

r.�;:tITi�g-:f:::Jrn�ibcitl;ti�'a·W��k&'�ofl�r��'iU!�'J' FCs"'::: 
lly Newspaper!!!, together with all those having large cir
cnlatlons, published in the interest of ReUldon, Agricul· 
ture, Literature, etc' l etc. Every Advertfserj and every 
terson who con temp ates becoming such, ��1 find this 
C�lo� �� �.\'.at value. Mailed free tQ any a ress on reo 

p GEO P. ROWEL L &; CO. , 
p;rblishers, No. 40 Park Row, New York. 

The Pittsburgh (Pa. ) Leader, In its Issue of May 29, 1<l70, 
saX'¥he ftrm of G. P. Rowell & Co. , which Issues tnls in. 
teresting and valuable book, is the largest and best Ad· 
I.ifI���!o!.!f::��a lr t��h��:[e'i,��a���! t'li'o�:;h';,aae���ef� 
advertise their business SCIENTIFICALLY and SYSTlCMAT-
��tL;���:f�� a P'ri�1i�it�a}J:' :�e 

are!�t B�i�r
e;jPti/:r�-

money. " 

P. BLAISDELL & 00., 
BUILDERS OF A NEW PATTERN 12-in. 
the .. �J!I�.feh���"at��lt�1ft i\'ie�:��U;:�:;nir:.�r�:s 
Machlnlsts' Tools Jackson street Worcester, Mass. 

$dtutific 
L. L. SMITH, 6 Howard st., New York. 

Nickel Plater. 
First Premium at the Fair of the Ameriean Institute, 

1869. Licenses (under the Adams Patents), granted by 
the U. N. Co. , 17 Warren st. , New York. 

Canadian Inventors, 
Under the new Patent Law, can obtain patents on the 
same terms as citizens. 

For full particulars address 

P AT. SOLID EMERY WHEELS AND OIL 
STONES, for Brass and Iron Work, Saw Mills, and Edge Tools. Northam1),tonEmery Wheel Co. ,Leeds,Mass. 

McNAB & HARLAN, Manufacturers of 
Wrought Iron Pipe and Fittings Brass Cocks 

Valves Gage Cocks, Whistles, Water Gagl>s, and oil 
Cups, BarUn's Patent Lubricator, Plumber's Brass Work, 

�Jt{}�fe�te���Ml':r ���t:[',�:�n trt�nt Proving Pump 

$250 
EMPLOYMENT. 

A MONTH with Stencil Dies. Sam 
ph;s fr4'eM.

AS\.I!�'ll'�ER Brattleboro Vt. 

THE 

Tanite Emery Wheel. 
Does not Gl";fitlu.rd

I
'¥'i' 'i!�mell. Address 

Stroudsburg, Monroe Co. , Pa. 

R UMPPF & L UT,Z, 
IMPORTERS and Manufacturers of Aniline 

Colors and Dyestuff's, Colors for Paperhangers and 
Stainers. Reliable recipes for Dyeing and Printing on 
Silk, 'YooI, and Cotton' All new improvements in the 
��� f!tga�ir!E���;:'�sc��griS a:t�e�:���!��ed to us by 

42 Beaver street. New York. 

IRON PLANERS, ENGINE LATHES, 
Drills, and other Machinists' Tools, Of B�erior qual-

U&h °a��"j�C:n�d���sJ!iwE-l'iil�i;M'�ANJJ� fl5¥'flR: 
ING CO New Haven, Conn. 

FOR CIRCULAR OF TREMP.ER'S PATENT 
VARIABLE CUT·OFF, for high and low pressure 

Steam Eptiiri�,
al8N�S & CO. , Wilmington Delaware. 

Trade-Mark Patents . 
MUNN & co. desire to call the attention of manufac· 

turers and businesa men gen.erally, to the importance of 
the law of patents, as applied to trade-marks for business 
purposes. 

Any person, flrm, or corporation, domiciled in the 
United States, or in any foreign country affording similar 
privileges to citizens of the United States, can obtain the 
right to the exclusive uBe, for THIRTY YEARS, of any 
TRADE-MARK, conSisting of any new l1gure, or deSign, or 
any new word, or new combination of words, letters, or 
figures, upon their manufactures. 

This protection extends to trade·marks already In use 
or any length of time, or about to be adopted. 
Full information on this important subject can rJe ob

tained by addressing 
MUNN & CO. 

3'1 Park Row, New York. 
UNION 

Spoke Works. 
SPOKES, HIMS, AND PLOW HANDLES. 

All goods warranted seasoned, and of the best 
quality. JOHN G. DAVIS & SON, 

Southwest cor. of Leopard and Otter sts . , Philadelphia. 

IRON !!!TEAMSHIP BUILDERS. 

NEAFIE & LEVY, 
PENN WORKS 

MARINE ENGINES, BOILERS, ilTC., 
PHILADELPHIA, P A. 

FOR CIRCULAR ILLUSTRATING A NEW 
"ud greatly Improved TURBINE WHEEL, believed 

to be the best and cliea�est in the market, agPly to 
USEY 'Wfi':1:,tio� Delaware. 

London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48 Cannon street. 

H. KOHNSTAMM, 
):[ANUF ACTURER OF 

ULTRAMARINE, 
And Importer of English] �rench, and German Colors, 
Paints, and Artists' MaterIals, Bronzes, and Metals. No. 
100 Chambers 8t. bet. Broadway and Church st. , N. Y. 

SECOND.HAND ENGINES AND BOILERS 
for sale, 8 to 12 H. P. Address 

C. A. DURFEY, Titusville, Pa. 

THE WOODWARD STEAM-PUMP MAN
UFACTURING COMPANY, Manufacturers of the 

:n':r��:'''Jt�!!�w::l���!�� ���eMt��oa�f��rJln��� l]�g 
Dealers in Wrought· iron Pipe,)loller '¥'ubes, etc. Hotels, 
Churches, Factorles, & Pubhc .tSuildin�s heated by Steam, 
�g;: �[W���g· st:'W,;'r��r� �Nl���k'::a"��t�8 ��

ni�
r �ij 

parties are hereby cautioned against iIlfrlng{ng the Pat. 
Right of the above Pump. G. M. WOODW.A:RD. Pres't. 

ENGINEERING, MANUFACTURING and 
BUILDING.-$8.00 a year will procure the three 

best industrial j ournals in the country, viz : THE TECH. 
:�JOri:T scir��Ti;.��TRf���c�;�

IN;�r
RI:�c�!AZi::' a,free) of THE TECHNOLOGIST, containin; ffiUb aates, af. ress THE INDUSTRIAL PUBL!

7��r��J'w�7.· N. 
Y. 

THE THOMAS IRON WORKS, Worcester, 
Mass. , are selling the handies Lathes and Drills in 

the market, cheap. 

UILDING- PAPER 
OF THP.EE GRADES. 

SHEATHING BOARD, 
lo:o���g��;rit���'}��r!"h���,e�n��f!�����: 

ARED PLASTERING BOARD 
a cheap and perfect substitute for lath and 

r�;sSt��h y::�e:h� 'h���l
t�o�t.bstantial wall, at 

DOUBLE THICK ROOFING, 
Made entirely of Wool Felt, a cheap and per· 
feet article. 

Samplel8�i:ii1'N'M':& s��\'lj,;�, CbJ. , Chicago ; or, 
B. E22 �A:k�rankfort street, N. Y. 

• 

DRILLS 
DIAMOND POINTED 

STEAM DRILLS. 

FOR ALL KINDS OF ROCK DRILLING-, 
Mining, Quarrying, Tnnnel!'.'g, Railroad Grading. 

��llJ}°���fa��
ot���f�a��iab�1:tla;�!.eX¥�lt�6�,� 

in form of solid cylinders of rock or mineral taken out 
of mines from any depth not exc�edinf one thousand feet, 
��v,!�nle���� :ha��;en��:.tifiit��f '�R�Mfl}�sr;:;,s;��d 
in both American and Europe. Illustrated Circulars sent 
on application. Beware onnfringements. 

SEVERANCE & HOLT, 
Proprietors and Manufacturers, 

Ollice 16 Wall st. , New York. 

Reynolds' 
TURBINE WATER WHEELS. 
The Oldest and Newest. All others. 

r:�rr �;ff�ti�R�r 
ot�O:��ic�£fo�s !� 

confuse the public. We do not boast 
��l��t!�;:ci�l��i�g���. st����� 
tiM �'¥,fg���p':r, *!� }��t.()OT, 

Gearing, Shafting. 

,� BEST DAMPER REGULA'fOR 
� for Steam Boiler. Send for Circulars .. 
Agents Wanted. 11URRILL & KEIZER, Baltimore, Md. 

WIRE R OPE. 
J O H N  A .  R O E B L I N G ' S S O N S ,  

American Saw Co. , Manufacturers of 

lIT T. V. Carpenter, AdvertiSing Agent. Addres 
hereafter. Box 773, New York city. 

Harrison Safety 
Boiler. 

First-class Medal, World'S Fair, London, 18�. 
And American Institute Fair, New York, 1869. 

Over 1 ,000 Boilers in Use. 

Weston's Patent Differential 
PULLEY BLOCKS. 

75,000 I N  USE . 
Address 

HARRISON BOILER WORKS. 
Pltiladelphla, P� . 

or, JOHN A. COLEllIAN, Agent, 
110 Broadway, New York, and 139 Fedoral st. , Boston. 

D O YLE'S 
PATENT DIFFERENTIAL 

Pulley Blocks. 
oJ:,�e

t��I�PJ:;��t�'lfi��k�n�c.1fr gt�v.;� ���rf�'i���; Fair where they have been exhibited at the same time. WHEN YOU BUY SEE THA'.r THE DLOCKS ARE MARli"::ED J.J .  DOYLE. Pat. Jan. 8, 1861. All others are Infringements. 
SAMUEL HALL'S SON ' & CU., I 

SOLE MANUFACTURERS. 229 West 10th street, New York. 

HEAVY CASTINGS :;lr'\y����l�he
and 

M. & L SAULT CO. Steam Engine Bun�ers & Founders, New Haven, Conn. 

Swain Turbine. 
"Our Low-Water Wheel from this on" 
WILL DO TEN PER CENT MORE WORK 

on small streams, lU a dry season, than any whee ever invented. Gave the best results, in every respect, at the Lowell Tests. . For Report of tests at Lowell, with Diagrams and Ta· oles of Power, address 
THE SWAIN TURBINE CO. , 

North ChelDlsCord, Mass. 

Working Models �r'iI��wrimental 1J��iWllRW�itI6?1!�e�
dst.

m��f.
to 

§ELECTED Sperm Oil.-Warranted strictly 
Pure. For Sewing Machines and all fine machincd� n ottles, cans,bbls. ,casks. W. F. N ye,N ew Bedford,Mass 

i'l'. I Ii-� HOUSEHOLD MAGAZINE con· 
al I IJpI ta�ns in ever), number one complete lIu, .... v r.::", .. clO, "HIO'�"'·'tlil,... Py�Za�I

S;�� vaS6l
eJl �� �i��rs a��iZ,f�f�& cents per copy. Splendid Premiums. $500 cRsh to be awarded for prize clubs. S;t?ecimen copy free. Address S. 8. WOOD. Newburgh,N. Y. 

Machinists' To ols. 

NILES TOOL WORKS, 
CINCINNA TI, O HIO, 

H AVE ON HAND ENGINE LATHES 
14, 18, 22, and 26 inches swing ; IRON PLANERS: HOftING and TURNING MILLS, GRAY'S PAT. UNI. VERSAL RADIAL DRILLING MACHINES, CAR. WHEEL BOREHS, AXLE LATHES, and otller lirst· class Iron Working Machinery, at moderate prices. 

CELEBRATED 
T�E 25° TO 29° GALENA OILS. Allen En�lne Works. ENG:a:NE, CAR and MACHINERY OILS. --, , � PetrOleum reduced to a desired gravity by Whale Oil admits of no superior as a lubricator. All oils war • 

.. , I :j , [aJ 1 ' 1 :1  rallt�(l as ,:epresented. GALENA OIL WOl�KS, Frank· 

� � _ � � _� . ! .!  Jm, l a. CnAS. MILLER, Manager. R. H. AUSTIN, Pres. THE All 
GRINDSTONES FOUNDED IN 1 8 1 0. 

Fourth avenue and: 130th and 131st sts. , New York City J. E. M�TCHELL, 
Manufacturers ot • PhIladelphia, Pa. 

�t�tx�;\.?��n�r�l�nd 
,i'��f:'1>Y:t���

ailrht Edges, Snrface Plates, and 
Four first premiums were awarded to us at the Fair of the American Institute, 1870. 
Send for our illustrated circular. 

The fact that this Shatting nas 75 per cent greater strength, a finer finish, and is truer to gage, than any other 
in use, renders it undoubtedly the most economical. We 
are also the sole manufacturers of'the CELEBRATED COL-���t� :n�8f���;��:d 

a
8��I���

ni
��i��ll1�:s !�rfe��n

e��: 
plication to JONES & LAUGHLINS, 120 Water street, Pittsburgh, Pa. lIT Stocks 01 this Shafting In store and for sale by F&����t��n �l:�� 'df,�:��'r�:'��et, N. Y. 

Patents on Designs . 
Citizens and �liens <l:""n now secure design patents for 

three and a half, seven, and fourteen years. The law on 
this subject is very liberal. Foreigners, deSigners, and 
manufacturers, who send goods to this country, may se
cure patents here upon th-eir new patterns, and thus pre
vent other makers from selling similar goods in this mar
ket. 

These patents cover all novelties of form 01" conftgura· 
tion of articles of manufacture. 

For further information address 
MUNN & CO., 

No. 3'1 Park Row, New York. 

' SA W  MILLS. 
MORRISON & HARMS' IMPROVED MU· 

ley Saw Hangings are the best in the world. :MORRISON & HARMS, Allegheny City, Pa. 

Scientific American 
18 71. For 

TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR. 

EVERY NUMBER is printed on fine paper, 
and elegantly Illustrated Witl> Original engravings, 

representing 
New Inventlons,N oveltles In Meehanle8; 

ManuCaetures, CheDlistry, Photog
ra,>hy, Arehlteetul'e, Agriculture. 

Engineering, Science, 
and Art. 

Farmers, Mechanics, Inventors, EngIneers, Chemists, 
Manufacturers, and People of all Professions or Trades 
wlll ftnd t��IENTIFIC AMERICAN 
of great value and interest. 

The Editors are aSSisted by many of the ablest 
American and European Writers, and having access to 
all the leading Sclentiftc and Mechanical Journals of the 
world, the columns of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN are con
stantly enriched with the choicest Informatlou. 

An Olliclal List of all the Patents Issued Is published 
Weekly. 

The Yearly Numbers of the SCIENTIFWA .. ERICAN make 
two splendid Volumes of nearly ONE THOUSAND PAGE!;, 
equivalent In size to FOUR THbuSAND ordinary book 
pages. 

SPECIMEN COPIES SENT FREE, 
TERMS-,3'00 a Tear, $1 '50 half year ; Clubs of Ten Cop 

les for one year, at $2 '50 each, $25 '00, 
With a SPLENDID PREMIUM to the person who forms 
the Club, consIsting of a copy of the celebrated Stee 
Plate Engraving, " Men of Progress. " 

Address 

MUNN & CO.,  
PUBLISHERS O F  THE SCIENTIFIO AliERICAN. 

37 Park Row, New York. 

THE " Scientific American " is printed with 
CHAS. ENEU JOHNSON & CO-'S IRK. Tenth and ombard sts. Philadelphia, and 59 Gold st. New York 
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